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Jeff Brown:
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Good morning. This is Jeff Brown with the Office of congressional Ethics.
With me is my colleague Paul Solis. Before us, we have Congressman
Sanford Bishop. It is Wednesday, December 4th. It's just a few minutes
before 9:00 AM. The congressman has been given a copy of the False
Statements Act and has signed the acknowledgement, and with that we
will get started.
So, Congressman, first thing I want to launch into, and I asked you some
questions about this, is just to talk a little bit generally about your
campaign staff. So, it is my understanding, having talked to Current
Treasurer, and having got the materials from you guys, Current Treasurer
came on as an assistant treasurer in ... she thought it was the fall of 2016.
Does that sound right?

13

Sanford Bishop:

That sounds about right.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And then as of September 9th, I think you said in your written
response to us, she came on as the full-time treasurer.

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

17

Jeff Brown:

Why is Current Treasurer brought on originally in the fall of 2016?

18
19
20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Well, Mrs. Pugh, who had been the treasurer for decades, had experienced
some illnesses. She had retired, and she indicated that she wanted to give
it up. And we thought that it would be appropriate to have someone
trained to take over when she left.

22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Current Treasurer explained to us that the initial thought process was that
she would come on for a period of like four months or so, sort of shadow
Mrs. Pugh-

25

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

26

Jeff Brown:

And eventually take over. That didn't happen. Why is that?

27
28
29

Sanford Bishop:

It just didn't happen. I thought that Mrs. Pugh continued to function, and
she seemed not anxious to give it up. And of course, I was very busy
assuming that Mrs. Pugh was training Mrs. Huff.

30
31

Jeff Brown:

And you say you were “assuming,” is that because that didn't really
happen?
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Sanford Bishop:

Well, from my conversations with Mrs. Huff after this inquiry began, I
learned that she actually was doing administrative and menial tasks as
opposed to understanding the ins and outs. It was just prior to the initiation
of these proceedings that Mrs. Huff asked me if she could attend some of
the training sessions with the FEC. And I said, “Absolutely. By all
means.” And she says, "Well, I've been asking Mrs. Pugh for a while, and
she seemed not to want to give me any response. And then finally after I
was persistent, she said, 'Ask the Congressman.'" And she said, "I didn't
really think that she thought I would ask, but I did. And you said yes."
And so she went.

11

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.

12
13
14

Sanford Bishop:

She attended the FEC training, and when she came back, she said, "I think
we need to talk. There are some things that we've been doing that I just
don't think are consistent with what I learned at the conference."

15
16

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. So it sounds like that was an important conversation that the two of
you had.

17

Sanford Bishop:

It was.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Please tell us a little bit about what she said to you when she got back
from that FEC conference, and what your reaction was.

20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

She said that it just didn't ... that what she had learned at the conference
was not what Mrs. Pugh had been having her to do in terms of preparation
of the FEC documents, and that she felt like we needed to make some
changes-

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

25
26

Sanford Bishop:

Based on what she had had learned. And she ... of course, she said that she
had a very thick training manual and that it was very informative.

27
28

Jeff Brown:

And in particular, what sort of things did she indicate were problematic? I
think you said in your response that there were some “inconsistencies.”

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Sanford Bishop:

Apparently, when FEC went to electronic filings ... and I'm not a tech
savvy individual, there were certain means of explanation for, I guess,
receipts and disbursements that were required. And of course, I remember
when, around the time that that happened, Mrs. Pugh was complaining
about having to do it electronically. But that was what was required.
Charonda, Mrs. Huff indicated that she didn't think that we had been
supplying the correct information consistent with what was required.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay. Well, maybe let's circle back around on that because I think part of
the issue here that you've explained to us in some written responses, and
Current Treasurer and us discussed, is Mrs. Pugh's deteriorating health.

4

Sanford Bishop:

I'm sorry?

5

Jeff Brown:

Deteriorating health.

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

So, before we get there, just tell me a little bit about ... Current Treasurer
was ... or sorry. Mrs. Pugh was hired when?

9
10
11
12
13

Sanford Bishop:

Oh, I first ran for Congress in 1992, and at that time my treasurer was a
CPA, he was a long-established CPA in Columbus. He agreed to do it for
the duration of the campaign, but he didn't want to do it ongoing. So, after
I was elected in '92, at some point after that- I think Mrs. Huff may have
even been his assistant. I don't remember his name. It'll come to me.

14

Jeff Brown:

Right.

15
16

Sanford Bishop:

In any event, she took over once I was elected, so that would've been at
least 1993.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Did you guys have any relationship prior to her coming on as his
treasurer?

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. We were friends and church members. We sang in the choir
together. We were involved in political activities. In fact, I was in the state
legislature for 16 years before I went to Congress, and I guess three or
four years after I was in the state legislature, she came on and was
assisting me with my state legislative campaign finance obligations. And
she assisted me with my fundraisers. I had a major fundraiser, and of
course, she was key to helping me with that, and she continued to do that
for the duration of my time in the legislature. I did 14 years in the State
House, two in the State Senate, and ran for Congress.

28
29

Jeff Brown:

She was on and involved with campaign activities when you were a
member of the state legislature?

30

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

31

Jeff Brown:

Stayed on when you got elected to Congress?

32

Sanford Bishop:

Right.
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Okay. Her role-
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Sanford Bishop:

And, as a matter of fact, she ran for office herself while I was in the state
legislature. She ran for city council. She was elected, she did well, and
ended up becoming the president of the Georgia Municipal Association.
Of course, her background was ... When I met her, she worked for Blue
Cross Blue Shield in the accounting department, and she was a certified
public ... She wasn't a CPA, but there's another designation, another initial
that goes with that, which is similar. And of course, she retired from Blue
Cross Blue Shield, and then she went to work for SunTrust Bank. Well,
actually, I'm not sure if it was SunTrust or not. It may have ... Because I
had been banking with that bank for my personal business since I went to
Columbus in 1972. It was Fourth National Bank at that time, and it had
succeeding transfers of ownership.

14

Jeff Brown:

Right.

15
16

Sanford Bishop:

And it's currently SunTrust Bank. But she went to work for SunTrust as a
banking officer.

17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And when she was working on your campaign as a treasurer, was
she handling ... I take it she's handling typical treasurer responsibilities.
Was she doing anything else on the campaign besides-

20

Sanford Bishop:

No, that's all she did.

21
22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

That's all she did. Okay. Let's talk a little bit about her current state of her
health. You provided us with an email, I think it was from October 7th of
2019, where you talked a little bit about Mrs. Pugh and her deteriorating
health. Is that still an accurate representation of her current health?

25
26
27
28

Sanford Bishop:

Well, I can't say ... I know that she's no longer in the assisted living
facility. From what I understand, she is back at her residence, and that may
have been for a month or so. I'm not sure because I've not had very many
conversations with her. I've been pretty angry.

29

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Tell me more about that.

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Sanford Bishop:

During the course of the document search, while she was in the assisted
living facility, Mrs. Huff and I, along with ... There was a lady whom I did
not know had been assisting Mrs. Pugh. We were at Mrs. Pugh's home
trying to go through the documents and trying to access her computer.
And in one of the instances which we detailed, we learned ... I think it was
the Mike Brown situation, that a check for which she had asked my
permission to pay him in December, I think, of '18, and I gave permission
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provided that he had his documentation for receipts. When we located the
check stub, it was payable to Mike Brown. But then when we actually got
the check itself from ... which we had to get from the research department
of the bank, it was made payable to her.

5
6
7

Jeff Brown:

And obviously that was a part of this review. I got the impression that you
and Current Treasurer were doing a fair amount of corresponding with and
trying to work with Mrs. Pugh to collect documents in this case.

8

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Well-

9

Jeff Brown:

Is that primarily Current Treasurer, or were you involved in that as well?

Sanford Bishop:

Well, it was mostly Mrs. Huff because she actually went to Mrs. Pugh's
home on several occasions. I think I may have gone twice during the
course of it. She and this other lady whose name I just remember, Ms. B is
her name, that's what she's called, were there and they were going through
documents, and they were talking with her, and looking for this, or that, or
the other, or trying to get into her computer. Once we started, I asked Mrs.
Pugh about the check. But first, I called Mike Brown to find out whether
or not he had been paid in cash, and he said that he had not. And so, then I
told Charonda we needed to confront Mrs. Pugh.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

And so, we went out to the assisted living facility, and took the copy of the
check, and the copy of the deposit slip. The lady that had been assisting
her also apparently was assisting her with some of her personal business,
because there was one of her checkbook ledgers, or deposit slips, or
something for a personal checking account in the room where she has an
office, where she actually takes care of all of her campaign business. And
she also was treasurer for a sorority. She was treasurer for the Links
group, which is a women's group, at various times. And so she had all of
her file cabinets, computers, in this one room in her house.

28
29
30
31
32

So we compared the deposit, the account number on the deposit for where
the check was deposited to that slip, and it was her personal account. So
with that, we confronted her with that. She said she didn't remember, she
didn't have any recollection of it, and it must've been a mistake, and she'd
repay it.

33

Jeff Brown:

And that actually happened with two different checks, right?

34

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.
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Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Stepping back a little bit. It sounds to me like in 2016, talking to
Current Treasurer, she made it sound like there was some awareness that
Mrs. Pugh's health was deteriorating to some extent.

4
5
6
7

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. She had a series of falls. She had some surgeries. She was
hospitalized on several occasions, and of course I inquired about how she
was doing, and she said, "I'm fine." And I inquired about whether or not
she was able to ... She says, "I'm fine."

8
9

Jeff Brown:

So, this is in around 2016, and that's part of the impetus for Current
Treasurer being brought on?

10

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

11

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sanford Bishop:

Well that was part of it. She had been saying ... Mrs. Pugh had been saying
that she thought that she was going to retire from that, she was going to
give it up, and that I needed to think about getting somebody. And I said
okay. One of her sorority sisters, who's a longtime friend, who was a CPA,
who is currently tax commissioner, who had once been my CPA for my
law firm when I first started to practice, Lula Huff is ... She's a longtime
friend, since I first went to Columbus in 1972. I asked her if she could
help me locate someone, and she recommended Charonda, who was her
sister-in-law.

21
22
23

Jeff Brown:

In your written response to us about Mrs. Pugh's health, you say, "I wasn't
aware of the full extent of her impairments until recently when informed
by some of her close associates."

24

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

25
26

Jeff Brown:

Tell me about how you became aware of her declining health and how that
impacted your campaign.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Sanford Bishop:

Well, I knew that she had Parkinson's. I mean, it was obvious that she had
Parkinson's. I wasn't aware of the full extent of her physical dexterity
limitations. In talking to Mrs. Huff, apparently when they would be
preparing the FEC reports ... and of course I would call Mrs. Pugh prior to
the due dates of the FEC reports and ask if she needed anything, if the
report was going to be prepared on time. And she says, "Yeah, we're
working on it. We'll get it done."

34
35

But according to Mrs. Huff, on several occasions when they would be
working on the report ... and I didn't learn this until after the fact, Mrs.
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Pugh would fall asleep in the middle of what they were doing, and she
would inadvertently hit the keyboard. And on a couple of occasions, at
least, erased all of the data that had been input, and that caused them to
have to redo what they were doing. Of course, I didn't know that at the
time. And of course, later on I had a couple of mutual friends who were
friends of hers and friends of mine to tell me that she wasn't ... she really
wasn't that well. But in her conversations, she was articulate, and she
seemed to have had everything under control.

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

When I read that, your response, and having talked to Current Treasurer, I
get the impression that you gave Mrs. Pugh sort of a long leash to take
care of these issues.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Sanford Bishop:

I did because of the long-term extent of her tenure as a treasurer. I knew
that she got the periodical updates from FEC, and she appeared to be
diligent in doing what she did. The last ... I guess the last couple of years,
two, three years, unbeknownst to me ... Let me just say, when we started
out, when disbursements were made, I would call her or send her an email,
or some form of communication saying that so-and-so has requested a
donation for, say NAACP or Urban League, or whatever the case…
maybe a church anniversary, or whatever. We'd like to do an ad for that.
So, so and so will ... Or here's the address, or whatever. So she would take
care of those disbursements. Or if bills would come to the post office box,
and I went to the post office box, I would turn those over to her. She had a
key to the post office box. Or she would go to the post office box and get
keys.

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

At the time, for most of the time that she was treasurer, the city council
met at the Columbus Consolidated Government Center, which is
downtown, just a couple of blocks from where you stayed at the Marriott,
the tower there. And the post office was about ... I think the government
center was 9th Street and the post office was 12th Street. So, when she
went to city council meetings, she would go by the post office, or if she
was down there, go. And if I were in town, I would do the same thing.
Particularly during campaign season, when we were expecting checks
from, from PACs or from contributors. And so, we ... I'd always, we'd race
to the post office box to try to get those and get them in.

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

So, when Mrs. Pugh ... When the city council stopped meeting at the
government center and moved their meetings, they built a new council
chamber at the Citizen Service Center, which was some distance, but
maybe about 15 minutes from downtown, that's where the city council
meetings would be. And of course, unbeknownst to me, she had certain of
the ... like the bank statements, redirected to her home as opposed to the
post office box, which we didn't find out until we started this, when we
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started trying to track down some of the documents. And of course, once
we found that out, Mrs. Huff, was in the ... I mean Mrs. Pugh was in the
assisted living facility. So, we had it redirected back to the post office box.

4

Jeff Brown:

When did the City Council Chambers move from downtown, out of town?

5
6

Sanford Bishop:

Well, I can't tell you the exact time, but it's been several years, maybe
three, four years.

7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

And so, what you're saying is several of the bank statements or the bills
were now not showing up to the post office box, which you and others had
access to, and were just going to Mrs. Pugh's home.

10
11
12

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, and I don't know how many there were, but I think there was one or
two bank statements and I think it was the SunTrust, but I'm not sure. I'm
not sure which accounts those were.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

And my understanding from both your written response and from Mrs.
Pugh is that after ... sorry, Current Treasurer... is that after Current
Treasurer got back from this FEC conference, there was a determination
that there were several things that Mrs. Pugh were doing that were just
inconsistent with FEC rules and regulations. Can you tell me about the
conversation that you and Current Treasurer had when she returned from
the FEC conference?

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Sanford Bishop:

Well, it was a very short conversation, and I said that you need to take
over. And I guess it was less than a week later that I got the greetings from
you guys. And of course, that changed our focus entirely from dealing
with what Mrs. Pugh had been doing wrong to focusing on the information
that you had requested. But in the course of the preparation is when I
started to learn all of the things that were going on. And in particular on
the gas bills, and the credit card bill, I was just shocked when Mrs. Huff
told me that Mrs. Pugh was ... She was basically saying input this, input
that, list this as that, this, that or that.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

And Mrs. Huff said she did what she was asked to do, but she didn't
understand the rationale. But she did it because Mrs. Pugh was the
treasurer. So, she said that in some of the disbursements were involved ...
and I have to come back to disbursements in just a second ... that she
would just come up with a number and allocate it to various vendors who
were already listed in the electronic system. And she said that that was
puzzling to her, but she did it because she was expected ... she was
instructed to do it.
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Now the other thing that shocked me when Mrs. Huff got back was during
one of our conversations, she indicated to me that she knew nothing about
the disbursements. I said, "What?" She said, "She never allowed me to
handle the disbursements. She had me handling the receipts and inputting
the contributions that came in, and she handled the disbursements." I said,
"Well, how could you learn the process just by getting ...?" She says,
"Well, you know, I just did what she instructed me to do." She said, "I
never could see the big picture. I was doing menial tasks. And I wanted to
have the big picture, but she did not seem inclined to give me that
information. So, I was glad when I had the opportunity to go to the
training conference, and that's when I ...," that's when she became aware
of the things that were inconsistent.

13
14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, and it sounds like the major concerns when she got back from that
FEC conference were the credit card bills were never being itemized on
the FEC report. Right? So, you would never see a bill for Amex, and you
would never see a bill for SunTrust. And then I think-

17
18
19
20

Sanford Bishop:

Well, that's not that we would never see the bill. We would see it, but it's
the ... Apparently when she paid the Amex bill, she put the date of the
transaction as the date that Amex was paid as opposed to the date that the
transactions for which the Amex card was utilized.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

I should've been more clear. There's never a indication on the FEC reports
of the total Amex bill. It's just subsets, or ... it's the purchases that were
made and you see on the Amex bill that would be listed on the FEC report.
But then in talking to Current Treasurer, I think what you were just talking
about, and what she explained to us, was that oftentimes there would be a
number pulled out of the air, and this would just be $500 of gas, $550 of
gas. And that's actually not $550 of gas. It's some gas charges, it's some
food charges, it's some fundraising expenses.

29
30
31

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. But I don't know, I can't say what was included in those. But I
know that all of those items would have been paid for by the campaign
card at some point.

32
33

Jeff Brown:

I think just the overall takeaway on the FEC reporting is that the way Mrs.
Pugh was doing it was-

34

Sanford Bishop:

She was mis-designating.

35

Jeff Brown:

Right.

36

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.
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Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Okay.

2
3
4
5

Sanford Bishop:

And apparently there are some ... either some sub designations that are
within the computer program, the app, for FEC that breaks it down for
which ... Of course, I didn't know anything about that. But Mrs. Huff
explained to me that there are some sub areas, like within travel.

6
7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

And to what extent are you involved in this process prior to the FEC
reports getting filed? I understand you said you'll call to make sure things
are going to get filed on time, but are you guys reviewing bills together?
Are you reviewing the reports together?

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Over the last three, four years, no. And basically, I guess, for the most part
we did not sit down together over the last few years because I assumed
that she had it under control, and she would tell me that we've gotten it in,
and she may send me the cover sheet because basically I was most
concerned with what the cash on hand was. In the earliest stages, when
basically we pay it all of the disbursements by check and didn't do a whole
lot of credit card disbursements, sometimes when she was preparing a
report, I would sit down with her if she had questions about something.
But I learned that she ... and I didn't learn this until later, that she was
prepaying, like the Stonebridge, and that she was, as opposed to waiting
for a charge to occur and then paying that charge, and that she had an
automatic draft for some disbursements, too, that were regular, like the-

22

Jeff Brown:

Green Island.

23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

The Green Island. And, of course, I was not aware when I joined Green
Island and when I joined Stonebridge that the membership fee was not an
eligible disbursement. Yeah.

26

Jeff Brown:

Right.

27
28
29
30

Sanford Bishop:

I just assumed that it was because it was definitely an aid to my reelection, and my fundraising, and my interactions with the public, and
with a segment of the public that I didn't ... I wouldn't rub shoulders with
on the street.

31

Jeff Brown:

Before we get to the clubs -

32
33
34
35
36

Paul Solis:

I just had one question. So, you mentioned when Jeff was asking you
about your role in the process with Mrs. Pugh, and you mentioned about
three or four years now, you really sort of let her handle the accounting
basis, and the disbursements, and all that. What about prior to three or four
years ago? Did you have a more active role in that process?
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Sanford Bishop:

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Well, I wasn't there every day, but we would communicate by phone. And
I would say, "Would you pay this? Did you get this bill?" So, I mean,
there was some communication, but there wasn't day to day, because I'm
here. Yeah. I'm here for, I guess, Monday through Thursday, or Tuesday
through Friday, and on the weekends, very seldom am I just home. I get
home on a Friday, usually on a Saturday morning, or a Friday evening, or
Thursday evening, or Friday during the day, I'm off in one of the 29
counties doing something, some kinds of events. And over the last several
years, we've had a lot of disasters. And particularly in the last couple of
years, I think it was October of ‘18, hurricane Michael came right up
through Florida, through my district, and it was really, really devastating.
And so, I was back and forth with the President, with the Secretary of
Agriculture, with the Governor and the Commissioner of Agriculture for
the state. My district was hardest hit in Georgia. From the Florida border
all the way up through middle Georgia. And so, we were meeting with
farmers and meeting with the agriculture associations about the losses and
trying to help determine what the amount of losses, who and how we
could get them some disaster assistance. Then in, I think it was February
of ‘17 or ‘18, my wife had back surgery, she had a spinal fusion, and the
following July she was rear ended in a multiple car accident involving a
dump truck and that aggravated that injury. So, she has been ailing with
that going back and forth for treatment.
And in March of this year, March 3rd, the day that the Beauregard
Alabama tornado took place, where the people in Alabama, I think that
there were a number of people killed, that was about 40 or 50 miles from
Columbus. And we had about a ninety-year-old tree in our front yard,
which tumbled, it broke and crashed into the roof, the attic, the ceiling, the
walls of my wife's home in Columbus where we were both at the time. It
was four o'clock on Sunday afternoon, March the third. I was getting
ready to go to Albany for the initial sermon for my district director who
was doing his initial sermon in Albany at six. And of course, the tree came
crashing down and that altered those plans. But we ended up being in a
hotel for five months and with all of our stuff in storage. So, we've just
been back in the house a couple of months and still things are not sorted
out just yet. But all of this in the context of Mrs. Pugh in her last couple of
years of illness. And then she's in the assisted living and then this. So, it's
been a pretty hectic time.

Paul Solis:

So, for the past three or four years, as you just described, you've been very
busy. Lots of events have taken up your time. And so, it's quite
understandable that you're not spending a lot of time in communication
with Mrs. Pugh to go over disbursements.
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Sanford Bishop:

And add to that the fact that I became ranking member and now chairman
of the Agriculture subcommittee, the Appropriations' committee.

3

Paul Solis:

Right.

4

Sanford Bishop:

Which is added responsibilities too.

5
6
7
8
9
10

Paul Solis:

So, in light of all of that, in this more recent period, if Mrs. Pugh's is going
to make a decision to make a disbursement or somebody from the
campaign is going to; they want to buy materials, they want to host an
event, something like that. With as much specificity as you can provide.
How much awareness are you given from the staff about, "we're going to
make this-?"

11

Sanford Bishop:

I would know.

12

Paul Solis:

Okay.

13
14
15

Sanford Bishop:

I would know. I mean, normally before she would make her disbursement
she would, if someone asks her, she would verify with me that it was
okay.

16

Paul Solis:

On each type of disbursement?

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Sanford Bishop:

Well, things that we do every year, she may not ask about. For example,
Delta Sigma Theta is a sorority that has an end of the year event. She's a
member of that sorority and my daughter's a member of that sorority and
while... We always make a donation to it. The Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority, they have the Rosa Parks breakfast. She knows that I'm going to
always contribute to that. The Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. They have the
Martin Luther King breakfast every year. That's repetitive, so she wouldn't
have to ask about that. But she would generally confirm. I'm a co-sponsor
of... Well, I'm a supporter of the Columbus black history breakfast. I've
done the full time that I've been in an office in Columbus. Except when
Columbus was out in my congressional district.

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

That's something that I contribute to every year and the Fort Valley State
University black history program, same thing. I contribute to that. So that
certain things that she would know without having to get specific. But if
Mike Brown came and said, "I need to be paid for..." Should I pay Mike
Brown? Or if she got an invoice from Jim Hawes's at Quick Copy, "I got
an invoice, do I need to pay it off?" Jim Hawes would call me and say,
"Tell Evelyn she needs to pay the invoice."
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Jeff Brown:

Okay. Just a couple more questions on Mrs. Pugh and her role as treasurer
and then I'll move on to some other individuals in the campaign. But it
sounds to me like you guys spent a lot of time at Mrs. Pugh's home trying
to figure out how and where stuff was stored. I got the impression from
Current Treasurer that she had a very organized storage system. But the
problem you guys ran into, in terms of getting us documents or getting
documents for you to look over, was that often times, they weren't the
documents that you expect it to be in those folders in those folders.

9
10

Sanford Bishop:

Yea, and I actually had very little input with that and I was not
participating.

11

Jeff Brown:

You were here and Current Treasurer was doing that back in Georgia?

12
13
14

Sanford Bishop:

And yeah, and she would do that. She works full time at Aflac and she,
and apparently Mrs. B., after this came up, they would go over in the
evening and try to find the documents.

15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. And Mrs. Pugh… I mean it sounds like from your description and
from our initial conversation that she obviously had some very serious
health issues. Would she be capable of speaking with us?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

She perhaps would be. My frustration was when we ask her about things,
she said, "I didn't know. I don't remember. I may have done that. I don't
know." With the urgency of this... My patience for that was not... The
other thing with Mrs. Pugh was that with her forgetfulness, with her falls
which, she apparently, she fell several times over the last year, which
resulted in her physician, who's also my physician, saying that she could
not live safely alone because of her... I don't know. She said it was
medication and that she had been overdosed with certain medication and it
caused her to black out and cause her to fall.

27
28

And I don't know. I know that my wife as a result of the concussion she
sustained in the car accident has had some memory problems.

29
30
31

Jeff Brown:

I guess maybe the better way to ask this question is would us having
conversations with her, would that be fruitful? Or do you think you and
Current Treasurer have gotten as much out of her as you could?

32
33

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know. I didn't talk with her anymore after I had discovered, after
we had discovered those-

34

Jeff Brown:

Checks.
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Sanford Bishop:

Those two checks. And it could have been mistakes. It could have been a
result of memory lapses. I know that after your discussion with Mrs. Huff,
that there were two transactions that Mrs. Huff brought to my attention on
the SunTrust account. One of them was an ATM withdrawal and the other
one was an over the counter withdrawal, which when she first told me I
had no earthly idea of what it was. But once she furnished me with the
copy of it, I could figure out what happened there. And I know that my
wife made a withdrawal from the SunTrust ATM for $660, which I think it
was a debit card, which is a campaign debit card. My personal account,
checking account, is at SunTrust. It's a debit card and the code for it, the
pass code is the same thing.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Because my wife uses the debit card and the campaign card when she's
doing shopping for the campaign. Buying the prizes for the golf
tournament. Buying supplies and preparations for the tailgates that we do
for the Tuskegee, Morehouse football classic and The Fountain City
Albany State, Fort Valley football classics, where we actually do a major
tailgate, the campaign does. We rent RV, we have tents, we prepare food,
set it up, campaign signs and entertain 200 to 300 people that come
through in attendance for the football game.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

That $660 ATM withdrawal should have come from my personal account.
Every month we pay the tuition for my granddaughter's school where she
attends, Calvary Christian school. My wife has another account that she
deposits money into, that they get an automatic draft from. And that
amount is approximately $660 a month. Most months it comes out of my
account and she takes the money out of my account puts it in that account
and they draft it from the school. I noticed that. I didn't realize until she
brought that to my attention. I was trying to figure out, you know what
ATM, but it was actually, it should have been from my personal card and
instead it was from the campaign. Both of whom I think are MasterCard
debits at SunTrust, with the same pass codes.

31
32

Jeff Brown:

So in other words, your wife took a SunTrust debit card, presuming it was
your personal card and in fact it was the campaign.

33

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

34

Jeff Brown:

And the $660 was for your granddaughters tuition?

35

Sanford Bishop:

That's correct.

36

Jeff Brown:

Which that's ordinary? You'll pay that-

37

Sanford Bishop:

Oh yeah.
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Jeff Brown:

In cash to the school.

2
3

Sanford Bishop:

No, no. She takes the cash from my account, deposits it into another bank
account-

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

But they have an automatic withdrawal. Understood. And how about that
over the counter withdraw? Sorry, let me just move this recorder. This is a
binder right here. Although you may have some of the documents. We're
not going to go through all of this, but just in case we need it to reference
anything. At tab 18 in this binder is that account statement and I'm
referencing it, and I don't have to put that in front of you, but there's a
$4,482 over the counter withdraw.

11

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

12

Jeff Brown:

Which you look to have in front of you.

13
14

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Now that had to be for the printing of the golf brochures for 2019
with Kwik Kopy.

15

Jeff Brown:

That's Mr. Hawes?

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

17

Paul Solis:

And why are you sure it's that?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Hmm?

19

Paul Solis:

Why are you sure it's that charge?

20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

Because I think that was the same amount of his invoice. And when he
does his work, he wants to be paid quickly. In fact, sometimes he wants to
get paid in advance. But he printed the brochures – Sorry - And he
apparently sent the invoice and of course I'll authorize her to pay it.

24

Jeff Brown:

Do you know why it says over the counter withdraw?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Apparently, I don't.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

27
28
29

Sanford Bishop:

I don't. I guess it was an over the counter withdrawal. Apparently. That
must've been what she did to get the money he wanted. Normally, he's
paid with a wire transfer or either a check. I think that he had an account
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with SunTrust or with whatever. And she would do a wire transfer to him
often.

3

Jeff Brown:

Who is she, Mrs. Pugh?

4
5
6
7
8
9

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. But in this particular instance, I don't know why it was over the
counter, but in talking to him he seemed to have thought that that was
some issue with which account it was going, which of his accounts it was
going into or it may not have been going into his SunTrust. I don't know
what the issue was. But in order to do the wire transfer, apparently, they
had to withdraw the cash money and pay him and he was paid.

10
11
12

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So that may have something to do with the way that SunTrust is
listing that, as opposed to it actually being an over the counter withdraw as
opposed to an electronic transfer to him.

13

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, I don't-

14

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

15
16

Sanford Bishop:

I'm not sure about that. I think she may have actually, and I don't know.
She may have actually gone to the bank, gotten the cash and-

17

Jeff Brown:

Tendered it.

18

Sanford Bishop:

Tendered it or done a check or done something that got to him.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Electronically, quickly. But I think that you can confirm with him that he
was paid that amount.

22

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

23

Sanford Bishop:

And you should have the invoices. The invoice for that amount.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

Right. Okay. Moving off Mrs. Pugh, you mentioned your wife a couple of
times. What's her role in the campaign?

26

Sanford Bishop:

I'm sorry?

27

Jeff Brown:

Your wife, what's her role on the campaign?

28
29

Sanford Bishop:

Well, obviously she's supportive of me. She's an elected official in her
own right.
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She is the elected clerk of the municipal court of Columbus, Georgia,
which is a county wide election. She was elected in '92, the same time that
I was elected to Congress. And of course, we support each other in terms
of our elected offices. And she basically is a gopher. When I'm out of
town, she would deliver things to Mrs. Pugh. She would also shop, do
shopping to assist. For example, in the preparation of the golf tournament.
We do extensive prizes. The first prize is always a big screen TV.
Jeff Brown:

Okay.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Sanford Bishop:

We actually have two tee times. So, it's actually like having two
tournaments on the same day and lunch is between the two. And this is
always on a Monday, which is the day that the country club is closed. So,
on Sunday we have, since we have a lot of people that come from out of
town, we have a host hotel, which is the Hilton Garden Inn, currently. And
what happens is we have a soul food and jazz on the evening before.
That's a Sunday evening, where we have a catered food and invite the
people who are volunteers, the people who are attending the tournament
from out of town or locally who will be participating, who come. And we
have jazz, like a reception.

19

Jeff Brown:

Right.

20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

But we have soul food, barbecue ribs, collard greens, candied yams, good
food and music. And of course, people then retire. And on that same day,
on the Sunday, we have to prep the golf course for the tournament, which
you know is early Monday morning.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

So, I spend Sunday basically making sure that all of the gifts and the
trophies are assimilated and assembled. Ready for transport to the golf
course. And we usually use the hotel, they give us the boardroom. We also
get rooms for people who are coming from out of town, particularly the
people who are supporting the tournament, volunteer-wise and otherwise.
And we have the board room where we actually stage many of the gifts.
The golf shirts, we used to have to sort them by hand, by size, so that we
could just take them to the club, have them already there so that when
people register and come through, they can pick them up by size. But now
Mr. Hawes provides the shirts. We purchased the shirts from him and he
will pre-wrap them and pre-size them. But volunteers usually show up on
Sunday to make sure that the plan is set up and that the club is set up
properly to receive the golfers when they come in. So we probably have
about 15 to 20 volunteers who sit at the reception table.

38
39

Mrs. Huff and Mrs. Pugh would sit at the other first with the computer to
receive any funds that are paid on the spot, to go down the list to make
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sure that people who are registered are paid up. And then of course they
go from that spot. They get a bag and they pick up gifts that are part of the
gift bag that we order and pay for.
Jeff Brown:

And your wife has some involvement in-

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Sanford Bishop:

Oh yeah. Her involvement in that part is on the Saturday to Sunday. The
weeks, the days before the tournament, she will assist in shopping too. For
example, we go to Sam's Club or Walmart to purchase the gifts. We've got
to get eight first place gifts, because they are foursomes. Eight second
place gifts and eight third place gifts. Also, preorder trophies from Crown
Trophy. First place, second place, third place and of course eight of each
of those. And we usually have like a hospitality room at the hotel on the
night before and so we'll purchase snacks for that. You know, chips, dip,
beer. So we don't have to go through the hotel with their markup on the
beer for people that come in. Wine, and some liquor, which after the soul
food and jazz is over, there’s a small room. Sometimes we have members
of Congress who come, and they will sit and play cards the night before
and then you know first thing in the morning we are off to the club.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

You said you get some rooms at the Hilton Garden Inn for people who are
traveling from out of town.

20

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, that's right.

21
22

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Who are individuals coming from out of town? Are they
participating? Are they volunteering?

23
24
25
26
27

Sanford Bishop:

We have participants, golfers who are sponsors, who work for companies
that are sponsoring, or PACs that are sponsoring. Or we have volunteers.
For example, my sister-in-law who lives in Atlanta, she and her girlfriend
will come down and they will help with folding the shirts. Helping us to
organize and stage stuff. Also, a guy by the name of Darrall Porter.

28

Jeff Brown:

Right.

29
30
31
32

Sanford Bishop:

Who's also one of my golf buddies. Darrall used to live in Columbus. So,
he grew up in Columbus but he lives in the Atlanta area now. Darrall will
come down because he's a very valuable asset in terms of setting up. He's
been working with me for years and helping to set up the golf course.

33
34

And I brought a thumb drive.
Jeff Brown:

Okay.
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Sanford Bishop:

Those are photographs of several of the golf tournaments. Let me see if I
can... I don't want to jump ahead of myself. But what Darrall and others
do, of course Darrall comes from out of town and I will provide a room for
him. And Hawes comes from out of town. He actually lives in
Philadelphia but his business is in Atlanta and so he comes down because
he has to make sure that we have the shirts, we have the trinkets that we
buy from him and all of the stuff. And he also does the banners. We have
major banners that he provides. And we pay him for and he had a step and
repeat and he brings a frame for that that we set up at the hotel and then
we set them up at the golf course. So, Hawes is a person that comes down.
We paid for his room when he stays.

12

Jeff Brown:

Mr. Hawes is from Kwik Kopy?

13
14
15
16

Sanford Bishop:

From Kwik Kopy. That's correct. What Darrall and several of the others
do on that Sunday when they come down is, we have sponsor signs. As
you can see, we have gold sponsors and silver sponsors and we put their
signs on the tee boxes.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

All 18 holes of the golf course have, and you'll see the pictures, have signs
for people who are sponsoring holes for organizations or people that are
sponsoring holes. And those signs have to be actually put in place. Over
the years, and we've been having these golf tournaments now since 1997,
we do have repetitive sponsors and so rather than doing new signs every
year, we try to recycle our signs to keep our costs down. And so, we store
those signs in the storage facility for the golf tournament. Now they are all
in Columbus on Victory Drive. But we actually store them with the stakes,
and we have signs that say gold sponsors and the ones that don't. And we
put those signs next to the sign on the tee box so that it indicates that gold
sponsors and then the ones that don't have that sign are silver sponsors.
We also have sponsor boards. We have three of those prepared. Art sign
company out of Albany does all of those golf signs. And they've been
doing it for when we were at Stonebridge for years. And so, we continue
to allow them to do the signs, even though we will move the tournament to
Atlanta, I mean to Columbus.

33
34

Jeff Brown:

Let me redirect you and ask just a couple more questions about the
campaign and then I will get into-

35

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. Okay.

36
37
38
39

Paul Solis:

Can I just ask one question following up on Jeff's question about your
wife's role in the campaign. What would you say her frequency is? You
mentioned she buys items for the golf tournament and she helps you out in
that way. Can you briefly talk about anything else she might do?
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Sanford Bishop:

She is a gopher. If I get a bill or if I get a request for a contribution or
people will direct requests to her and she'll connect. Then I will ask her to
get in touch with Evelyn to make sure that there is a check for this person,
for the other person or she will carry a receipt. Or whatever.

5

Paul Solis:

Is it like kind of whatever you need? If you needed to do something.

6

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

7

Jeff Brown:

She's the clerk of the municipal court. That is a full-time job?

8

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

10

Sanford Bishop:

And the administrator.

11

Jeff Brown:

Right. Does she have a staff?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Roughly how many people?

14

Sanford Bishop:

Somewhere around 20 or less. I'm not sure.

15

Paul Solis:

Does she have a formal title with the campaign?

16

Sanford Bishop:

No.

17

Paul Solis:

Okay.

18

Jeff Brown:

And you said she's re-elected every four years?

19

Sanford Bishop:

I'm sorry?

20

Jeff Brown:

She's reelected every four years?

21

Sanford Bishop:

Every four years, yeah.

22

Jeff Brown:

Does your daughter have any formal role on the campaign?

23

Sanford Bishop:

Not formal. Informal. She does as needed, too.

24

Jeff Brown:

Does she live close by?
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Sanford Bishop:

She does now. They stay close by. She lives on the North end of town. We
live on the South end of town. But she's been back in town for six, seven
years. Prior to that she was living in the Atlanta area.

4

Jeff Brown:

And again, no formal title but does more of “pitch in as needed.”

5

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

6

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And you have a granddaughter too. She's younger though, right?

7

Sanford Bishop:

She's 11.

8

Jeff Brown:

She's 11, okay. So she doesn't have any role on the campaign?

9

Sanford Bishop:

She does.

10

Jeff Brown:

She does? Tell me.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sanford Bishop:

She actually does. At the golf tournament, you'll see that you have the first
session starting around 7 or 7:30. In the second session around 1, lunch is
in between and during the lunch session, where the people who are in the
first session finished off and they come in and have lunch, people who are
going to be in the second session, have the lunch and then go out to golf.
We generally have a raffle and my wife and some of the other volunteers
will actually take the microphone and they give out tickets, raffle tickets,
for once they register and to come in, they get raffle tickets and while
they're waiting for the scores to be posted or while they're waiting to start
the next round, we give out door prizes.

21

Jeff Brown:

Okay. She plays a part in that?

22
23

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. And so my granddaughter took the role of pulling the numbers and
announcing the numbers.

24
25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

I want to ask you about the financial institutions that the campaign uses. I
just want to run through this real quick to make sure I understand. So.
there is a Synovus account, that's formerly CB&T, Columbus Bank and
Trust. That's the main campaign account?

28

Sanford Bishop:

That's correct.

29

Jeff Brown:

Okay. That's a deposit account?

30

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. What do you mean the deposit account?
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Jeff Brown:

It's a place where you deposit-

2

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, that's absolutely right. That's right.

3
4

Jeff Brown:

Do you regularly get those statements or do those statements go to Mrs.
Pugh?

5
6

Sanford Bishop:

Those statements… I thought they went to the post office box. But they go
to Mrs. Pugh.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know.

9

Jeff Brown:

There's also an AMEX card and that's a campaign card.

10

Sanford Bishop:

That's correct.

11

Jeff Brown:

It’s Sanford Bishop for Congress.

12

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

And it looks to me like that's always paid by this Synovus account. So the
Amex card is paid off-

15

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

16

Jeff Brown:

The Amex card is a campaign card?

17

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

18

Jeff Brown:

And it's paid via the main checking account?

19

Sanford Bishop:

As far as I know.

20

Jeff Brown:

It looks like there's two cards. You have one and your wife has one.

21

Sanford Bishop:

For the Amex, yes. That's correct.

22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

But is it safe to assume that on the Amex statements, where it says
Sanford Bishop, those charges would be your charges and where it says
Vivian Bishop those charges would be her charges?

25

Sanford Bishop:

I think it would be safe to say that.
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Jeff Brown:

Do these copies get sent to the PO Box, or were they getting sent to the
PO Box, or do they get sent to Miss Pugh?

3
4
5

Sanford Bishop:

Remember, we talked about this earlier, a few, I guess, a few minutes ago.
Initially, the Amex statements all went to the Post Office box and at some
point-

6

Jeff Brown:

But then they got transferred.

7
8
9
10

Sanford Bishop:

... it got transferred to Miss Pugh and when Charonda and I discovered
that they were going to Mrs. Pugh, after we got involved in the
investigation, we re-designated to have it sent to the Post Office box. I
think that was what happened.

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

So, in recent years, you're not seeing on a regular basis, the Synovus or the
AMEX statements? You're not reviewing them on a month to month
basis?

14

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

15

Jeff Brown:

They're going to Mrs. Pugh's house.

16
17

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Or, if they come to the box and I pick it up, I will just take it to her.
Or I send it to her by my wife or my daughter, somebody.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

There's also gas credit cards. Are these… and I think we talked about this,
there's a Shell, a Citgo, and a BP.

20

Sanford Bishop:

Those are all personal cards.

21

Jeff Brown:

Those are personal?

22

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

23

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And they're in your name?

24

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

25

Jeff Brown:

Does your wife have those cards as well?

26

Sanford Bishop:

She has a couple of them. I think she has the BP. I think she has a Citgo.

27

Jeff Brown:

Okay.
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Sanford Bishop:

She does not have the Chevron. And she doesn't have the Shell. I don't
think she has a Shell.

3

Jeff Brown:

There's a Shell, a Citgo, a Chevron, and a BP?

4

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

5
6

Jeff Brown:

It sounds like, from our interactions that the campaign on occasion will
pay these gas bills. How does that work?

7
8
9
10

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. Well, initially, I would get the bills, I will give them to Mrs. Pugh.
She will pay the bills. Usually by check. Later, she started, I think just
either advance paying or automatic withdrawals or either by phone, I'm
not sure how she was paying it, but she was paying the bills.

11

Jeff Brown:

On all these gas cards?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Hmm?

13

Jeff Brown:

On all these gas cards?

14

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

17

Jeff Brown:

But they're not in the name of the campaign, they're in-

18

Sanford Bishop:

No. They're my personal cards.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20

Sanford Bishop:

But they were cards that I use for campaign travel.

21

Jeff Brown:

-related driving.

22

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

23

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). And just to be perfectly clear about it, I viewed
all of my travel between those 29 counties as campaign, as efforts toward
my reelection because when you meet and greet people, you have to have
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access and of course, everywhere I go, when I go to church, as soon as
church is out, people rush up to me with their congressional inquiries.
Jeff Brown:

Right.

Sanford Bishop:

Whether it's a constituent problem, whether it's you need to vote for this,
you need to vote against that, you need to get him out of office, or you
need to impeach, it's something. All of it. Everywhere I go. I have no
place I can travel, whether it's a grocery store, whether it's the church, in
any of the 29 counties. I don't know if I ... My legal residence is Albany. I
have a house there. I had a mortgage there and I just paid it off earlier this
year.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Columbus, where I was living when I was elected was removed from the
congressional district for a number of years. So, I ended up buying a house
in Albany and moved to Albany. My wife and I got married ... That was in
1996. My wife and I got married in 2001. Of course, she was elected from
Columbus and she had a house there. I sold the house that I had in
Columbus when I moved to Albany and after our marriage, I split my time
between Columbus and Albany, but over the last several years, I spend
most of my time in Columbus.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20
21

Sanford Bishop:

I have to travel to all of these areas, whether it's parades or meetings, or
whatever.

22
23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

I certainly appreciate the vast majority of your travel has some campaign
aspect to it. I have to imagine there are some instances in which there are
... It's just a personal drive. Right? It has nothing to do with the campaign
or anything like that. Do you log your mileage?

26

Sanford Bishop:

I don't. I just did the fill up because, it's very little that's strictly personal.

27

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

28
29
30
31

Paul Solis:

Have you ever given any direction to Mrs. Pugh that ... For example, this
charge is for personal, these charges are campaign, where you would
separate the difference, or give her instructions to separate the difference
in the charges or she just pays them in full every time?

32
33
34

Sanford Bishop:

There were some instances earlier, and she would inquire earlier, but over
the last three to four years, I think she just paid them. Because, basically,
that's anything that's personal is almost nebulous. The travel that I do,
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when I drive in from the Atlanta airport, I generally will drive to
Columbus. If there's an event in Columbus, I'll go to that event.

3
4
5
6
7

If there's an event in Albany or Macon or any of the other 29 counties, I'll
have to drive to that event, those events, or those meetings. Sometimes it
may be a funeral, it may be a church anniversary, it may be a pastor's
anniversary, it may be a dinner with Jimmy Carter and his wife, which
was like a month and a half ago.

8

Basically, that's what I do because ...

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

So, in other words, easier to just fill the car up, pay it with campaign credit
card than to log all the personal versus campaign, because the vast
majority of it in your view is campaign?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Let me just ... Okay, so those ... There's also a SunTrust deposit
account for the campaign.

15

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay. That is a campaign account.

17

Sanford Bishop:

It is.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

I understand that there's some confusion about why this account exists in
the first instance.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Well, when we started to make purchases for the golf tournament from
Sam's Club, they would not accept American Express. And they only
would take debit cards. With that frustration, and it was a little
cumbersome to try to take a check when we would go out to try to
purchase things from Walmart and from Sam's and it's only recently that
they would accept all credit cards. That's how that-

26

Jeff Brown:

That was the impetus of Sun Trust deposit account being opened?

27

Sanford Bishop:

That was the impetus. Right.

28
29
30

Jeff Brown:

And then it looks like there's also ... Well, before I ask this. The Sun Trust
deposit account, is that the same thing- the statements were going to the
PO Box, but then were transferred to Mrs. Pugh?
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Sanford Bishop:

No. I don't think that ... I don't ever remember those coming to the PO
Box. I don't remember those. But there's a SunTrust credit card and there's
a SunTrust debit card.

4

Jeff Brown:

Right.

5

Sanford Bishop:

Which were both related to the campaign.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

So, that's my next question. There's a SunTrust credit card. You have a
SunTrust card?

8

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And does your wife have a Sun Trust credit card?

10
11
12

Sanford Bishop:

She has ... But she doesn't have the ... There are only two. It's a debit and a
credit and at various times I will give her the ... There's a Visa. The debit
is a Master Card.

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay, so this is the credit card and then there's a debit ...

14

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

15

Jeff Brown:

So, there's only one ...

16

Sanford Bishop:

There's only one credit card.

17

Jeff Brown:

Understood.

18

Sanford Bishop:

And one debit card.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. She doesn't have a separate-

20

Sanford Bishop:

No.

21

Jeff Brown:

Your wife doesn't have a separate card in her name.

22

Sanford Bishop:

No. No.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. If she's going to use this credit card or the debit card, she will
borrow them from you?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

.
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Sanford Bishop:

That's Mrs. Pugh's address.

2

Jeff Brown:

That's Mrs. Pugh's address. Okay.

3

Sanford Bishop:

Is that where the statement goes?

4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

That's where the SunTrust statement goes. Yeah. Okay. I think that's all
the campaign related accounts that we've touched on. Is there anything
else that I'm missing?

7

Sanford Bishop:

I don't think so.

8

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

9
10

All right. Switching gears a little bit to the golf clubs. Stonebridge Golf
and Country Club, that's the country club in Albany.

11

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

12

Jeff Brown:

You've been a member there I think since 1999.

13

Sanford Bishop:

That was in ’99?

14

Jeff Brown:

I think that's what the membership application says.

15

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

And as we've talked about, and as you said in your response, the campaign
has been paying the monthly membership statements.

18

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

19
20

Jeff Brown:

And as I think you indicated, Mrs. Pugh was paying them via check. There
was no direct withdrawal on that account.

21

Sanford Bishop:

No.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

But I think she was, as you said, sort of writing checks for larger amounts
than were due. So, she was paying them in advance?

24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Toward the end of, I think the last few years, and she would write ... She
would pay in advance and it just draw it down.

26

Jeff Brown:

Right. Right. Okay.
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Sanford Bishop:

And when it got down, she would write them another check. And I never
specifically authorized that, but that's what she was doing, because I didn't
want the payment to be late, I didn't want to be delinquent. And if the time
had run, and the bill hadn't been paid, I would get-

5

Jeff Brown:

Get a phone call. Yeah.

6

Paul Solis:

Prior to her, during the automatic drafting when she would pay-

7

Sanford Bishop:

No, this wasn't automatic draft for Stonebridge.

8

Paul Solis:

Right.

9

Jeff Brown:

Green Island was automatic withdrawal.

10
11
12

Paul Solis:

Right. Bearing in mind, when there were instances of checks, would she
call you up and say, "I'm going to cut this check to Stonebridge," would
she say that?

13
14

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. She would ... If I got the bill from Stonebridge, I would make sure
she got the bill so that it could be paid.

15

Jeff Brown:

You would get copies of the bills from Stonebridge?

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

17

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Would she also get copies of the bills?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, I would transmit the bills to her.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

Now, when it came to Green Island, we set it up so that I would get copies
of the bill, because they did it electronically. They would send me a copy
and they would send her a copy. But every time I got it, I would also
forward my copy to her.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

25

Paul Solis:

This is over email?

26

Sanford Bishop:

Huh?

27

Paul Solis:

Over email?
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Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

2
3

Jeff Brown:

Again, you've acknowledged this was a mistake by the campaign to have
paid these monthly membership dues-

4

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

5
6

Jeff Brown:

So, what's the process now? What have you guys decided on how to
handle the payments going forward?

7

Sanford Bishop:

Well, going forward, I pay it out of my pocket.

8

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

9

Sanford Bishop:

Out of my personal assets. That's what I've done for the last two months.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

11

Sanford Bishop:

For Stonebridge and for Green Island.

12

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Go ahead.

13
14

Paul Solis:

When did you start ... you said the last two months. Do you know a
specific date when you started this?

15

Jeff Brown:

I think we may have it. It's the October statement that was paid by check.

16

Sanford Bishop:

Okay, I paid Stonebridge October 7th.

17

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

18

Sanford Bishop:

And, paid Green Island ...

19

I may owe Green Island.

20

Jeff Brown:

I think ... yeah, I think we noticed that the ACH was canceled on that and-

21
22

Paul Solis:

I think through the information we received from them, I think they're still
maybe waiting on a payment.

23

Jeff Brown:

I think that's right.

24

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

25

Paul Solis:

That's right.
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Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

2

Jeff Brown:

But they did say you'll ... They give a call if-

3

Paul Solis:

I think they're intending to reach out to you soon about that.

4

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. How much is it?

5

Paul Solis:

I think it's in line with the rest. I believe it's 100 and something, right?

6

Jeff Brown:

Paul's thinking about joining up over there.

7

Paul Solis:

It's a nice place, for sure.

8

Jeff Brown:

He was admiring that club.

9

Paul Solis:

Very nice place.

10

Sanford Bishop:

Can I take a bathroom break?

11

Jeff Brown:

Absolutely.

12

Paul Solis:

Yeah. We'll pause here.

13
14
15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

We're back on the record, it's 10:20. We're back on the record with
Congressman Bishop. And we were talking about Stonebridge Golf and
Country Club. I've opened this binder in front of you to tab three, which is
the written response you provided us with response to the Stonebridge
Golf and Country Club materials you sent us.

18
19

I take it, this is still an accurate statement of the way that you’ve used the
club?

20

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

21
22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. And, it sounds like what I'm reading from that is, the way you look
at this is, your activities at the club are campaign related because they give
you an opportunity to interact with constituents, supporters, whoever else
you might run into from your district?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

27

Sanford Bishop:

And it never fails.
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Jeff Brown:

Right.

2
3
4

Sanford Bishop:

Whenever I show up, whether it's the employees who work there or
whether it's the other members who are there, they seize the opportunity to
engage in political discussions, to make suggestions, complaints.

5
6

Jeff Brown:

Do you ordinarily go to the club by yourself? Will you go with your wife?
Will you go with other members? How are you-

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Sanford Bishop:

It's a combination. For Stonebridge because I live in ... I spend most of my
time in Columbus, my church membership is in Albany, so, I travel to
Albany for church, and if my wife is with me, then we may, after church,
go to the club. And when we go to the club, we'll definitely run into a
number of people. Some farmers who belong there, some of the judges
who belong there, doctors who are constituents and who are activists. The
Mayor used to belong there, the former mayor I should say. Doctor Willie
Adams, who I mentioned. He was one of my earlier supporters who
encouraged ... In fact, he was one of my golf instructors. He took me out
on the range, I went out, got my first set of clubs and ...

17

Jeff Brown:

That's a long drive down there between Columbus and Albany.

18

Sanford Bishop:

No. It's 78 miles.

19

Jeff Brown:

Maybe just for us.

20

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

21

Jeff Brown:

Maybe just for us, when we go down there.

22

Sanford Bishop:

So, you went down there?

23
24
25
26

Jeff Brown:

We did. Yes. We saw Stonebridge. It is nice too, nice folks down there.
You've moved the Sanford Bishop Golf Classic from Stonebridge to
Green Island Country Club. Do you have any specific fundraising events
at Stonebridge anymore?

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Sanford Bishop:

I have not had fundraisers there for a while, but it seems like at one point
had reception or something there. But, of course, I wanted to be able to, if
I wanted to, to have something there. And also, intermittently, when I go
to Albany, I can use that to meet with people. I have some constituents
that are golfers and I can say, "Hey, meet me at Stonebridge, let's play a
round and I can talk about what's happening in Albany or what issues are
evolved."
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We just had a mayor's race in Albany, yesterday. The incumbent was
defeated by a challenger. I mean, there are in a number of instances. I've,
for example, to meet with the president of Albany Technical College,
Albany State University, who were golfers at the time of ... The former
president was a golfer. The commander at the Marine base.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, it's a place to meet with constituents and supporters. Okay. And it
sounds like you do that through the use of dining and golf. Do you use any
of the other amenities there?

9

Sanford Bishop:

No.

10

Jeff Brown:

No. Okay.

11

Sanford Bishop:

Not really.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

If you go to the club and do dining, you said sometimes that'll be your
wife, sometimes you'll go solo. Will you-

14

Sanford Bishop:

And sometimes, there may be constituents.

15

Jeff Brown:

You'll bring constituents.

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

17

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Then same thing with golf?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20
21
22

Sanford Bishop:

My wife hasn't played golf in a while, but yes, she plays golf, but it's been
a long time since she's played at Stonebridge. I can't even remember when
she played.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

And it doesn't look to me like, having reviewed the statements that we got
from the club, you're not playing with much frequency?

25

Sanford Bishop:

I've been real busy lately.

26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. I just wanted to make sure, because when we look at
the statements, it looks like if you're golfing, you're renting a cart and so
that would be-

29

Sanford Bishop:

I'm what?
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Jeff Brown:

You're renting a cart.

2

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

3
4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

That would be reflected on the statements. And it looks like, like you said,
because you're busy, it's less frequent that you're getting out on the golf
course or into the dining facilities. Do you keep any records when you go
to Stonebridge on who you've met with and why?

7

Sanford Bishop:

I don't.

8

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sanford Bishop:

Generally speaking, example, there's a Judge Herbert Phipps who was on
the Court of Appeals for Georgia and he and his wife and family eat there
frequently, so I would always run into them. Doctor and Mrs. Ajayi, he's a
physician, and Mrs. Ajayi is a real activist there, Nigerian I think, and so
she always has a mouth full. I see them there. There are lots of other
people that frequent there. Sometimes my pastor, or other pastors will eat
there.

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

17

Sanford Bishop:

And after church and get to interact.

18
19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Let's move on to Green Island Country Club. Same thing. It sounds
like you've been a member at Green Island since 2014. Again, campaign
has paid the monthly account statements and they've paid them via ACH,
automatic withdrawal in recent years.

22

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

23

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

24
25

Sanford Bishop:

And of course, there have been other payments that have been made. For
example, with other people-

26

Jeff Brown:

You've touched on my next point.

27

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Okay.

28
29
30

Jeff Brown:

If you flip to tab six, I want to make sure I have this right. This is an email
you sent to us and if you'll look just right here, "For anything other than
BFC," I'm guessing that's Bishop for Congress.
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Sanford Bishop:

Right.

2
3

Jeff Brown:

"They pay the club directly and a credit should be on the bill that reflects
the same."

4

Sanford Bishop:

“Credit should be on the bill reflects the same.” Yeah.

5
6
7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

In other words, what I take that to mean is, when I look at the Green Island
Country Club statements, the campaign is paying for everything via ACH
except when individuals, not yourself or your wife, use your membership
to throw a banquet and there are banquet charges. They write a separate
check, their own funds, and therefore, they're paying for that banquet.

10

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

And so, if you see on the statements a separate check written from the
Links, or from Miss Williams, or something like that, that's because they
are paying for that separately, the campaign is not paying for that.

14

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Yeah.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16

Sanford Bishop:

And, I don't ... Actually, they don't pay us.

17

Jeff Brown:

They pay the club.

18

Sanford Bishop:

They pay the club.

19

Jeff Brown:

Correct. And that's all reflected in the statements.

20

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). It should be.

21
22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Okay. And again, I think if you go to tab five
here, yep, tab five. Again, that's the written response that you provided to
us with respect to Green Island Country Club, and I take it that's still an
accurate ...

25

Sanford Bishop:

Let's see.

26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

Actually, if maybe you flip one more page. The first part may be about
Mrs. Pugh and this is regarding your now ... I take it that's still an accurate
statement of how you've used the club in the past?

29

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.
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Jeff Brown:

Yeah. And I think same sort of thing, right? It's when you go to the club,
the reason why the campaign has been paying for this is because you're
running into constituents and supporters-

4
5

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, and Green Island is much more frequent because I'm spending more
time in Columbus than in Albany.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

So, same things. Same questions really. You'll go to Green Island by
yourself, or with your wife, and run into folks?

8

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, and I seldom go to Green Island by myself.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

10
11
12
13

Sanford Bishop:

Usually it's with my wife, maybe a constituent, family, church members or
people with whom ... Who are constituents. Example, there's a church that
we attend and the pastor ... after church we invited the pastor to come to
dinner with us. He's not married and he loves to eat.

14

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

15

Sanford Bishop:

As a matter of fact, soon as we started inviting him, he's joined the club.

16

Jeff Brown:

All right.

17
18
19

Sanford Bishop:

But, various constituents, who are also supporters, and who also
participate in the golf tournament and who campaign with us, I invite them
to go after church.

20
21
22

Jeff Brown:

Same questions I asked you at Stonebridge, though. You're not keeping
any sort of logs or track of who you're going with, when you're going with
them?

23

Sanford Bishop:

No. And that's a ...

24

Jeff Brown:

Let me ...

25
26

Sanford Bishop:

That's a change that has to be made and Mrs. Huff and I have discussed
that.

27
28
29
30

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, and it sounds like in our conversation with Current Treasurer, this
process and sort of her going to the FEC conferences has allowed you
guys to see some improvements that could be made with respect to the
way that-
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Sanford Bishop:

That must be made.

2
3
4

Jeff Brown:

Well, let me hand you this, which is ... This is a copy of some Green
Island Country Club related materials, and I'm going to show you a couple
of specific banquets and I just want to ask you what they are.

5

I think the first one you should have here, is this in August 2019?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. It is.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And it looks like it is ... It says it's a Bishop Reception. And I'd just
like to know, what is this about?

9
10

Sanford Bishop:

I'm not certain, but I think that one of my employees retired. Elaine
Gillespie, and we had a community gathering in honor of her retirement.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

At the bottom it says, "Pop up event. Reception for Sanford Bishop." Is
that help you remember any further? You think it's for Elaine?

13

Sanford Bishop:

I think it was for Elaine, yeah.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, who were the guests? It's your congressional staff or campaign
staff?

16
17
18
19

Sanford Bishop:

No. It was neither. Well, I won't say neither. It included campaign
supporters, volunteers. It also included, Elaine was responsible for like six
or seven counties, so that was guests from the counties that she served.
She was a field representative. So we invited people that ...

20
21

Jeff Brown:

She knew and interacted with as part of the campaign. As a part of the
campaign-

22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Right. As part of the campaign. And of course, she volunteered as a
campaign worker when she was off the clock and she was a field rep
during the day. That was her day job. She interacted and had relationships
with all of these people who were big supporters of us.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Can you go to tab seven. It says "July 2019 Bishop Brunch." Same
thing, what's this event?

28

Sanford Bishop:

July 28th, ‘19. I don't know what that is.

29
30

Jeff Brown:

Okay. It looks like July 28th, it may have been the day before the golf
classic.
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Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

2

Jeff Brown:

Is that possible?

3

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, it is possible. That would've been a Sunday.

4

Jeff Brown:

Right.

5
6

Sanford Bishop:

Then, it could very well ... How much was that? It could have been a
group of people who were coming in ... This was ‘19?

7
8

Jeff Brown:

It looks like it was July of 2019, 12:00-1:00, so a lunch booking. Looks
like 32 brunch buffets.

Sanford Bishop:

Oh, I do know. I do know. There was a gentleman, Craig Kirby, who
wanted to mentor some young people in golf. He has a nonprofit. Let me
look up his, so I can give you the ...

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Okay, he's the CEO of Golf, My Future, My Game. Craig Kirby is his
name. He is ... he set up this nonprofit and something like a First Tee to
interest minorities and young minorities in the game of golf. He wanted to
associate his event, his organization with my golf tournament and he,
working through my wife, tried to get me to sponsor and to integrate his
thing into my golf tournament.

18
19
20
21
22
23

I was not comfortable with that because there’s so much preparation that
goes on the day before my golf tournament, but he insisted that he
wouldn't get in the way. But he was going to allow his youngsters to be
exposed to how the golf tournament was set up and what was involved in a
major golf tournament. He wanted to do that on premises, so he had young
people that came to that.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. This is a lunch for that group?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, that apparently is what that was. Yeah.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

27
28

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know that that was 32 people, but that may have been what that
was booked for.

29
30

Jeff Brown:

Okay. How about tab eight? This looks like the BBC Holiday Social.
What's the BBC Holiday Social?
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7

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know what BBC is. It really was not a holiday social, it was an end
of the year constituent meeting where we invited all of the ... We invited
constituents to an end of the year gathering where I gave a brief report on
the closing of the Congress at the end of the year, introduced the staff
from the various areas, who serve various areas as field reps, introduced
our constituent services people, and of course invited were people from all
29 counties and you know who were able to come.

8

Jeff Brown:

Yea, so who gets the invite to this?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Sanford Bishop:

Constituents from all of those areas. And particularly they were the
Sheriff's office ... no, it wasn't the Sheriff's office. This was 2018, it wasn't
this year, so that was the Municipal Court Marshall’s office and his staff,
the Superior Court clerk's office and their staff, the Municipal Court
clerk's office, that's my wife's office and their significant others who are
constituents also. Our staff was there and people from who were just
constituents from the 29 counties were invited. Of course, obviously the
people in the farthest distance didn't come. But people from, you know,
nearby counties and Columbus did come.

18

Jeff Brown:

How do you decide which constituents get the invite and which don't?

19
20

Sanford Bishop:

Constituents who have been active and engaged with our field
representatives, you know, they were invited.

21

Jeff Brown:

So, it's primarily folks who are involved with the campaign?

22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. No, not really. Because it's not a campaign event. Officially. It's a
constituent gathering. We can't have Christmas parties, but we can have
constituent meetings and it's the end of the year. So, it's like a holiday
gathering, but it's actually a constituent meeting.

26
27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

Okay. When we talked to Current Treasurer and when we talked to GICC
Banquet Coordinator at the club, it sounded like their impression was that
it's a holiday party for your staff, your campaign and/or congressional staff
and for your wife's staff at the courthouse.

30
31
32
33

Sanford Bishop:

Most of those people are constituents. Okay. They work for her. Some of
them volunteer for the campaign. This was not a campaign event. I believe
it was paid for by congressional funds because it was a constituent
meeting.

34
35
36

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. So if you flip to just a couple pages back, I see that there's an
invoice. Go one more page. Yep. It says “Invoice - Congressman Bishop
constituent meeting.”
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Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

2
3

Jeff Brown:

And in talking to GICC Banquet Coordinator, she made it sound like you
guys had requested a separate invoice.

4

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

5

Jeffrey Brown

Yep, tell me about that.

6
7

Sanford Bishop:

The separate invoice is so that it could be submitted to the finance for
payment.

8

Jeff Brown:

Right. And that's cutting out the alcohol.

9

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

10

Jeff Brown:

And then ultimately the Treasury does pay for this event.

11

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

12

Paul Solis:

About how many people ... and this happens every year?

13

Sanford Bishop:

Not every year, but the last few years. How many people?

14

Paul Solis:

Yeah, about how many people go?

15

Sanford Bishop:

Okay, they should ... this was like 165 guests.

16

Paul Solis:

Okay. Right.

17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

And so, it looks to me like, looking through the Green Island materials
that they sent us, that there was a, I think they're calling it the BBC
holiday social, but maybe it should be the BFC.

20

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know. It's not a Bishop for Congress event.

21

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

22

Paul Solis:

And you mentioned your wife has about 20 staff, right?

23
24

Sanford Bishop:

I think it's somewhere between a dozen and 20. I'm not sure exactly how
many. And of course, they could bring guests.

25
26

Paul Solis:

And then you had also mentioned that other individuals at the court, like
the, I think you mentioned maybe sheriffs or marshals.
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Sanford Bishop:

The municipal marshals.

2
3
4
5

Paul Solis:

So, the folks who are in that government building there in Columbus,
about how many employees end up being invited? You mentioned that
you consider them constituents, they are constituents. About how many
employees are being invited to the holiday party, do you think? In total?

6
7

Sanford Bishop:

I mean we talking about 165 showed up. Everybody who was invited
didn't come. So, I would say you know a couple of hundred people.

8

Paul Solis:

Okay. And this is also your staff from DC and back in the district?

9

Sanford Bishop:

No. I think my chief of staff may have come down from DC.

10

Paul Solis:

Okay.

11
12

Sanford Bishop:

My chief of staff may have come for that, but the rest of the DC staff did
not come for that.

13

Paul Solis:

What about your district staff? Would they have-

14

Sanford Bishop:

No, district staff were definitely there.

15

Paul Solis:

And about how many district staff do you have?

16

Sanford Bishop:

Somewhere around 20, 21.

17

Paul Solis:

And then their spouses or guests, one guest would be allowed to come?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

19

Paul Solis:

Okay. All right.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

And then of course they were there because you know they were being
introduced and what they did in terms of constituent services, if they were
case workers or they were field reps, you know. The fact that this is the
field rep and she's worked with you over the, and remember that if you've
got needs that they are my eyes, ears, hands and feet when I'm in
Washington, and they're your connection to me.

26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

Again, it looks like, when I look at the Green Island statements, it's 2017 2018, '17, '16 and '15 there were holiday parties at Green Island Country
Club. Is it the same sort of party year after year?

29

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay. Same scene? Same people are being invited?

2

Sanford Bishop:

Well ...

3

Jeff Brown:

Because you mentioned there's-

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, one year the Sheriff and the Sheriff's department, I can't remember
which year it was. They were included, because the Sheriff's department
and the Municipal Court Marshal provide security for me under the new
Sergeant-in-Arms policies. That's not new now. We have to have law
enforcement coordinators in our district offices. So anytime a Member
travels, we're supposed to coordinate with the law enforcement in the
place that I go. To make sure that they have law enforcement present to
provide security for me and for the constituents and the staff. So, the
Sheriff's office provided that service for events in Columbus as well along
with the Municipal Court Marshals office. As well as the Columbus police
department. So, three different law enforcement agencies at various times
during the year would provide those security services for me. So those
offices were invited. Particularly the Sheriff and the Chief Marshal and
their staffs.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Any groups besides the ones you just named that are getting invited yearover-year or were invited?

20

Sanford Bishop:

Any groups?

21

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Any other groups.

22

Sanford Bishop:

No specific groups but they would be constituents.

23

Jeff Brown:

Who's sending out the invitations?

24

Sanford Bishop:

Well, it's word of mouth.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

26
27

Sanford Bishop:

The district director, the field representatives would be responsible for
disseminating that information.

28
29
30

Paul Solis:

So, if I was a constituent in one of the 29 counties and I caught wind of the
party, through word of mouth, could I show up to Green Island? Just come
to the party?

31

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Yeah. It was not exclusive.
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Jeff Brown:

Who coordinates the event for you?

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sanford Bishop:

It's not a coordination. It's a ... tell my wife, call the club and see if we can
reserve a time so that we can have this meeting. Or I call the club. Or they
call the club and the club is booked. And so, then I call the club and beg
them the please. And they say, okay we'll make arrangements to do it. It's
not a coordinated effort because it's basically getting them to agree to do
the food, tell them how many people will be there, and showing up. So,
then it's up to us to get the guests to come.

9
10
11
12

Jeff Brown:

Can I have you go to tab 11? This is a Bishop ... it says Bishop luncheon,
Friday, September 29th of 2017. It looks like it's between 12 and 2:00 PM.
It looks like there's about 25 lunch buffets. And I see at the bottom the
point of contact is Reggie, who's maybe the assistant to your wife.

13

Sanford Bishop:

Right, that's my wife’s' executive assistant.

14

Jeff Brown:

Do you recall what this event was for?

15
16
17
18
19

Sanford Bishop:

I do not. It could very well have been a black elected officials, or an
elected officials meeting. Which the black elected officials and sometimes
the other, the elected officials in Columbus. We'll meet periodically for
lunch and at different locations. And this may have been that. I don't know
what that was.

20

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

21

Sanford Bishop:

I can't tell you.

22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Let me have you just flip to one more event. It's tab 14 there. This is a
Williams reception. It's 2015, September of 2015, it's a dinner booking.
Do you recall ... what's this?

25

Sanford Bishop:

I'm not sure. Wait a minute, September ... this? What tab is that?

26

Jeff Brown:

It's 14.

27

Sanford Bishop:

Tab 14.

28

Jeff Brown:

Oh, I'm sorry. Yeah, tab 14. Yeah, right here.

29

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. September 4th, 2015. I might be able to ...

30
31

Jeff Brown:

It looks like to me it's a Pamela Williams. She's thrown a couple of other
events.
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Sanford Bishop:

It's a what?

2
3

Jeff Brown:

Ms. Pamela Williams has thrown a couple of other events on your
membership.

4
5

Sanford Bishop:

Could very well be. That would have been somebody that was arranged…
My wife was the point of contact I see on here.

6
7
8
9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. The reason why I asked is it just, it looked like for most of the other
events that Ms. Williams was involved in, it was something that she paid
herself and I didn't see a separate check for this event. And so, I didn't
know if this was an event that Ms. Williams threw that, you know,
somehow didn't get paid for by Ms. Williams. Or if there was some sort of
campaign purpose.

12

Sanford Bishop:

So Ms. Williams didn't pay for this event?

13

Jeff Brown:

I didn't see it in the statements.

14

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know. Did she pay for any other events?

15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

She did. There were a couple other events. Like she threw a tennis brunch
and she threw a birthday party, which again just led me to believe that
maybe she was just a friend who was using your membership.

18

Sanford Bishop:

Right. I would think so.

19
20
21
22
23

Jeff Brown:

Okay, well we can go back and take a closer look at that. Let me ask you
to go to tab four. So, these are the monthly statements at Green Island.
And I want to run through a couple of specific things in here. So, if you go
to May of 2019, I think you mentioned already that you'll go to the club on
occasion with your family for family events.

24

Sanford Bishop:

May 2019.

25

Jeff Brown:

So that should be up there, yeah, the front end there. Keep going.

26

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

And then if you flip to the back of this, there are the chits from the club,
and it looks like we've got a Mother's Day brunch. Who attended this?
This is this past year. May of this past year.

30
31

Sanford Bishop:

I can't tell you everybody who attended, but I know that my family would
have been there and there may have been some other constituents there
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also that we invited. I can't remember specifically who it was, but they
would have been constituents that may have been at church with us that
day.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

And so, I see, you know, there's a 2017 Father’s Day meal. There's a 2017
Mother’s Day meal. Again, Mother's Day 2016. Same thing?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8
9

Sanford Bishop:

There's a big attendance at the club on those special days. So, you run into
everybody.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

11
12

Sanford Bishop:

And you know families are there and so people that you hardly ever see at
the club will be there.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

So, you're going with your family, perhaps some constituents from church,
and you're running into other constituents at the club.

15

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. And some who are not constituents but who are contributors.

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

17
18

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Major contributors that I may not see but once or twice a year.
Judges, CEOs.

19
20

Paul Solis:

Are these meals you would set up with prior to going with the contributors
and say let's have a time?

21

Sanford Bishop:

No.

22

Paul Solis:

It's just-

23
24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

It's going, expecting to run into these folks. So, I run into lawyers who
contribute. To CEOs, retired CEOs, chairman of bank boards, you know
that type of thing. Who will be there with their family, retired executives
from the power company. Various, you know contributors.

27
28
29
30

Jeff Brown:

There are a couple other statements I want to walk through. The first is
from April of 2017. So, if you could flip ... and the couple of things I want
to walk through you with are it looks like there are some personal charges
that ended up on the statements.
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Sanford Bishop:

Can you show me where the ...

2

Jeff Brown:

Yep, April of 2017, keep going. So, I think it's ... sorry. There we go.

3

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

Now if you flip to the back of that page. There's a charge for one club
fitting, GICC Golf Pro.

6

Sanford Bishop:

Matt is the pro.

7

Jeff Brown:

Golf pro.

8

Sanford Bishop:

That's his name.

9
10

Jeff Brown:

Yep. And there is at the bottom it says, and the club fitting's $50 and then
there's one Bishop Mizuno JPX.

11

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

12

Jeff Brown:

And I'm wondering what those two charges are?

13

Sanford Bishop:

Okay, that's a set of golf clubs.

14

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

I got fitted for a set of golf clubs, which I was intending to purchase
personally. They had to be ordered, and of course I was, you know, he
went through the motions of fitting me for it, and when they came in he
was not there. I called about them and he said, just go pick them up. I went
to pick them up. He was not in the pro shop, so I couldn't pay for it with
my personal account. And he just charged them to the account. I got the
clubs, and decided that I probably should not keep the clubs. And so I used
them as a part of the raffle when they had the golf tournament in '17. So
those clubs were given away as part of the raffle.

24

Paul Solis:

Do you know who they went to?

25

Sanford Bishop:

I do.

26

Paul Solis:

Who did they go to?

27

Sanford Bishop:

David Holston.

28

Paul Solis:

And this is the raffle you mentioned that occurs the day beforePage 47 of 81
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Sanford Bishop:

No, no, this is the day of the tournament.

2

Paul Solis:

And is this the one where your granddaughter will pull the-

3

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

4

Paul Solis:

Okay.

5

Sanford Bishop:

Right, right. And there's also a charge for, I think golf lessons somewhere.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, let's walk through… there's January of 2017, so just a couple more
pages. Other way.

8

Sanford Bishop:

Other way.

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

Yep. And if you look on the back of the January statement, it looks like
there's a one club repair, GICC Golf Pro. Again, GICC Golf Pro, the golf
pro and it's for $81. What's that charge?

12

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know, I guess it must be a club repair.

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Would that been have been for your personal clubs?

14

Sanford Bishop:

It would have to be.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Yeah. So this is something that ends up on the ... the campaign ends
up paying for it because the ACH automatically pays for it.

17

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

18

Jeff Brown:

But probably shouldn't have been.

19

Sanford Bishop:

Right, that should not have been if that was a personal club repair.

20
21
22
23

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Let's go to May of 2016. A couple of pages down. And if you'll just
go to the back of the page, it looks like there's a ... the last chit down there,
there's a birthday event of some kind. You recall who, whose birthday it is
in May?

24

Sanford Bishop:

I don't.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

26

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know whose birthday it was.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay, let's go to June of 2015. Again, if you'll flip to the back, it looks to
me like there is a chit on here for a golf shoe purchase. It's kind of all the
way down the bottom right here. I'm wondering what that purchase
probably is.

5
6

Sanford Bishop:

That probably was a purchase that I made that should not have been paid
for by the campaign.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, these are golf shoes for you that inadvertently end up getting
paid for by the campaign?

9

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And I see one other instance of this. If you'll go to July of 2014.

11

Sanford Bishop:

July of 2014. '14.

12

Jeff Brown:

'14. I think that's it. Okay. Now on the back, right here it says-

13

Sanford Bishop:

It's a golf glove.

14

Jeff Brown:

It's a golf glove, okay. Same thing?

15

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So personal golf glove inadvertently ends up on the ... getting paid
for by the campaign through the ACH.

18
19

Sanford Bishop:

That was July the 12th. Yeah, I mean I was ... would have been getting
ready for golf tournament. Yeah. Okay.

20
21
22
23
24
25

Paul Solis:

And all these other meals, and pardon me if Jeff's gone through this with
you, but all these other meals, when you look at these invoices that are
associated with maybe a drink here or there, or a buffet for one or two
adults. This is the same idea? You're having lunch at the club before or
after golf or maybe you just come to the club for a meal. And the idea is,
you know, you see people there or when you're-

26
27
28
29

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. If it's a connection with golf, these are people who are invited to, or
who regularly play in my golf tournament. And so I'm obviously trying to
get them to participate and to keep their interest in supporting my golf
tournament. Either as sponsors or as individual players.

30
31

Jeff Brown:

I'm going to go through these really quick, Congressman, because I think
there's not a lot of need to discuss these in any detail. But tab eight here is
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your written response to the Army Navy Country Club. It sounds ... the
statement that you provided us still accurate. Is that correct?

3

Sanford Bishop:

Was that this?

4

Jeff Brown:

This statement, yeah.

5

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, absolutely.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

Nothing's changed, you guys haven't learned any more about this or any
less?

8

Sanford Bishop:

I mean that was, this is what happened.

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Okay. Just making sure like, in going through the documents you
haven't found any other documents or haven't learned anything more about
that. It's still accurate.

12

Sanford Bishop:

No, you got the ...

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

14

Sanford Bishop:

You got the payment, right?

15

Jeff Brown:

Exactly. Yes. I didn't include it in there.

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

I just had a couple of questions on it. So it sounds like you paid the greens
fees for three individuals and yourself?

19

Sanford Bishop:

That's correct.

20

Jeff Brown:

Who is Michael Calcagni?

21

Sanford Bishop:

Calcagni.

22

Jeff Brown:

Calcagni, sorry.

23

Sanford Bishop:

He was a military fellow in my office.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And who's Chris Chung?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Chris Chung is a former military fellow in my office.
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Jeff Brown:

And how about John Clyburn?

2

Sanford Bishop:

John Clyburn is an individual who happens to be the brother Jim Clyburn.

3
4

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Which one of these individuals was the one you referenced that
you're trying to secure support from?

5

Sanford Bishop:

John Clyburn.

6

Jeff Brown:

John Clyburn.

7

Paul Solis:

And that's Congressman Clyburn?

8

Sanford Bishop:

That's the congressman's brother.

9

Jeff Brown:

Brother.

10

Paul Solis:

But when you say Jim Clyburn, it's Congressman Clyburn, right?

11
12
13
14
15

Sanford Bishop:

Right. See John is a ... he's a business person. He is a political activist and
he has some friends who contribute regularly to campaigns. One of his
friends has an airplane and was ... he indicated was likely to be a sponsor
for my golf tournament and fly down to Columbus to play in the
tournament. So I was trying to get him to make sure that he did that.

16

Jeff Brown:

Did that work out?

17

Sanford Bishop:

It didn't.

18
19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

Okay. I just want to make sure I understand this. So, my sort of
understanding of this event is this isn't a specific fundraiser that you're
throwing at the Army Navy Country Club. It's more like you're trying to
secure support-

22

Sanford Bishop:

It's a solicitation, that's right.

23

Jeff Brown:

For your fundraiser-

24

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

25

Jeff Brown:

…at Green Island Country Club.

26

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.
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Jeff Brown:

If you'll go to tab nine, I'm just going to ask you the same sort of few
quick questions about the Davis-Smyre.

3

Sanford Bishop:

Oh yeah.

4

Jeff Brown:

How do you?

5

Sanford Bishop:

Smyre.

6

Jeff Brown:

Smyre.

7

Sanford Bishop:

His dad pronounces it Smyre, but he pronounces it Smyre.

8

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And again, the description you provided us, still accurate?

9

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Again, fair characterization here is this isn't a specific fundraiser
that you're throwing.

12

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

It's an event that you're attending in the hopes of securing support for the
Green Island country club.

15

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Representative Smyre is the longest serving member of the Georgia
general assembly. Right now he's the Dean of the Georgia General
Assembly. He was elected to the state house in 1974, I was elected in 1976
from Columbus. He rose to be the governor's floor leader. He's been
chairman of the state parties on the Democratic. He has been on the
Democratic National Committee. He was a former president of the
National Black Caucus of state legislators. And you know, he's very
actively involved, but he and a guy by the name of Jim Davis who was an
executive at Georgia Power Company, they've been longtime golfers.

26
27
28
29
30
31

They were playing golf long before I started. But they started this golf
tournament years ago and it grew to be pretty good as an outing at the end
of the general assembly. And they decided at some point that they wanted
to make the proceeds benefit charity. And so, they continued to have it.
Jim Davis died, Smyre continued to have the tournament and whenever I
could, whenever I started playing golf and was invited to it when I could,
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when I wasn't otherwise occupied, I tried to support it, and in the process
solicit a number of golfers there to participate in my tournament.

3

Jeff Brown:

And you're doing that by just interacting with folks on the golf course?

4

Sanford Bishop:

Absolutely.

5

Jeff Brown:

Asking them to attend?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly. And carrying my brochures with me if I have them.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8
9
10
11
12

Sanford Bishop:

You know or telling them that one will be in the mail or getting a business
card and that type of thing. And a number of them, I knew. They were
lobbyists that lobbied the general assembly and many of them lobbied
Congress. So, I would, you know, remind them that I'm having a golf
tournament and I want you all to support it.

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Can you do me a favor and just turn to the last page in this tab? This
is the bill that's ... this is the invoice you provided that the campaign paid
and this is for your stay ...

16

Sanford Bishop:

At the Legacy Lodge.

17

Jeff Brown:

At the Legacy Lodge for this event?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Right, exactly.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

So, one thing that you guys did not provide and I wanted to ask you a
question about, as you just page one page back here. The brochure says
your registration fee of $120 should be paid in two separate transactions,
one's a $60 green fee to Legacy on Lanier, and one is to one of two
charities. I didn't see anything from you guys, and I didn't see anything in
the AMEX bills suggesting that the greens fees or the donation was made.
I assume that it was made since you played in the events.

26

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

27

Jeff Brown:

Would you have paid for that personally?

28

Sanford Bishop:

Probably.

29

Jeff Brown:

Okay.
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Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

2

Jeff Brown:

Could you have pay for it with the campaign funds?

3
4

Sanford Bishop:

No, I don't think so. I mean if I had paid for it with campaign funds, there
would be a record of it.

5

Jeff Brown:

And you guys didn't see any of that?

6

Sanford Bishop:

No.

7

Jeff Brown:

You didn't see any of that.

8

Sanford Bishop:

No, I didn't find instance of this.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay. The Reynolds Plantation.

10

Sanford Bishop:

What tab is it?

11

Jeff Brown:

That is tab 10.

12

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

So, I didn't provide much here because I don't know that there's any need
to go through all the documents you sent us, but I do want to make sure
the description you provided us still accurate?

16

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

17

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Okay.

18

Sanford Bishop:

These are the people that attended this ...

19

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, let me ask, who's Darral Porter?

20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Darral Porter is a guy that I told you that lives in Atlanta that helps me set
up the golf tournament.

22

Jeff Brown:

So was a constituent, but is no longer a constituent?

23
24
25
26
27

Sanford Bishop:

He's no longer a constituent, but he's a supporter and he comes down
every year. He didn't attend in '19 but because he had previously booked a
vacation cruise with his family, so he didn't show up. But he was a part of
the planning and he ... every year, even going back to Albany, he would
come down and show up. He would be one of the people that on Sunday is
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there to help us move the materials out to the golf course. To actually set
up the golf course on Sunday evening with the sponsor signs and to make
sure that everything is ready for the tournament first thing in the morning.

4

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

5

Sanford Bishop:

And so he's one of those people.

6

Jeff Brown:

And Jerome Humphries?

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Jerome Humphries is also one of the supporters. He participated that same
way. But he's a former semi-professional golfer. But he helps me with the
planning and the organization of the marshals. One of the things that we
learned from Stonebridge and at the beginning of Green Island, since we
give out really, really good prizes, there are cheaters. And when you have
cheaters, it dampens the morale of the people who think that they were
cheated out of winning because somebody pushed the pencil. So, we
decided that we would have scorekeepers, and it costs me additional
monies, substantially. But we paid for scorekeepers for every foursome.
And in order to get those scorekeepers, I have to have some incentives.
And what I do is, Willie Watkins and Jerome Humphries and others will
get golfers who will agree to serve as scorekeepers either in the morning
or the afternoon. And in exchange for that, I will allow them to play and to
participate in the round that they are not scoring. But in order to do that we
got to name, address, contact, coordinate and so that's what Watkins and
Humphries do. And as well as a debriefing on the previous year and which
scorekeepers were not good scorekeepers, who else we can get to be
scorekeepers, how we can organize it in a way to assure the integrity of
scores.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

These gentlemen, are they… well let's stick with Willie Watkins. Is he a
constituent?

28

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

29

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Supporter as well?

30

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

31
32
33

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What sort of frequency do they work on the campaign outside of the
Sanford Bishop Golf Classic. Do they have any involvement in the
campaign otherwise?
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Sanford Bishop:

Not formal. They may volunteer to put some signs up in the
neighborhoods, but they are golf-focused and they participate fully in the
golf tournament aspect of the campaign.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

Do you golf with these individuals at Stonebridge or Green Island or
elsewhere other times of the year?

6
7
8
9
10
11

Sanford Bishop:

Not regularly. From time to time, I may once or twice a year golf with
them at Green Island, but I've played golf with them at other courses. And
from time to time, when I go to play in charity tournaments, I would take
them with me as a part of a team. My alumni, my college, Morehouse
College used to have a homecoming golf tournament and I would invite
Jerome and Willie to be a part of a foursome and pay for them.

12

Jeff Brown:

Sounds like Jerome would be a good person to have on your team.

13
14

Sanford Bishop:

Absolutely. Absolutely. Willie, not quite as good as a Jerome, but Jerome
can hit it along the way and he's pretty good.

15
16
17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

Well, let me just- a couple quick questions about this. It looks like from
the documents you sent us, the lodging you paid for on the Amex, the golf
was paid on the SunTrust, and I didn't see any payments for any food or
drink or gas or travel for these gentlemen. Would the campaign have paid
for that?

20

Sanford Bishop:

No, they paid for it.

21
22

Jeff Brown:

So, these individuals would have paid for their travel, the food, the gas for
the weekend?

23
24

Sanford Bishop:

No, they didn't pay for their travel. We loaded in my vehicle and drove
there.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

26
27

Sanford Bishop:

They parked their vehicle at a shopping center, got in my vehicle with
their golf clubs and their overnight bags, and we drove to it.

28

Jeff Brown:

How about food and drink? Who paid for that stuff?

29

Sanford Bishop:

I think we may have switched up paying for it.

30

Jeff Brown:

So, the campaign only paid for the lodging and the golf?

31

Sanford Bishop:

I can't swear to that, butPage 56 of 81
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Jeff Brown:

That's what you recall?

2

Sanford Bishop:

My recollection is that's what we did.

3

Jeff Brown:

Have you done planning trips like this in years prior?

4

Sanford Bishop:

No.

5

Jeff Brown:

So, this is the first time you did an event like this?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

7
8
9
10
11
12

Jeff Brown:

Again, we talked about, we got the AMEX bill, we got the NGP statement.
We got the receipts for the three rounds of golf and the SunTrust
statements. I know you guys have looked hard for other documents. I just
want to make sure, there wasn't anything else. There wasn't any other
communications between you and the gentlemen you went with? There
weren't any like agendas or lists?

13
14
15
16
17

Sanford Bishop:

No. There was no agenda, but you know all the way down there, on the
golf course, on the way back we were talking about how we were going to
plan, what the logistics would be for setting it up, who, what, and when
they would come, and we would get this stuff out of storage. The signs
that are recycled have to be cleaned. Then after we organize-

18
19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

I wanted to make sure from your statement, you mentioned a lot of this,
the inventorying of the signs, the cleaning, the acquisition of the trophies
and the transporting of all the stuff. You're not doing any of that stuff this
weekend? You're just discussing needing to do that in the future?

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. We were discussing it, and will you be available to do this? Who
can we get to do that? Who do we need to include on the list of marshals/
scorekeepers? Is this person a good person? Can they keep an accurate
score? Are they honest? Are we going to have a hole in one? Because part
of a number of occasions for the par threes are we able to get a car
dealership to put up a car for a hole in one contest. You have to pay the
insurance on it and yeah. Just the logistics like that.

29
30
31
32
33

And I have a storage unit in Columbus where most of the golf stuff is kept
and there are major U-Haul boxes where the signs are loaded. So we have
to take them out, go through them and compare that with the current year
sponsors.
Jeff Brown:

But that's not happening this weekend?
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Sanford Bishop:

No, it's not happening this weekend. This is-

2
3

Jeff Brown:

That's what you're doing on the Sunday beforehand or the weeks
beforehand.

4

Sanford Bishop:

No, no. Yeah, it takes a few days to do that and a few volunteers.

5

Jeff Brown:

These gentlemen, which ones are local?

6
7
8
9
10

Sanford Bishop:

Jerome and Willie Watkins. Of course, Darral Porter used to be local, and
he's got family in Columbus, he grew up in Columbus, but he's a car
dealer and he works at works in Atlanta now because he lost his job at the
local car dealership, so they moved in him out. But he's in and out of town
quite a bit.

11
12
13
14

Jeff Brown:

You mentioned... The first time we got together was when we were in
your office. You mentioned in reference to the request for information that
we sent, you said something about you thought that this event had to do
with the Masters or going to Augusta.

15

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, well-

16

Jeff Brown:

Was there a separate event?

17

Sanford Bishop:

Augusta was totally unconnected.

18

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

19

Sanford Bishop:

This is about 70 or some miles from Augusta.

20

Jeff Brown:

Was there an Augusta, was there a trip to the masters or Augusta?

21

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, we did go down there.

22

Jeff Brown:

Okay. With these gentlemen?

23

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. When was that and what was that like?

25

Sanford Bishop:

It was that same week.

26

Jeff Brown:

Oh, okay. You golfed down there?

27

Sanford Bishop:

No, we didn't golf. Yeah, no.
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Jeff Brown:

You went down to watch?

2

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

3

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Okay. That was one of the days?

4

Sanford Bishop:

I think we may have gone two days.

5

Jeff Brown:

Okay, so you did the three rounds of golf.

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

7

Jeff Brown:

And additionally, you went down to Augusta to watch?

8

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

10

Sanford Bishop:

The two-

11

Jeff Brown:

The weekend of the Masters?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, two days.

13

Jeff Brown:

Were you golfing in the morning and going down in the afternoon?

14

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Except the first day we golfed to the afternoon because we-

15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

Got there late. Okay, yeah. Understood. Okay. The Gold Strike, that's tab
11. This is an annual policy conference. That's probably the easiest way to
describe it?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

19

Jeff Brown:

It takes place down in Mississippi?

20

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

21
22
23
24
25
26

Jeff Brown:

What I'm trying to get a handle on, and I'll just say, having gone through
the documents that you provided and having talked to Current Treasurer,
it's still not totally clear to me, and it just may simply not be clear, but I'm
hoping we can walk through it. I'm trying to get a sense for what exactly
the campaign paid for and for who. So generally, what is the campaign
paying for at this conference?
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Sanford Bishop:

Usually it's the registration for the conference, which includes the-

2

Jeff Brown:

Ability to attend the events?

3

Sanford Bishop:

Events. That's correct. And for certain individuals' lodging at the hotel.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

And so that registration, I realize it varies from year to year, but that gives
you access to all the different panels?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

And it looks like there's different events, like there's a barbecue or there's
some golf or the registration covers all that as well?

9

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, the registration is being paid for, for any of the individuals that
are coming through?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Yes.

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And the lodging is being paid for some of the individuals.

14

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16
17

Sanford Bishop:

Some people, like Smyre if he attends, and he generally tries to make
everything in the country, he pays for his own trip. I didn't pay for him.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So there some individuals that are a part of your party that are
paying their own way and some individuals the campaign will pay?

20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). For example, some of the people that that we pay
for are people that like work for my wife for example, in her office who
volunteer for me during campaign season. They stand on corners and wave
and hold up my signs and they knock on doors and that type of thing. And
so, they go and they could not afford to pay for the lodging. So, I might
pay for their lodging.

26
27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

So let me ask this generically and then we can get into the individual
attendees specifically. What's the campaign purpose of the individuals
attending this conference that the campaign pays for? In other words,
what's the campaign purpose of them attending this conference?
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Sanford Bishop:

First off, they get to attend the policy panels, which informs them of the
issues for which I support at our polls. It also arms them with information
so that when they get back home or they're in a position to articulate why
people should or should not vote for me or should because of the policies
that we've supported. It also gives them an opportunity to meet other
members of Congress, and other political figures who are in attendance.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

And let me just make sure I understand this. So anyone who's attending
that the campaign is paying for is a volunteer on the campaign?

9

Sanford Bishop:

Not always.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. You said some of them are constituents and supporters, so I'm
trying to get, I'm trying to understand.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

The campaign volunteers who are also constituents. You have people like
my sister-in-law who has attended, who lives in Atlanta, but who with her
girlfriend will come down and support the campaign, but who is a big
church advocate in her church in Atlanta and gets her church members to
donate campaign contributions, and comes down on election night to
support the effort on election day to help us get out the vote, that type of
thing. And in some occasions, we have campaign staff that have attended
like Yasmin Gabriel, she was part of our social media campaign. I think
we pay for her to attend. Reverend James Baker, he was my faith outreach
coordinator for the campaign. And he also was an attendee at the
Congressional Black Caucus Institute Bootcamp. We sent him to the
campaign training. He attended and we paid for him to attend, other
individuals like that, that we've sent to the bootcamp or that worked in the
campaign.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

So, it sounds to me like if you're paying for them, there is some work
either volunteer or otherwise that's being done on the campaign.

28

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

29
30
31

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, when you say, in the response you said, "I paid for campaign
workers and constituents to attend." It's they're both campaign workers
and constituents. It's not that there's constituents and campaign workers.

32

Sanford Bishop:

Right. They are people who are pretty involved with the campaign.

33

Jeff Brown:

Okay. When people go, are they paying for their own food and drink?

34
35

Sanford Bishop:

No, the conference has meals involved in it. If there are meals outside of
the conference activities, they generally pay for that.
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Jeff Brown:

And then how about travel to the conference. Aside from you and your
wife, is the campaign paying for these individuals to travel to the
conference?

4
5

Sanford Bishop:

Most of the time they will travel on their own, but seems like in '19
Jacqueline Whitaker and Wendy Lewis, I believe we paid for that flight.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Let's just talk about some of the attendees real quick and I'm just
going to go through a list of individuals that you provided to us. So, the
first is Eric Fowler. Who's Eric Fowler?

9
10
11

Sanford Bishop:

Eric Fowler is a former boyfriend of my daughter's. He was at and
physically involved in the golf tournament. In fact he stored some of the
golf paraphernalia in his garage for a year. As a matter of fact-

12

Jeff Brown:

Okay. How about David Holston?

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Sanford Bishop:

David Holston is employed by the Marshal's Office. He's a law
enforcement guy. He was law enforcement, then he left law enforcement.
He worked for my wife a while and then went back to the Marshall's
Office. That's the Municipal Court Marshall's Office, or the Municipal
Court Clerk's Office. He's currently for the last two, three years, been at
the Marshall's Office. He also provides, from time to time, security for me.
He drives me when I have to go some of the places, other counties and
local, my staff cannot provide it, and sometimes the Marshal has
designated him. But most recently he has not actually provided security,
but he's also one of the scorekeepers for my golf tournament who plays in
the morning, marshals in the afternoon, or even marshals in the afternoon
and plays in the morning.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

26

Paul Solis:

That's the same individual who won-

27

Sanford Bishop:

That's the same individual who won the golf clubs.

28

Jeff Brown:

Wendy and Latoya Lewis?

29

Sanford Bishop:

Latoya is Wendy's daughter.

30

Jeff Brown:

Okay, and what sort of involvement did they have on the campaign?

31
32
33

Sanford Bishop:

Wendy stands out on the corner and waves. She does yard signs. She does
whatever the campaign requires or needs during the course of the
campaign. Latoya is her daughter who actually now lives in Dubai, she's a
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teacher in Dubai, but when she was home during the campaign, she also
assisted with the campaign, and before she went to Dubai.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

I'm going to just flip a couple pages here in your binder. They're in bates
order, but it's just easier to do it. This is the Amex statement you sent with
respect to 2014. It looks like the highlighted portions are, again, they add
up to the amount on the FEC statement that we inquired about. On top,
you'll see in the statements, for the record THSB_0104-0105, it looks like
there is a $2,225 charge to Tunica Resorts and then there's two other to the
Horseshoe Village. Any idea what those are, in particular the two
thousand-

11
12
13

Sanford Bishop:

I don't know who Mishawn Johnson is. The only thing that I can figure is
that she was, that amount was for registration for the guests that were there
that year. That's the only thing I can figure, I don't know.

14

Jeff Brown:

It's not, it's not listed anywhere in the FEC reports.

15

Sanford Bishop:

I have no idea about that. I don't know Mishawn Johnson.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Couple more individuals who would look like attended in '18 or '19,
Wendy, we talked about Wendy Lewis. Felicia Davis?

18

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

19

Jeff Brown:

What's her role in the campaign?

20
21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

Felicia also works in my wife's office, but she is also one of those that's
always available, you know, during lunch breaks before work and after
work to stand and hold up signs and do whatever the campaign needs. Put
out signs or whatever.

24

Jeff Brown:

What about Linda Jordan?

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Sanford Bishop:

Linda Jordan, she's a financial executive who lives in Atlanta, but who,
who grew up in Crawford County, Roberta, Georgia, which is one of the
counties, one of the 29 counties, one of the rural counties that I have. She
has family, her mother and recently deceased father and relatives that live
in Crawford County, and so she comes home from Atlanta and she
actually campaigns for me in in Crawford County. And you know she's
supports our events, she supports the golf tournament, she comes down
and she plays golf and she volunteers and helps with that.

33

Jeff Brown:

Jackie Whitaker?
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Sanford Bishop:

That's my sister-in-law in Atlanta.

2

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Ron and Sandy Poag?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, those are good friends of ours from Atlanta. They always come
down, they don't always, they frequently come down to support the golf
tournament and Sandy and Ron will do whatever is necessary on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday with regard to the golf tournament. Whether it's
folding things, or organizing, or whatever, working at the registration
desk, or helping with people who come in to the tournament at Green
Island.

10

Jeff Brown:

How about Priscilla and Louis Harris?

11
12

Sanford Bishop:

Priscilla also works for my wife. She also is willing to stand out and help
and Louis is her husband.

13

Jeff Brown:

And Gregory Blue?

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Gregory Blue is a Reverend. Bishop Gregory Blue. He is a Minister. He
actually married my wife and me. He's also a fraternity brother. He was
the Polemarc, which is like the president of the Columbus Alumni Chapter
of Kappa Alpha Psi. He was also the National Chaplain for Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, and he's an avid golfer, and he's a big supporter. So he and
his congregation, Wendy Lewis is one of his members as a matter of fact,
is always supportive of the campaign. In fact, for the golf tournament on
occasion, I've let him do the invocation before we do the tee off.

22

Jeff Brown:

Is he a constituent or is he local?

23
24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

He is no longer a constituent. He just recently moved to Montgomery,
Alabama, but he has a church in Phenix City, Alabama, which is right
across where you walked, and a church in Columbus. But he, up until this
past year, lived in Columbus.

27

Jeff Brown:

How about Reverend Baker?

28
29
30
31

Sanford Bishop:

Reverend Baker is the guy that was my faith outreach coordinator. He
lives in Macon, Georgia. And his job for the campaign was to organize all
the ministers and churches and the faith-based community and support the
campaign. And that's what he did. He was paid by the campaign to do that.

32
33
34

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, you guys provided to us AMEX bills from 2015 through '19 in
response to our request for information about the Gold Strike. Some years
there's no charges to the Gold Strike. Some years- sorry these trains are
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loud. Some years there are some charges. We can walk through each one
of them individually, but I guess what I'm after is, the statements don't
make it clear that each year you're providing lodging or registration fees.
And I'm wondering is that because they're not necessarily on the Amex
bill or because you're not doing this year over year?
Sanford Bishop:

It could be that it's not on the Amex bill. It could be that we didn't pay for
it on the Amex.

8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

Because, correct me if I'm wrong, but the campaign has definitely paid for
individuals to attend this event and stay at this event year over year for the
last couple of years. Right?

11

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. So well then let me get you to flip to tab 12 here. This a printout of
from the FEC's website and it's just a list of all disbursements that the
campaign has reported to the Gold Strike since 2014 and so there's only
two listed on here and one is the $804, which we inquired about. The other
one is a $780 to the steak house, which I don't see on any of the AMEX’s.
And I guess what I'm getting at is I'm just a little surprised that I don't see
any-

19

Sanford Bishop:

The steakhouse is that... That was in-

20
21
22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

I'm assuming that's Gold Strike. GS means Gold Strike, steakhouse. But
Congressman, I don't see a $780 charge anywhere in the materials that you
provided to us. So I guess I'm looking for your reaction to, one, there
being so few items itemized in the FEC report to the Gold Strike, and two,
if you have any thoughts on why that might be?

25

Sanford Bishop:

I don't, I don't know why.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

But, it is your understanding that the campaign has paid for the last several
years for at least a couple individuals-

28

Sanford Bishop:

I would have thought so, yeah.

29
30
31
32
33

Jeff Brown:

Because, I even see, if we go back to this tab a little... I think this is a
document, THSB_0184 that I think Current Treasurer noted, it was maybe
prepared by somebody on your staff and it just lists all the individuals who
you're paying for, what they're signed up for. Again, it just, it does seem to
me that people are going to this event year over year.

34

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Ron and Sandy did not end up going.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay.

2
3

Sanford Bishop:

I'm not sure whether... These were kind of pieced together by talking to
people and trying to figure out who went.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

Oh, so this was prepared in the wake of us sending you that request for
information?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So just to summarize, it sounds like the campaign does pay for
individuals to go, since least 2014, to go to this event. The individuals that
go have some affiliation to your campaign.

10

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

They volunteer on your campaign. You will pay for lodging and the
registration fees, you as in the campaign, will pay for lodging and
registration fees.

14

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

The documents are not necessarily, that we've received, bearing that out
with precision at this point.

17

Paul Solis:

But not all attendees are paid for, lodging paid for?

18

Jeff Brown:

Exactly.

19

Paul Solis:

And what is the determining factor? Just ability to pay?

20

Jeff Brown:

Sometimes it might be ability to pay.

21
22
23
24
25
26

Paul Solis:

Okay. And also you've run down, and Jeff and it was illuminating to go
through all of the individuals who went, but it sounds like in addition to
having them volunteering with the campaign in some capacity or a
constituent based relationship to you, a lot of them, you know personally,
either friends or you know them through your wife's work, some of these
people you do have a personal relationship with as well?

27

Sanford Bishop:

Yes. Some of them are contributors, too.

28

Paul Solis:

Okay.
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Sanford Bishop:

All of the people that I know through my wife's work, I know personally
also. I know them on a regular basis and I know that when the campaign is
in full force and effect, when we have to have people on the ground at
intersections waving saying, "Vote for Bishop" in Columbus or in other
cities, that they will be willing to travel, they will go before they go to
work, they'll take their lunch break and do it and they'll go after work
during the rush hours and do the campaigning. And so, they are people
that are actively supportive of the campaign.

9
10

Jeff Brown:

I want to switch gears a little bit, Congressman. For the holidays, each
year you travel to Hilton Head?

11

Sanford Bishop:

I'm sorry?

12
13

Jeff Brown:

You travel to Hilton Head for the holidays each year? What's in Hilton
Head?

14
15
16
17

Sanford Bishop:

We usually rent a house, take the family, and Congressman Clyburn has a
campaign gala, and in recent years we've had a policy forum there where
he's expanded and invited other members of Congress to come and
participate in a policy forum.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

And generally, when does this happen? So, this is Congressman Clyburn
holds some sort of campaign event in Hilton Head?

20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, it's usually the last week in December. And what we have started to
do is, we take a week and we just go down there, rent a house.

22

Jeff Brown:

And that's you and your wife?

23

Sanford Bishop:

Family and friends.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So it varies year to year who's coming?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Tell me more about Congressman Clyburn's event.

27

Sanford Bishop:

He has a gala that his campaign committee hosts.

28

Jeff Brown:

It's an evening, like a New Year's Eve celebration?

29
30
31

Sanford Bishop:

No, it's not New Year's Eve, because we usually try to get home by New
Years. It's not a set day, but it's close to, somewhere between the 27th and
the 30th.
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Jeff Brown:

And it's an evening gala?

2

Sanford Bishop:

It's, yeah, dinner, gala.

3

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And who's invited or who's attending?

4
5

Sanford Bishop:

He invites a lot of his campaign supporters, people who have supported
him, and other members of Congress.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

Because I noticed in looking through some of your bank statements that
there's a fair bit of golf and grocery charges in Hilton Head around the
holidays. What are those for?

9
10
11
12
13
14

Sanford Bishop:

Well, one of the things that we do, usually on Christmas day, the Clyburns
and the Bishops, and there's a big Clyburn family, and Clyburn's
campaign, treasurer, chairman and some of his campaign supporters, will
have dinner at the Clyburn's house. And my wife will prepare food to
carry to that event. Sometimes it's desserts, sometimes it's a dish or two
dishes, maybe a ham or whatever. We all go and share the Christmas meal.

15

Jeff Brown:

This is your family going to Congressman Clyburn's home?

16

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Along with his campaign people.

17

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

18

Paul Solis:

Do your campaign people go, or is it only your family?

19

Sanford Bishop:

Not generally my campaign people, no.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

If you go to tab twelve, I think. Or no, sorry, it's this tab, tab thirteen. This
is AMEX from 2014. If you flip a couple pages.

22

Paul Solis:

This is fifteen... oh, okay.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

2014 into 2015. So, I see there's Port Royal, Palmetto Hall, a Longhorn
Steak, Oyster Reef Golf Club. I'm wondering what these charges are for?

25
26

Sanford Bishop:

Port Royal is golf, I assume. I'm sorry, this is groceries and sundries. This
would be, I would think it would be a green fee, that Port Royal would be.

27
28

Jeff Brown:

So you said you're going and you're renting a place to stay each year. Is
Port Royal where you stayed that year?

29

Sanford Bishop:

No.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay.

2

Sanford Bishop:

Port Royal is a, one of... What happens is-

3

Jeff Brown:

I noticed that there's Port Royal and Oyster-

4
5
6
7
8
9

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, they have a number of golf clubs and golf courses. During the
course of that week, Congressman Clyburn arranged tee times at various
golf courses where there are an amazing number of people from all over
the country that come down for the holiday at Hilton Head. So that may be
fifteen, twenty people at each one of these tee times. All of whom play
golf and all of whom I solicit to participate in my golf tournament.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So golf charges in Hilton Head between the 23rd or 30th, are what
you just described?

12

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

13

Jeff Brown:

Congressman Clyburn getting together-

14
15
16

Sanford Bishop:

Right, yeah. Former secretaries of HUD, members of congress, business
people, all of whom related to him in some way in terms of supporting
him.

17

Paul Solis:

Is this a formal campaign event he's having or-

18
19

Sanford Bishop:

No, this is informal but the gathering of all of these golfers gives me an
opportunity to solicit them for my golf tournament in the summer.

20

Jeff Brown:

So when you say you're renting a house, where are you renting homes?

21
22
23

Sanford Bishop:

It'll be on Hilton Head Island. Palmetto Dunes, we've rented a house
frequently there. Singleton Beach, there. Don't pay for that out of
campaign.

24

Jeff Brown:

Those homes are paid for with personal funds?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Exactly.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay. I noticed there is a stay at the Marriott over-

27

Sanford Bishop:

There is what?

28
29

Jeff Brown:

There is a stay at the Marriott one year, and it looks like it's on the AMEX.
Let me make sure I can find it.
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Sanford Bishop:

Okay. It was probably for one night, maybe?

2
3

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, it says it's the charge is from 12/29/17 and it says the arrival date is
12/26 and the departure date is 12/28, Hilton Head Marriott.

4

Sanford Bishop:

Let me...

5

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, you want me to try and find it for you?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

7

Jeff Brown:

Here. So it's the first charge there.

8
9
10
11

Sanford Bishop:

12/26 through 12/28/17. I'm not entirely certain about that. I'm not sure
whether or not the home that we were renting terminated prior to
Clyburn's event and we had to rent rooms to stay over there. I'm not sure
about that.

12

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

13

Sanford Bishop:

That was in 2017. That was... I'm not sure.

14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

And again, I'm looking at just some of the SunTrust statements and there's
purchases from Kroger. You think those are food purchases for perhaps
the event at the-

17

Sanford Bishop:

More than likely, they are. Yeah.

18

Jeff Brown:

The last five or so charges.

19

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. Yep.

20
21

Paul Solis:

Any chance they were for purchasing food for the home, as well,
independent of Representative Clyburn's-

22

Sanford Bishop:

There's a chance that that could be.

23

Paul Solis:

Okay.

24

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

It looks like the same thing, if you flip just one page. The next year, it's
12/24. Yeah, flip one page. 12/24 through the 27th. Again, there's a
handful of charges at Kroger. Think the same thing?
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Sanford Bishop:

What year was that?

2

Jeff Brown:

This is 2018.

3

Sanford Bishop:

‘18, yeah.

4

Jeff Brown:

Same thing, this could be for-

5

Sanford Bishop:

That wasn't as much.

6

Jeff Brown:

Right.

7
8
9
10
11

Sanford Bishop:

So those would have been the items for preparing the dish that we took,
the dishes, whatever ones that we prepared. This first one in 2017, the
point of sale of debit at Sam's Club, that looks like that would have been
groceries for the family and it may have included some of that, but it also
included groceries for the family.

12

Jeff Brown:

You said 2017, I actually think it's 2014. The bates is STB_0036.

13

Sanford Bishop:

This...

14

Jeff Brown:

2014.

15

Sanford Bishop:

‘14, okay. Okay.

16
17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So, this is the SunTrust credit card statement. If you look on here,
there's a charge on 12/23, 12/24, and 12/28. One of them is to the Hilton
Head Diner, one's to a Wine and Spirit Shop, and one's to Shipyard Golf
Club.

20

Sanford Bishop:

There's alliance, where?

21

Jeff Brown:

It's the charges on 12/23, 12/24, and 12/28.

22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. Hilton Head Diner, Roller's Wine and Spirits, the Shipyard Golf
Club. Okay, the Shipyard Golf Club would be a green's fee. The Roller's
Wine and Spirits would be a liquor store, which probably should be
personal. Hilton Head Diner, that would be breakfast on 12/26.

26

Jeff Brown:

I think it was actually 12/23.

27

Sanford Bishop:

12/23.

28

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.
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Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, that would be, I probably bought breakfast for whoever was in our
party.

3

Jeff Brown:

All right, so there's-

4

Sanford Bishop:

On the way to the golf course.

5

Jeff Brown:

On the way to the golf course.

6

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

And in your party, is that, does your wife and your family, do they golf, as
well?

9
10
11
12
13

Sanford Bishop:

No, I don't think so. No, they don't play golf down in Hilton Head. So we
usually carpool with maybe John Clyburn, maybe somebody else.
Sometimes we carpool going to whatever course we're going to play
because we play different courses and sometimes it may be fifteen, twenty
minutes.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Is Congressman Clyburn also renting a place down there or he has a home
down there?

16

Sanford Bishop:

He rents a place down there, too.

17

Jeff Brown:

Okay, and you guys, your family and his family rent places close together?

18
19
20

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, relatively close together. Five minutes apart or maybe two minutes
apart. The last couple of years, we've been within two minutes of one
another.

21

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

22

Sanford Bishop:

But it all depends on availability of the homes.

23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

Okay, switching gears. We've talked a little bit about... We've already
talked about the vehicle usage. I just want to, you have a car up here.
Remind me, you said that's a Chrysler?

26

Sanford Bishop:

No, it's a Buick.

27

Jeff Brown:

It's a Buick Lucerne. That's right.

28

Sanford Bishop:

Lucerne. Buick Lucerne. 2009.
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Jeff Brown:

What do you drive down there?

2

Sanford Bishop:

I have a 2015 Chevy Tahoe.

3
4

Jeff Brown:

Okay. You charge gas to the campaign credit card, as we already
discussed.

5

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

It looks like your wife does, as well. Does anyone else charge gas to the
campaign? And I mean charge it to a card, as opposed to being
reimbursed. I know Mike Brown is sometimes reimbursed.

9
10

Sanford Bishop:

I think there may have been some possibilities that my daughter has
charged on the card.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

Okay. When your wife and your daughter are charging gas on the
campaign card, why is that?

13

Sanford Bishop:

Well, my daughter has not charged nothing on the campaign card.

14

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

15

Sanford Bishop:

She may have charged on a gas card that got reimbursed by the campaign.

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

17

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. I know that.

18

Jeff Brown:

You mean on one of your personal gas credit cards-

19

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

... and then she may have charged gas and then that gas may have been
paid by the campaign.

22

Sanford Bishop:

Paid by that ACH payment.

23

Jeff Brown:

Why do you say that you think that has happened?

24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

Well, in reviewing the records, I suspect that it may have happened. My
daughter does do some gopher but not nearly as much as my wife. My
wife is constantly doing stuff for me and for the campaign.
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Jeff Brown:

So when you think your daughter has filled up a tank and then that's on
your personal card and then being reimbursed, you think that's for
campaign work that she's doing or do you think that's just an accident
where she was personally filling it up and then it's accidentally getting
paid by the campaign?

6

Sanford Bishop:

Well, it may be a combination.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8

Sanford Bishop:

But probably more the latter than the former.

9

Jeff Brown:

Okay. You mentioned-

10
11
12
13
14

Sanford Bishop:

She does do some gopher work for my wife and for me, in terms of things
that are going on for the campaign, particularly around the golf
tournament and the campaign season, but there may be some charges on
there that my daughter did that were reimbursed inadvertently that should
not have been. I don't know.

15
16
17
18

Jeff Brown:

Okay. I noticed that your wife will, there's some months where she'll fill
up the car several times and there's some months where she won't at all.
I'm trying to get a sense for what sort of work she's doing on the campaign
where she would need to fill up the car a couple times a month.

19
20
21

Sanford Bishop:

Well, depends on whether or not she has to drive to Albany or drive to
some location, or whether or not she is doing a lot of running around for
the campaign.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So it wouldn't surprise you to see a couple tank fulls of gas in a
given month?

24

Sanford Bishop:

No.

25

Jeff Brown:

Does your wife track her mileage?

26

Sanford Bishop:

No, she doesn't, unfortunately. Of course, all of this will be-

27

Jeff Brown:

Altered in the future.

28

Sanford Bishop:

... altered going forward.

29

Jeff Brown:

Okay. If you can go to tab fourteen.

30

Sanford Bishop:

Fifteen?
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Jeff Brown:

Fourteen.

2

Sanford Bishop:

Fourteen.

3
4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

So, this is your written response in response to our request for information
about the gas. Just bear with me for a second because at the end of this
statement, if you flip to the next page, you say, "After an exhaustive
search of the campaign committee records and other possible sources-"

7

Sanford Bishop:

What, where? Oh, okay. I got you.

8

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.

9

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

"After an exhaustive search of the campaign committee records and other
possible sources of information and data that were kept by Mrs. Pugh, we
have been unable to find records of campaign committee disbursements
that correspond with the items requested in these requests." You go on a
little later you think that “rather than list each individual disbursement, it
now appears that Mrs. Pugh combined her lump together in multiple small
fuel charges without connecting them to specific dates and arbitrarily
assigned them to vendors.” And then you go on to say ultimately, and this
is really what I'm driving at, "This is a theory because we have no earthly
idea how the amounts and attributions were arrived at or when and where
these charges occurred." It's still the case that we don't know how these
gas amounts were arrived at?

22
23

Sanford Bishop:

Right. And based upon what Mrs. Huff told me, Mrs. Pugh just arbitrarily
took the amounts and divided them among vendors.

24

Jeff Brown:

Right.

25

Sanford Bishop:

That were listed in GP already so she wouldn't have to-

26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

In other words, there'd be ten charges and, to simplify things, ten charges
for a variety of different things. To simplify things, she would just do one
charge to gas for the amounts of each one of those individual charges.

29

Sanford Bishop:

And I can't verify that.

30

Jeff Brown:

Right. The point is-

31

Sanford Bishop:

I have no independent knowledge of that.
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Jeff Brown:

We just don't know.

2

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

Okay. We've already talked about these so I will... I'll just ask very briefly,
but there are two checks that you brought to our attention for, it looks like,
converted funds. One is for $496.29 and the other is for-

6

Sanford Bishop:

This is?

7

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, these are the ones we were talking about earlier.

8

Sanford Bishop:

Okay.

9

Jeff Brown:

The other one is for $1,976.

10

Sanford Bishop:

Right. Mike Brown and BP.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

Yep. So, Mike Brown was then, he was never paid, he was never
reimbursed for that amount of money?

13

Sanford Bishop:

Not that we are aware of.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Did anybody speak to Mike Brown about whether or not he was
reimbursed for that one thousand-

16
17
18

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah, remember, I told you that as soon as we discovered that, the first
call I made was to Mike Brown to find out whether or not he had been
paid cash.

19

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. He said no.

20

Sanford Bishop:

He said he had not.

21
22

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So in other words, he was paid some monies for some work that he
did but not ultimately paid the full amount.

23

Sanford Bishop:

He wasn't paid that $1,900... that amount of money.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

25

Sanford Bishop:

In that particular check.

26

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.
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Sanford Bishop:

Okay, but I think there was some receipts that we submitted that were
receipts that Mike Brown had provided. It didn't amount to that.

3
4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

Okay. I think we've already talked about it and it goes without saying here,
but it sounds like this discovery was, and I know this would be an
understatement, but very concerning when you learned about these, what
looked like essentially converted funds.

7

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Just a couple more questions, Congressman, and then we'll wrap it
up. If you go to tab seventeen, this is another printout from the FEC
website and it is everything that the campaign, it's all the disbursements-

11

Sanford Bishop:

To Mike Brown.

12

Jeff Brown:

... to Mike Brown, or to Just Services, which I understand is his company.

13

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

I printed this out so that you can look at it, but what I'm really curious
about is there are a bunch of charges where it says he's being paid to do
security and other charges where it says he's being paid to do catering.

17

Sanford Bishop:

That's absolutely not true.

18

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

19

Sanford Bishop:

He has not provided any security and he has not done any catering.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

So likely these charges for security and/or catering are for something else.
Do you know what they're for?

22

Sanford Bishop:

I have no idea what those are for and I don't, ooh, my God!

23
24

Jeff Brown:

But I mean, was the campaign regularly paying Mike Brown for work that
he does?

25

Sanford Bishop:

Yes, we paid Mike Brown for work that he did.

26

Paul Solis:

What's the work he did?

27

Sanford Bishop:

Hmm?

28

Paul Solis:

What's the work he did?
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Sanford Bishop:

He was a sign maker and he was the person that installed the signs, and we
also paid him to store the materials, the equipment, from which the signs
were made, with which we installed them. The signs are like three by fourfoot vinyl signs, saying Reelect Bishop for Congress. We had them
installed in all twenty-nine counties, some two hundred of them,
approximately. I think I submitted a list of the locations.

7

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sanford Bishop:

His job was to take the two-by-fours, make stands with two-by-fours, the
nails, and to put them on the two-by-fours and install them in the ground.
We have a gas auger that the campaign purchased to dig holes, hole
diggers, put them in the ground, they need to be at least two feet in the
ground, and for surfaces that you can't penetrate, we have footing for them
to be able to stand on their own. His job was to take the campaign-rented
truck, which we rent from Sam West, and to travel to all of those
locations, put those signs in. If somebody knocks the signs down, or the
weather knocks the signs down, to replace them and refurbish them. At the
end of the campaign, to go pick them up. Those that are reusable, to store
them. He has a facility in Columbus that he's stored probably at least a
hundred signs in and has our equipment in it, as well. We pay him $6,000
for twelve months of storage for that.

21
22
23

Jeff Brown:

But likely all these payments to him that we're looking at here, most of
them are for what you just described: him going out, making the signs,
putting the signs up, taking the signs down.

24

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

25

Jeff Brown:

And that's-

26

Sanford Bishop:

And mileage reimbursement.

27

Jeff Brown:

Right, for the miles that he drove doing this.

28

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah.

29
30
31
32

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, okay. You started to touch on one other thing, which is if you go to
the last tab there, tab nineteen, I noticed the campaign pays for a lot of
different storage. There's storage at Lake Park, Victory, Manns, and
Weathers.

33

Sanford Bishop:

Right, right.

34

Jeff Brown:

What are you storing at those places?
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Sanford Bishop:

Campaign material. I've got an inventory here I was able to pull up. Okay.
Here we go. Okay, here's the storage inventory from 2018.

3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Just for the record, the Congressman is showing us something on
his iPad. Is this a document that was created in 2018 or was recently
created?

6

Sanford Bishop:

2018.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8

Sanford Bishop:

That was created at the end of the campaign cycle in 2018.

9
10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What's the reason why you have them in a bunch of different
places?

11

Sanford Bishop:

We have twenty-nine counties.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

Right, well, I noticed they're in Columbus or Albany, it looks like, the
storage facilities.

14

Sanford Bishop:

Right.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So it's just that Columbus and Albany are the more central locations
where you can keep things?

17
18

Sanford Bishop:

Previously, yeah, we had a facility in Macon, also. The gentleman who
owned it, he was Positi Ventures of whatever.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sanford Bishop:

He was a contractor and he had a big warehouse and so we had lots of
signs that were stored there. But during the ‘18 cycle, we did not use him
and so we moved all of those signs and put them out, the ones that were
usable. At the end of the campaign, we did not go back to put signs in
Macon. We just kept the ones that we had, the storage units in Albany, and
in Columbus. Now, we don't have that many signs stored in Albany but let
me just...

27
28
29
30
31

Okay, Mann's Self Storage, that's in Albany. We've got outdoor lighted
sign, we have a neon sign, that we've maintained over the years, that is
electric and it lights up at night. So that has to be carefully installed and
uninstalled and put into storage. So our sign company, the same company
that makes our golf signs, they do electronic signs, too, so they install the
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sign, they remove it, and they take them to the storage unit for us. And that
storage unit is located on Slappy Boulevard in Albany.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Then this says what's in that: outdoor lighted sign, three large Bishop for
Congress signs, standard sized refrigerator. There's a copy machine, which
was discarded because it was obsolete and was no longer workable. Lake
Park Storage on Gillionville Drive, of course that's the gate code and the
entrance. We've got six six-foot tables, four four-foot tables, four-foot
table, forty-five white folding chairs, four-shelf rack. And then this is unit
120. We've got – that’s unit 221. In unit 120, at Gillionville, is vacuum
cleaner, box fan, one wooden three-legged easel, three white dry erase
boards, one box of file racks, one tripod, a hundred-thirty-gallon trash can
with bathroom trash can and one office trashcan, a six-foot ladder.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

So, all reusable stuff and you guys have inventories from your view.
That's helpful, Congressman, thank you.

15
16

Sanford Bishop:

The unit in Columbus is where we have stored the golf stuff and we also
have some campaign signs there, too. The yard signs-

17

Paul Solis:

That's Victory Drive?

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sanford Bishop:

That's on Victory Drive. I've got, I guess they're two by... No, maybe
eighteen inch. They're typical yard signs. There's a box that are divider,
also, so they can be cleaned up and reused along with the metal stakes that
go in, we stick them in the ground. We also have the sponsor signs from
the golf tournament that we keep so that if we have recurring sponsors, we
don't have to order a new sign for them unless that sign is damaged. We
also have banners that we hang for the golf tournament. We have chairs,
the like.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, I suspect plenty has accumulated in all these years you've been
doing this.

28

Sanford Bishop:

Right. We've got some furniture, too.

29

Jeff Brown:

Right, okay.

30

Sanford Bishop:

Office furniture and that type. Telephones, computers-

31
32
33
34

Jeff Brown:

I told you I would try and get you out of here by noon. It's a little after
that. So I think, unless Paul has anything else, the only other thing I
wanted to ask you, Congressman, was just is there anything else that we
didn't talk about today that you thought we should talk about? Or is there
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anything that we didn't give you a chance to talk about that you thought
we should?

3
4

Sanford Bishop:

Okay. I would like to go back to that Mike Brown. I can't figure out what
all of that-

5
6
7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

That was at tab seventeen. When we spoke to Current Treasurer, she said
her thought was when you're in the FEC computer program, you can just,
it sounds like it automatically populates the last description that you
provided. So she thought these were just erroneous disbursement codes.
But these are what are on the publicly available site.

10

Sanford Bishop:

On the what?

11

Jeff Brown:

Publicly available FEC site.

12
13

Sanford Bishop:

Yeah. I mean, Mike has never provided security. I don't know why that
would be designated security. He also has never done catering.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Well, if there's not anything else, Congressman, I can just thank you for
your time and end the recording.
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Jeff Brown:

This is Jeff Brown with the Office of Congressional Ethics. With me is
my colleague Paul Solis. It is November 21st. It's a little after 6:30 PM.
Before me I have Current Treasurer and we are at the Marriott in
Columbus, Georgia. Current Treasurer been given a copy of the false
statements warning and has signed the acknowledgement and with that we
will get started. So, Current Treasurer, I think just first I'm going to ask
you, you are currently employed by Sanford Bishop for Congress, are you
not?

9

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And how long have you worked for the Congressman?

11
12

Current Treasurer:

I wish I had the actual date, but it's been four years. Seventeen... Eighteen,
seventeen, sixteen. I think 2016 and I can, I can-

13
14

Jeff Brown:

When, and I think in the materials you sent, you came on as an assistant
treasurer sometime in 2016?

15

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

16

Jeff Brown:

Do you remember if that was early or-

17

Current Treasurer:

Fall. It was with the fall.

18

Jeff Brown:

And what precipitated you coming on as assistant treasurer?

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Current Treasurer:

Well I was told after the fact, but I was, we were at an event that's held
here actually and that's not too far from here. And the Congressman asked
me if I wouldn't mind being an assistant treasurer. The current treasurer
was going to be phasing out and I could job shadow with her for about
four months. Because it was like four months to the end of the year and
then I would take over solely that following January. That was the initial
plan. We knew she just had a lot of irons in the fire. She was our mayor
pro tem as well. She worked with my husband on the city council as well
as, she had other treasurer jobs in other organizations. So she just had her
hands full. So she was like, "Okay, I'm going to phase out of this." That
was the initial plan.

30

Jeff Brown:

That didn't happen?

31

Current Treasurer:

It did not happen. Yeah.

32

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Why not?
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Current Treasurer:

I would like to assume that maybe she had second thoughts and she felt
like she just kind of wanted to stay on. She kept saying she was passing it
on to me, but she never, never really gave me full reign.

4

Jeff Brown:

So when you... To get the timeline down, you came on as the treasurer-

5

Current Treasurer:

Assistant treasurer.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

You came on as the assistant treasurer in the fall 2016 and you are now the
treasurer for the campaign as of, I think I saw on your response,
September 9th of this year?

9

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

When you were assistant treasurer, what you said initially, you were going
to shadow Mrs. Pugh. You did end up shadowing her?

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I would go to our work, go to work every day and then I would go
to her house and it wasn't the training that I was expecting. I was
expecting specific activities or whatever and I up just helping in my- that's
my understanding of it. She'll tell me, "Hey, get that." Or, "Pull that file."
Or... And I knew she couldn't type as fast as she used to. So sometimes I
would get on the computer for her and type whatever she needed me, but I
never, and that was one of my complaints. I never got the big picture. I
just was doing a task here, a task there, but I never, it was like a puzzle
and I just never saw the picture so I didn't know what I was really doing.

21
22

Jeff Brown:

So, is it fair to say you weren't getting trained, you were sort of just
assisting her with tasks that she asked you to assist with?

23

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What precipitated you taking over in early September of this year?

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Current Treasurer:

Well, when I went to the FEC conference in Chicago the last week of
August, I think the 25th and 26 or 26, 27 or something like that. I noticedI had been asking to go, because I kept seeing the emails coming through
and she kept telling me I didn't … "Oh you won't need that, you don't need
that." And finally I asked one more time, because I was reading all the
information from the FEC and I was like, "I think I need this." And so she
was like, "Okay, we'll ask the Congressman, he has to approve it." And
I'm like, "Okay." So I asked him and he was like, "Please. We need you to
know as much as you can know."
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And so I was like, "Okay, great." And so I set it up. I went there and
actually when I was in the conference I was like, I mean my mouth was on
the floor the whole time because I'm thinking, "We're not doing that.
We're not doing that. We're not doing-" You know, I saw so much. I'm
like, "Oh my God." So and I came back, I set up a meeting with him
asking, "When are you going to be back in town? We need to talk." And
so we set up a meeting, I want to say maybe a week after I got, if I did the
ninth, we met that eighth.
Jeff Brown:

Okay.

10
11
12

Current Treasurer:

And I told him I had a list of things that I was like, "Okay, this is
confusing me and we don't do this. They say..." And I had my little big
binder.

13

Jeff Brown:

Right.

14
15
16
17
18

Current Treasurer:

I showed him all the things that they said we should be doing. And he
said, "We're not doing that?" He was clueless and he was floored. And he
was like, "Okay, I need your name on the documentation as treasurer. I
need you to take over immediately." And so that's when I set up
everything in motion.

19

Jeff Brown:

And has Mrs. Pugh been phased-

20

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

21

Jeff Brown:

Out of the campaign?

22

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

23

Jeff Brown:

Does she currently have any role in the campaign?

24
25
26
27

Current Treasurer:

No, I have not taken her name off of the FEC because when I went in and
put her name in, it asked for somebody- Because it says something about
the keeper of the records or something and I know stuff is still at her house
that we haven't gone to get out. So-

28
29

Jeff Brown:

She's still listed as custodian of records but you're listed as a treasurer
now?

30

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

31
32

Jeff Brown:

You said when you got back here your jaw hit the floor and you had a long
list?
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

2

Jeff Brown:

Tell me about why your jaw hit the floor and what was on that long list.

3
4

Current Treasurer:

The biggest issue, which is really probably the biggest issue that was on
the thing was itemization of the credit card.

5

Jeff Brown:

Right.

6
7
8
9

Current Treasurer:

They taught it to us, from the paper standpoint of doing the reports but of
course we do it electronically. But it helps you get the understanding that
you put the amount, whatever the American Express bill was and then you
do notations from each item. And I'm like, "I don't ever recall doing that."

10
11
12

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. I mean looking at the congressman's FEC statements, I never see a
charge to Amex - or a disbursement to Amex - or a disbursement to
SunTrust, which I believe is the other credit card. And so-

13

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

Right. So what you're saying is the misstep here is that the total amount
for the credit card bills is not being listed and then with the sub-itemized
receipts for the actual individual charges.

17

Current Treasurer:

Right.

18

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

19

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. That was the biggest takeaway.

20

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What were the other takeaways?

21
22
23
24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

Let's see, well I wish I had thought about it before I got in here. That was
the biggest one. And just, I think it was just some of the processes that are
not in place that I wanted to definitely put in place. One, I didn't want to
wait till the end of the quarter to try to consolidate everything. That was a
habit that she had, and I didn't know any different because I'm just at her
cue, "Hey come over today because we got to work on the report."

27

Jeff Brown:

Right.

28
29
30
31

Current Treasurer:

And so, I'm thinking, "Why didn't you do all of this now we got to do
June, July, August..." Or however the quarter is to get everything in by
midnight. And I'm thinking, "We could have been doing this as the month
progresses..."
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Jeff Brown:

So you're doing it like a day before or the night before?

2

Current Treasurer:

Yes. The day of. It was stressful.

3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

So it's fair to say in terms of how the roles were split when you were
assistant treasurer, Mrs. Pugh was the treasurer, it was more like you're
just assisting her as needed?

6

Current Treasurer:

As-

7
8

Jeff Brown:

And then following you going to this conference, this is an FEC training
conference in Chicago, I think you said it was?

9
10

Current Treasurer:

Yes, they have, I want to say four a year. So then I have one in San
Antonio, going on or coming up and they just had one in San Diego.

11

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And you have taken over as of getting back from that conference?

12

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

And now you are the treasurer on the campaign. And can you talk to me a
little bit about- your title is treasurer?

15

Current Treasurer:

Yes. Okay.

16

Jeff Brown:

And what are your major responsibilities on the campaign?

17
18
19

Current Treasurer:

So now I'll be responsible for both the disbursements and the contributions
because that's what I was doing primarily. Now I was in control of the
contributions prior-

20

Jeff Brown:

Collecting receipts?

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Current Treasurer:

So, and just to backtrack a bit, when I was assistant treasurer, my main
duty, I would go to the post office, pick up the mail and I would take in
any checks. I would open those up, make deposits and enter that
information into NGP. So, and then of course at the end of the quarter I'd
make sure it balanced right. And then she would match it up with
whatever the bank statements would be and we'll notate if they're
discrepancies and I'll fix if I did any typos or whatever. But she did the
actual disbursements and she was responsible for that side of it. I may help
her type some things into NGP, but she handled all of the...

30
31

Jeff Brown:

So while you're assistant treasurer, you really don't have much focus on
the disbursement side of things.
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Current Treasurer:

Right.

2

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

3

Current Treasurer:

I asked about helping more and she told me she was just like paying bills.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

She said, "You know how to pay your bills." So it was just like paying his
bills and I was like, "Oh, okay."
Jeff Brown:

What's your... What is your connection to the Congressman or to the
campaign? Backtracking a little bit, how is it that you first- the
Congressman approached you to come on as assistant treasurer?

Current Treasurer:

Well just being in the area. I've always known of him. I've been at several
events. My husband's a politician as well, so we will attend certain events.
So I've always known of him. My sister in law is the tax commissioner
and she used to be his bookkeeper when he was a lawyer. And so he said
that a few of his friends or a few of Mrs. Pugh's friends told him, it's like,
"She needs some help, she needs some help." And so he was asking
around who could help.

16
17
18
19
20

And so my sister-in-law recommended me. And so she talked to me about
it and I was like, "Okay, what do I got to do?" So she was just telling me
about this cool system that he has and which was, she was referencing
NGP and I was like, "Okay. I'm like, I'm a tech geek. I like that." So that
kind of piqued my interest.

21
22

Jeff Brown:

And tell me more about NGP. NGP is effectively just a software system
that helps you track and prepare FEC reports at the end of each-

23
24

Current Treasurer:

Yes. And I can actually do the actual- compile the actual report and send it
through NGP.

25

Jeff Brown:

So this is a software program that treasurers across the country-

26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. It was already in place when I got on board. So a lot of people, they
said, "Use it." I don't know how to talk to anybody, but that was one of my
goals is to talk to other treasurers to figure out what else they're using.

29
30
31
32
33

Jeff Brown:

I started to ask you sort of what your major responsibilities are and we
started talking about how you were doing the receipt side and not the
disbursement side. But on the campaign, aside from managing the intake
of receipts and preparing FEC reports, do you have any other role on the
campaign?
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Current Treasurer:

I mean, no. I mean, you know, paying the bills, that part of it, but I don't
think so. Just the receipts and the debits and credits and keeping that in
line and making sure those reports are done on time.

4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

So I ask because I wanted to get a sense for what the Congressman's
campaign looks like. And I asked you this question and you both
responded. So I want to dig into that a little bit.

7

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

8
9

Jeff Brown:

So let's just start with the Congressman. How would you sort of
characterize the way he manages his campaign?

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Current Treasurer:

And it's interesting because it's going to be different now. But before I
think because Evelyn was so tenured, and she was just on point with
everything for so- longer than I even probably spent alive. I think he pretty
much let her handle everything. Total trust. He trusted everything, her
discretion and how she managed everything. So he was involved to the
point that, if other colleagues would need him to do something and it
requires a check being cut or a new bill being paid or whatever, he would
just give her a call and say, "Hey, I need you to do this. I need you to do
that." Or, but he doesn't, he didn't really get down in the weeds.

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So hands off with respect to the FEC reporting process?

20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

Right. He wouldn't want to know at any given time how much is in the
bank, and how much do we have or he if somebody, he does hire the
campaign manager, he does do that.

23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

That was going to be my next question. You mentioned there are
campaign managers each election cycle, but nobody's full time. Why is
that? Do you know?

26
27

Current Treasurer:

I don't know. Yeah, that's different for me. I don't know that. I guess that
was just the way they had it-

28
29

Jeff Brown:

It also sounds like, you both mentioned there's a pollster Ronald Lester &
Associates. How's the pollster used?

30
31

Current Treasurer:

That's outside my scope. I'm not sure. Because when he was mentioning it,
I was just like, "What?" Again, I wasn't-

32
33
34

Jeff Brown:

And that- What you just said reminds me. So when you were collecting
and piling all these materials to send to us, I got the impression, but please
correct me if I'm wrong, that you were assisting the Congressman in
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gathering all these materials and then as you were responding to a specific
request of ours, he would, if not dictate, sort of give you-

3

Current Treasurer:

Exactly.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

... He would dictate to you a written response to come along with our
documents.

6

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

7

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

8

Current Treasurer:

Yes, yes.

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

Let me ask you, aside from the Congressman, campaign managers and
yourself, there are no other- Well besides the Congressman and yourself,
there were no other full-time employees that work on the campaign?

12

Current Treasurer:

No.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And then there are also campaign managers who will come on for a
couple months around election season?

15

Current Treasurer:

Right.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

Are there any other individuals that work on the campaign in a somewhat
significant-

18

Current Treasurer:

Right.

19

Jeff Brown:

... fashion?

20
21

Current Treasurer:

And it's so funny, because we had that debate because he wanted to list
like everybody. I'm like no, "He said significant." And he said-

22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, I don't want anyone that's ever worked on the campaign. But if there
are people that regularly and routinely help the Congressman, I'm trying to
get ahold of who those individuals are.

25
26
27
28
29
30

Current Treasurer:

Right. And so, we nailed it down- narrowed it down to those people. The
campaign managers would be the more involved, I'll say it that way. And
then there are, let me see, like you said, those pollsters and the
statisticians. But like I never saw those people. I don't know what they're...
Unless I had to pay them, and then I was like, "What's this for? Who is
this?" "I don't know who that is." But we did have in the beginning of my
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tenure, a young lady that was, she handled the Facebook page, but I just
remember paying her, but I don't know-

3

Jeff Brown:

Do you remember what her name is?

4

Current Treasurer:

Jasmine, Jasmine G-

5

Jeff Brown:

Jasmine Gabriel?

6

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. Did we list her?

7

Jeff Brown:

You didn't, but I noticed that there were disbursements to her.

8

Current Treasurer:

Yeah okay. Yeah so…

9
10

Jeff Brown:

And it looks like she's been getting paid $1,000 a month since April 2015.
Does she still manage the Facebook?

11

Current Treasurer:

No.

12

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

13
14

Current Treasurer:

She stopped and would- I don't know if it's been a year. It may have been,
it may be a year that she's no longer, or within a year.

15

Jeff Brown:

Do you know if she's still getting paid?

16

Current Treasurer:

No, she's not.

17

Jeff Brown:

She's not?

18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

She's not getting paid. Yeah, but that's all she- that was her only scope.
That's why I didn't consider her as significant. Like she long term, but she
wasn't-

21

Jeff Brown:

She's social media.

22
23
24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, that was it. And then we have another gentleman that's getting paid
for our website. What's the gentleman's name? Black. Last name Black.
Jona- Is it Jonathan Black I believe? He handles our website. And he willbut he's not in town. So I've never seen him. I don't know. We just, just let
him know if we need any changes made. So he wouldn't know about the-

27

Jeff Brown:

He's not paid on a monthly basis?
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Current Treasurer:

Yes month-

2

Jeff Brown:

He is?

3

Current Treasurer:

Yes monthly.

4

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

5

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, he's getting paid monthly.

6

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

7

Current Treasurer:

I think it's just a thousand dollars...

8

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

9

Current Treasurer:

A month.

10

And those are the consistent. And then we have a gentleman that we ran a-

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

I'm sorry, let me stop you for a second. You said Jasmine was- she hasn't
been paid for about a year, but she was doing Facebook stuff. And Mr.
Black has taken over that role?

14

Current Treasurer:

No. No, he's just doing the-

15

Jeff Brown:

He just does the website?

16
17

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I have to ask about the social media. I don't know of anyone has
taken that over.

18
19

Paul Solis:

So I just see in public records that the last payment for Ms. Gabriel was
December 1st, 2018? Does that sound-

20
21

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I knew. That's why I was thinking it was a year or at least within a
year. Because it's been- I know it's been a while.

22

Paul Solis:

So not that you can recall anything in 2019?

23

Current Treasurer:

I can't.

24

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Thanks for checking up on that.

25
26

How about, who- Is there anybody else that, again, strikes you as someone
who is involved year-round? Even if they're not, that's about it. Okay.
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2

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, Evelyn pretty much was like a one stop shop. She knew this stuff.
She was on it.

3

Jeff Brown:

Who's Tammy D Jones?

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

She is, I like her. She is a- what did they tell me she is? She handles his, I
want to say his Albany office. The office in Albany, but she held a
position, forgive me. Like I said, I know the names but, and I'll write a
check for them, but if it comes with questions and so- But she is awesome.
She was, I think the office manager for the Albany office, but I'm trying to
remember, does she have another role during campaign season or if that
was just a seasonal position.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

And when you say office manager of the Albany office, you mean the
congressional-

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Current Treasurer:

Congressional office but that's what I'm saying, for her to step over in theOh, because you know what his... I'm sorry, his campaign headquarters
was in Albany during the election season, the last election cycle. So that's
what that was. So she, that's why it was short term, that's what it was. But
she was on point with everything down there so and she would send us,
keep us updated with what was going on and everything. So that's how I
got in contact with her.

20

Jeff Brown:

So she was-

21

Current Treasurer:

She did it set up and break down in the office.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

It looks like what you sent to me – you and the Congressman - there was a
Theron Johnson was the campaign manager-

24

Current Treasurer:

This last-

25

Jeff Brown:

... in 2018?

26
27

But Tammy D Jones was not a campaign manager, but just significantly
involved?

28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, she just managed the office. That-

29
30

Jeff Brown:

Aside from the congressional side though, on the campaign side, she's had
a role?

31

Current Treasurer:

The headquarter, I keep saying the office. I should say the headquarters.
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Jeff Brown:

She managed the campaign headquarters?

2

Current Treasurer:

Headquarters, yes. My apologies.

3

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

4

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

5

Jeff Brown:

How about Candace Franklin? Do you know who that is?

6
7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

Oh, that was... What did she do? She was the- she had a little company.
Franklin something, but she did fundraising. That's what it was,
fundraising. She was in Atlanta and she managed a few- I think she only
managed one or two fundraisers for us. But I think she was fundraising
management. Fundraiser for the campaign.

11

Jeff Brown:

How about there's some payments to a Stage Presence Incorporated?

12

Current Treasurer:

Oh I don't know about that.

13

Jeff Brown:

Maybe a Judith Corbett?

14
15

Current Treasurer:

I don't know about that Stage Presence. Did- Presence... What year? Do
you know?

16

Jeff Brown:

In 2016 so that may have been before you were involved.

17

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

18

Jeff Brown:

Looks like it was July through November of 2016.

19
20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

Okay. He was trying to tell me... I don't know if you remember in our last,
the last bit of information that we sent. He was trying to tell me there was
a company that paid- that was- that we used to pay for somebody else
being a campaign manager. We didn't pay that person directly.

23

Jeff Brown:

It was Kimberly Carter. Positi Ventures.

24

Current Treasurer:

Oh, okay, no that wasn't it. I was thinking-

25
26

Jeff Brown:

It's okay if you don't remember who that is. How about Michael Brown?
Who's Michael Brown?

27
28

Current Treasurer:

Michael Brown. Michael Brown was the one man show. He has a little
DBA business.
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Jeff Brown:

Just Services.

2
3
4
5
6

Current Treasurer:

So he handles, oh my gosh, I can't imagine. He does all of the signs.
Congressman has these wooden signs that goes down in the deep country
area and he actually puts those signs together and he packed them up on
his truck and he takes him throughout the whole district. And so he does
that throughout the whole campaign year.

7
8
9

He'll build them, put them up and he takes them back down too, so. He
handles that throughout the year. And so then we pay him for the storage
of those signs too. And then the lumber and all that so.

10

Jeff Brown:

The Congressman's wife, did she play any role on the campaign?

11
12
13
14

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, she helps out a lot. She does a lot of the little gopher stuff, the inbetween. She will go into- we having certain events, she's the one that
would probably do the shopping for those events. She'll go back and forth
to Albany sometimes for him to get stuff.

15

Somebody knocking?

16

Paul Solis:

Oh no, I just stomped my foot.

17
18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

Oh, she would, let's see... And she'll definitely go. She was going back and
forth for the Con- Like if he's in DC and if Evelyn needed something or if
she needed, she'd be that go-between between Sanford and Evelyn going
back and forth to her house to pick up documents or checks or something.

21

Jeff Brown:

Does she have a formal role or is it a more informal role?

22

Current Treasurer:

No, no name for it. Yeah, she just helps out a lot.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

Does she ever like act as a surrogate for him if he's not around, does she
go to events on his behalf?

25

Current Treasurer:

Yeah she has done that.

26

Jeff Brown:

Such as?

27
28

Current Treasurer:

I've seen, because she's an elected official as well. She is the Clerk of
Superior Court I think...

29

Paul Solis:

Municipal court?
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7
8

Current Treasurer:

Municipal okay, please. I'm sorry. But she will go to- I know if we are
planning, if we use a table sponsor for an event, maybe like the United
Negro College Fund event or... I'm trying to think of some other places.
But if they call for him to stand, she'll stand on his behalf or something.
She's never really presented any documents or anything that I'm aware of.
Because he does have staff in place to do that. But she has stood up on his
behalf at different events where he's may have sponsored a table or
something. UNCF is the first thing I could think of.

9

Jeff Brown:

You mentioned that Mrs. Bishop is an elected official as well.

10
11

Tell me a little bit about what her role is and that's a full time position that
she holds?

12
13
14
15

Current Treasurer:

Yes it is. A Clerk of Municipal Court. Please forgive me. I'm ignorant to
all the different... Because there's a superior Court, Municipal Court and
another one. But I don't know the specific duties in that parti- in that role.
But I can find out for you.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

So do you have any insights on to how frequently she's campaigning or
and how long her term is or anything like that?

18
19
20
21

Current Treasurer:

She's every four years and actually she just told me that she's going to
retire after this season is up. After this campaign election's up. So this will
be her last term. She just told me that not too long ago. But yes, she's
every four years. Yeah.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

The Congressman has a daughter too. Does she have any role in the
campaign?

24
25
26
27

Current Treasurer:

No, not that I'm aware of. I know she helps a lot during the, our big
fundraiser with the golf tournament. I see her a lot then, but I don't see her
any other time unless she's doing something I'm just not aware of, but I
don't know.

28

Jeff Brown:

And Congressman also has a granddaughter. Roughly how old is she?

29

Current Treasurer:

London should be. Is she 10? She maybe 10 or 12.

30

Jeff Brown:

Does she have, I'm guessing not have any role-

31

Current Treasurer:

Not an official one, no.

32

Jeff Brown:

Does she help out or?
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3

Current Treasurer:

Yeah during the- Excuse me, I'm sorry. During the golf tournament time,
that's when I see her and her mom a lot. They do a lot of- That one is all
hands on deck. Everybody kind of helps out with that.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

We started touching on this, but I want to come back to it. So am I saying
that right Mrs. Pugh?

6

Current Treasurer:

Pugh.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

You said she's not... She has no role in the campaign anymore and she's, I
see she was paid in September.

9

Current Treasurer:

Right.

10

Jeff Brown:

That was the last payment to her?

11
12
13
14

Current Treasurer:

And that was just out of... I'm like, "Well have y'all told her that her time
is over yet?" Just kind of, let me go ahead and just, this will be her last
payment. Because she was in an assisted living home and so we didn't pay
her this past month.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

Before we get there, how did she get hired in the first instance? Do you
know?

17

Current Treasurer:

How does she get hired?

18

Jeff Brown:

Right.

19

Current Treasurer:

That's way before my time. I'm not sure.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

What sort of- Does she have some sort of relationship with the
Congressman? Are they friends or colleagues or-?

22

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, they've been friends forever.

23
24
25

Yeah. She along with- It is a group of elected officials that are long term
elected officials. They were all friends. Because this, I think that's been a
20 year friendship, probably longer. And so yeah, half of my life. Yeah.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

Did you have any relationship with or were you friendly or at all familiar
with Mrs. Pugh before you came into this role?

28
29
30

Current Treasurer:

I just knew of her just because she was mayor pro tem. And then once I
started that first day, she told me that she had graduated with my aunt
from high school.
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Jeff Brown:

Okay.

2
3
4
5
6

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. So I didn't know until then, but I just always knew her and we
actually lived in the neighborhood that she was in when my husband and I
first got married. So when I went to her house, I'm like, I realized she was
around the corner from where I used to live. So, small world. But no, I
didn't have any close relationship.

7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

You started to say in response to an earlier question, that there was a point
at which some of Mrs. Pugh's associates indicated to the Congressman that
it might be time for her to step back?

10
11

Can you tell me more about how you're aware of that and how this all
happened?

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

Absolutely. So she- I noticed when I started going to her house that her
Parkinson's, I heard she'd had Parkinson's, but she was doing so well those
limited times that I would see her. I didn't physically see a difference until
I came really close to her, and then I could see some of the shakes, but
then I would notice it happened more so at night, not so much during the
day. So that's probably why I never noticed it before. And then I noticed
she wasn't typing as much and a little bit of narcolepsy, when she fall
asleep. So sometimes when she's training me she'd fall asleep and I'm
thinking, you know.

21

Jeff Brown:

Is this in 2016?

22

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, is that when? Yeah, 16, 17, 18, 19. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

23
24

Jeff Brown:

Did you ever have any conversations with Congressman about these
concerns?

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I didn't because I was trying to figure out like, okay, I'm entering
into a world that was already functioning, so I was trying to find my place.
And so I'm like, okay, well maybe everybody else knows about this and
I'm the only one that didn't. And she has a friend, to go back to the other
question, she ended up calling every time we were over there, and she was
calling to check on her, so I would answer the phone. And so she and I just
became phone buddies. And so she called me on my cell phone one day
and she said, "I just wanted you to know I'm so glad you're there to help
her because things aren't going very well. I see that her health is
declining." And I'm thinking, okay, so does everybody know this? She's
like, "Well," she's like, "I'm the one that mentioned it to the
Congressman." I'm like, Oh, okay. You know?
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Jeff Brown:

And this was around what time?

2
3

Current Treasurer:

This was probably the next year. So still not a full year from the time I
started, but maybe six months into my journey in.

4

Jeff Brown:

So early 2017?

5
6
7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative) like February, March-ish. So I was like, oh wow.
So I just had so many questions, "So what's going on?" And said she heard
that some things weren't being turned in on time and the fact that she
would fall asleep at different events, you know, if she was there
representing the Congressman that it was just kind of looking bad.
representing him.

11

Jeff Brown:

Right.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Current Treasurer:

And so she was like, "No." She's like, "Got to realize this is the United
States Congressman. You know, things need to be on point." And she said,
"I just want the best for him," and she said, "She's my friend." She said,
"I'm not telling you anything I haven't told her, but she can't help what
she's going through, so I'm glad she's deciding to step back." So it was
being stated, but it wasn't happening, the step back. She just
acknowledged to get help, but she wasn't stepping back.

19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

Were there other individuals who were saying this to the Congressman as
well? The way you talked about it in your written response was, I think,
something like-

22

Current Treasurer:

So he said several.

23

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.

24
25
26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Now I know Mrs. Warren. He didn't tell me who came to him, but Ms.
Boynton told me that she went to the Congressman. My sister-in-law, Lula
Huff, she's aware. She was aware cause she's the one that recommended
me, and she's friends with Mrs. Pugh too, so I'd say Ms. Boynton and Mrs.
Pugh.

29

Jeff Brown:

And this is in or around 2017?

30
31

Current Treasurer:

Right. Now my sister-in-law told me in the beginning because she pitched
it to me.

32
33

Jeff Brown:

You understood, going into this job in 2016, that there could be some
issues with Mrs. Pugh's health?
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah, but I didn't understand until I actually...

2
3

Jeff Brown:

And when you say that you mean you didn't understand the extent of it
until you started working with her?

4
5

Current Treasurer:

Right. Cause I'm thinking shakes. You know, that's all I was thinking of.
Just her ability to type, not everything that we ended up finding out.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

The way you and the Congressman described it in your written response
was narcolepsy and sporadic memory loss. You were seeing both of those?

8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

The memory loss came towards the end. Well, you know what I mean,
these latter few months. That's when I started… But I've been noticing the
narcolepsy the whole time.

11

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

12

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

13
14
15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

I'm just going to read you part of the response. "I was not aware of the full
extent of these impairments until recently when informed by some of her
close associates." When I read that, it suggests to me that the
Congressman didn't have a lot of interaction with Mrs. Pugh about the
FEC reporting.

18
19

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, no. He didn't know anything about that cause a lot of things I would
say to him, it was new to him, it was news to him.

20
21
22

Jeff Brown:

So this kind of goes back to what you were saying to me earlier, which isI get the impression that he trusted that she was going to handle this.
Therefore there was just not a lot of back and forth between the two.

23

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative)

24

Paul Solis:

Would she be capable of speaking to the two of us?

25

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

26

Jeff Brown:

She would?

27

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative)

28

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And would that be a fruitful conversation?
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Current Treasurer:

I don't know. I would like to think it would be, but what bothers me is that
when we went to talk to her, she said she didn't know. She didn't, you
know, about a lot of things. So I was kind of confused, so I don't know if
that's just because she didn't have the information in front of her or, I don't
know.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Paul Solis:

So from the time you started until September when she really has no
responsibility, she's off the campaign, you've told Jeff that you've helped,
and you notice some declining in her abilities, but what was she doing? So
that's a good two years where she's the treasurer and at least the
Congressman is thinking that she's capable of handling the responsibility.
So you're the one who knows the best because you actually met with her
and watched her work. So what is she doing, or are you taking over
everything while she watches, or can you just describe to us what she's
able to do in that two-year time span?

15
16

Current Treasurer:

Now clarify to me when you say that two-year time frame. From when I
started-

17

Paul Solis:

From when you started-

18

Current Treasurer:

what she was doing- she was doing the disburs-

19

Jeff Brown:

It's actually fall of 2016 until...

20

Paul Solis:

So just about three years, right?

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Right. So she was doing the disbursements. So she was paying checks, she
was writing out checks, or she was having other people help her write
cause her hands weren't... Some of the checks she couldn't write. And she
had this process where she would take the bank statement and she would
enter everything into an Excel spreadsheet, and then she would print that
spreadsheet off and she'll give it to me and tell me to enter those items that
she put on the Excel spreadsheet into NGP. And so I didn't have like a
reason or why-

29

Jeff Brown:

And when you're talking about this you're talking about disbursements?

30

Current Treasurer:

Disbursements, yeah. Cause I enter my stuff - the contributions.

31
32

Jeff Brown:

I'm thinking you’re Schedule A, Schedule A is the receipts, and she's
Schedule B.

33

Current Treasurer:

Yes, Mm-hmm (affirmative).
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Jeff Brown:

Okay. But I think to Paul’s question she's doing something in an Excel
spreadsheet and then having you plug it all in?

3
4

Current Treasurer:

Right, and I never got what she was doing. I didn't realize how much she
was doing until I actually started having to do it myself.

5

Jeff Brown:

And so you're not actually seeing the credit card bills or the statements?

6
7
8

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). When I would get the mail from the post office, I
would give her the bills. So I never saw her pay them. I just assumed, or
knew, she paid them.

9
10
11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

So let me circle back to what we were just talking about in terms of us
having a conversation with her cause I will say I noticed that there was
recently a celebration for her, a retirement party, and she was interviewed.
And I certainly think some of the frailty was obvious, but it seemed to me
that she was lucid.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

Yes, she's quite lucid, and I think that's what really may have, and I use
the word loosely, but may have fooled the Congressman, because her
telephone conversation is wonderful. Like you don't know. Now her voice
is a little more suppressed. You have to really pay attention and listen
more, but back when I started her phone conversation was awesome. Like
she doesn't sound like how she appeared. And I remember when the
congressmen saw her for the first time- cause like I would be a gopher, or
sometimes his wife would be a gopher between because he doesn't always
have time. When he gets here, he's probably has maybe two or three days
until he's back over in D.C., so when he would see it, and I remember him
going looking at her cause her body was just was almost turning. It was a
quick transition. This disease is really crazy. So, I remember him being
really shocked at how bad she had transitioned.

27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

And this reaction is within the last couple of months once this review
started, and the two of you are interacting with Mrs. Pugh regarding the
records that we've requested?

30
31
32
33
34

Current Treasurer:

Yes. Mm-hmm (affirmative). Cause, like I said, she spent the whole
month of August in the hospital and then they wouldn't let her go back
home. She needed some type of rehab. And so they sent her to an assisted
living home, Thrive. And so she actually just moved back to her home
maybe about two weeks ago.

35
36
37

Jeff Brown:

With respect to her storage and the maintenance of records cause I know
you guys spent a lot of time dealing with her in that regard. How was she
storing records for the campaign?
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Current Treasurer:

She has a filing cabinet, like a traditional four drawer filing cabinet that
had files organized in them. And then the older files...

3

Jeff Brown:

And this is to her home?

4
5
6
7
8
9

Current Treasurer:

... she has like a home office, and the older files that we would have to get
were boxed in these little cardboard legal boxes. And she had had them by
year. Had the contributions and the disbursements in one box. So it was
quite organized and easy to get to. She had a storage unit in the back of
her house and she would have someone go in and grab all the boxes for us
that we needed.

10
11
12
13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

So I'm surprised to hear you say that it was very organized because I felt
like you guys were having some trouble securing a lot of the documents,
particularly, with respect, to the gas receipts and some other stuff that we
specifically asked about. So I'm hoping you can kind of help me flush that
out. Why was there a difficulty getting the documents if it was so
organized? Is it just the documents did not exist?

16
17
18
19
20
21

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, it sounds like an oxymoron. So it was organized, but some things
were missing. You know what I'm saying? So it would be like this
notebook. This notebook is organized, but if I go to number five and
there's nothing there. So I would see where a month within a year should
be right here, or the American Express bill, or gas bill should be in this
folder. The folder is there, but nothing's in it.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

And a lot of times it seemed to me that you guys were obtaining records
from either a hotel or a bank and not from Mrs. Pugh's files.

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Current Treasurer:

Right. So that was the other item cause I was making notes when you
would ask for certain things, and I realized those things may not exist. I'm
thinking, okay, I see a process improvement here. The Congressman is
traveling and receipts and things of that nature, that wasn't always
transferred over to, Evelyn, so I'm noticing, I'm like, okay, my new rule is
every time you swipe, I need that. Whether you just send me a picture of
it, you know? So that's going to be something that I know I'ma need, but I
didn't see something that she may have had. If somebody else outside the
Congressman did something, she had receipts on that, but if he did
something, and I don't know if he just didn't know to do it or she didn't ask
for it. I don't know what happened. But I know I need receipts for
everything.

36
37

Jeff Brown:

And what efforts did you and the Congressman take to secure records
from Mrs. Pugh and from her office?
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Current Treasurer:

So she gave me free reign. She gave me the key. I have the key to her
home. And so while she was in the assisted living home and she had had
her cousin go grab everything and put it in the living room, and so I would
sit there every night and toil over, and make copies of everything that was
in those different files. Yeah, night after night.

6

Jeff Brown:

Sorry to have done that to you.

7
8

I'm going to guess that in light of this- I understood you and the
Congressman were doing some of this together, right?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Current Treasurer:

I did a lot of the digging, and then once I grabbed it all together, I created
this folder for him, and I put everything that I sent to you and he wants me
to expand it to everything I've emailed you now to go in here. But I
created individual folders initially and I'd taken the original document, and
I cut it into strips and put it as labels on the folder so that I can stay
organized. So if you ever asked about E or F or whatever, I had it
organized that way, so I had to take it with me, and I need to go to the
bank. Or if I needed to go to Greenall Hills and like, "Hey, I need such and
such documents," and I would stick it in that particular folder. And so
that's how I was able to stay organized.

19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

So as you and the Congressman are realizing some of the missteps that
Mrs. Pugh has made here, what's the conversation like between the two of
you?

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Current Treasurer:

He's devastated. He's completely devastated because I see it as that trust
factor being, removed, you know? And it's like, I put my job in your hands
and now this is the result, you know? That's what I see on his face and in
his voice. But I'm trying to stay focused on the mission. But in the back of
my mind I'm like, okay, how do I mitigate this so that we don't ever have
this conversation again, these mistakes won't happen. A lot of things have
come up that it's like, okay, I didn't to do that. Okay, I didn't know that this
is what we supposed to do anyway.

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

So it's a bad thing, but it's almost a good thing because now I know how to
go forward and handle things.
Jeff Brown:

And let's talk a little bit about this again, sorry, because at the beginning
you said something like, "my jaw hit the floor," and “I had this list.” And
you just referenced some of the errors that you're coming across again. So
it's the itemization of the AMEX. Can you just run down for me the other
things that you're noting as you in the Congressmen are-?
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Current Treasurer:

Absolutely. So definitely this travel. Well no, let me back up more. Putting
in a purpose, typing in the purpose for each item cause there was a spot in
NGP for the purpose to be listed for any itemization, any disbursement,
and so that was never done.

5

Jeff Brown:

It's the disbursement description. Is that what you're talking about?

6

Current Treasurer:

Yes, and I think that would have helped a lot if you all saw that.

7

Jeff Brown:

What do you mean you say that was never done?

8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

I never knew to enter that in. When she was training me on NGP, I know I
used to ask questions, what's this, what's this? But I never knew that the
FEC needed to see that or whatever.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

But I'll note that there was always a description in the FEC reports that
were ultimately filed.

13
14

Current Treasurer:

So maybe I'm thinking of purpose. Is it the section that says purpose?
Cause one of them, I know we never filled in.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, but that was also brought to my attention in the conference. They
stated that these are public records, and like usually we're able to just pull
up exactly what, you know, the last time Yasmin was paid. She said
whatever we put in here, Joe Q Public should be able to see and they
should be able to understand what that disbursement is, and just looking at
it from that lens, opened my eyes on how I need to be able to be as
transparent as possible.

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

So when he gets gas we need to note what that was for. Where did you go,
where were you? At least I need to be able to have it and put something in
there. She said, "Because then the next person that may run against him go
through his disbursements or whatever, they need to be able to see what
he's doing." And I think I hold some of that responsibility now and
ensuring that the public knows what he's doing. This is as transparent as it
can be, you know? And I know we'll probably hit on it, but Gold Strike
Casino, I remember saying it to him. He was like, "This is something that
we do every year," blah blah, blah, blah blah, and I said, "But from the
average person," I said, "Looks like you went gambling."

33
34
35

And he was like, "What?" I said, "Cause it just says Gold Strike Casino. It
doesn't say this was a conference. Nothing on here explains what you did,"
you know? So back to traveling. Whenever he travels I need to know
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where you went, who was with you. We didn't realize that that particular
event, he takes five people. I'm like, "Who sets that up? Maybe I need to
be in contact with your scheduler so that I know the five people that go,
and who they are, and how long they stay." You know, it's like I need to
know more information.

6

Jeff Brown:

So this is primarily purpose statements? Transparency.

7

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So we've got the itemization, the purpose statements. Anything else
that jumps out at you at the FEC conferences as like we've been screwing
this up?

11
12
13

Current Treasurer:

Thinking past that credit card, that's the biggest one, purpose statements.
Those are the big ones. Those are huge. That's all I can think of at this
second.

14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

And so tell me a little bit more about that conversation between you and
the Congressman when you get back from Chicago. Did you give him this
list of concerns?

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

I wrote them down. I had him for myself just so I can stay on task, and I
know he noticed it because he told his wife, "Yeah, she had a list of things
she needed to talk to me about," and I was talking about the timing of
when we actually should do the reports. And I was like, I don't want it to
be a the-day-of type treasurer. I mean it's month end, so when they give us
that grace period of maybe 15 days or 14 days, I said, "So I should be able
to get it in shortly after the month is over if I'm touching on it every
month." Nothing that he needed to do, but I just wanted to give him that
information. I told him I wanted to utilize QuickBooks to help keep things
organized with the disbursements.

27
28
29
30
31
32

I can add the credit card and our bank account together and I can see
everything immediately and then print that off and that'll take away that
spreadsheet that she was creating. You know? I told him that I wanted to
meet with other treasurers, if he had any colleagues that he was close with,
I wanted to meet with their treasurers so I could see how they set their
offices up, how they handled their files and their filing.

33
34

Jeff Brown:

What was his reaction to all of this? Obviously he made you the treasurer
and he terminated Mrs. Pugh.

35
36

Current Treasurer:

Right. So yeah, he was excited about that, and he was like, "Whatever you
need to do." He said, "Let's get it done."
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Jeff Brown:

Did the payment of membership dues come up at that time?

2

Current Treasurer:

That didn't come up until we got the...

3

Jeff Brown:

Request for information?

4

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative) yeah. He said he didn't know anything about that.

5
6
7

Jeff Brown:

And so, in the wake of you becoming treasurer, what sort of efforts did
you and the Congressman agree would be taken, moving forward, to
address some of these concerns?

8
9
10
11
12

Current Treasurer:

We talked about it. I did say I was trying to keep a running list of what we
were going to do. We haven't really implemented too much because I
didn't want to make any changes because I didn't know what else was
going to go on. But it's a lot of things I want to suspend. I think we did
stop that Green Island Hill ACH payment. What else did we do?

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

I guess I'm just trying to get at the main thrust, or the main takeaway, from
that conversation was the Congressman gave you free rein to fix whatever
needs fixing and get this all straightened out?

16

Current Treasurer:

Yes, yes.

17
18
19
20

Jeff Brown:

I want to talk a little bit about the financial institutions that the campaign
uses just so we have the background here. So can you walk me through
what financial institutions the campaign uses, and for what purposes, and
who has access or spending authority on those accounts.

21
22
23
24
25

Current Treasurer:

Okay. So the primary is what keeps saying CB&T, but they just been
bought out. Well, they've changed their name to Synovus. So, Synovus
and CB&T, if it's stated differently. I tried to make sure I stay consistent.
That's the primary account. There's another account, SunTrust. Me, Evelyn
and the Congressman are three on that signature card.

26

Jeff Brown:

For Synovus?

27

Current Treasurer:

For Synovus. So that's something that'll need to...

28
29

Jeff Brown:

And Synovus is a campaign account? I believe it's Sanford Bishop for
Congress?

30

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

31

Jeff Brown:

And you said yourself, the Congressman and Mrs. Pugh arePage 26 of 70
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah, on the signature card for that.

2

Jeff Brown:

So all three of you have authorization on that account?

3

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I was just recently added on there, so I don't think it's been a year.

4

Jeff Brown:

Okay, and this is the main campaign account?

5

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

6

Jeff Brown:

Is there a credit card associated with that account?

7

Current Treasurer:

No, but I just had a debit card requested, but I hadn't even activated it yet.

8
9

Jeff Brown:

There had not been a debit card associated with Synovus until just
recently?

10

Current Treasurer:

Right.

11

Jeff Brown:

You mentioned there's another deposit account?

12
13
14
15
16
17

Current Treasurer:

Yes, SunTrust. And I asked him about that. That's one of the things after,
like I said. I didn't want to make any major changes until this was
completed because I didn't know what else I needed to grab from them.
But I don't understand the purpose of that particular account. I don't know
if Evelyn was using it like a savings account. I didn't understand it. I think
it's just $5,000 over there, but there is a credit card attached to that.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Did the Congressman have any insights on why there were two campaign
deposit accounts?

20
21

Current Treasurer:

He doesn't know why. Evelyn requested it and he okayed it. I don't know
any history behind that.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

Who has authority to debit on that account? Mrs. Pugh yourself and the
Congressman?

24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

Yes. I did just get on that account, so we're on the signature card. The
credit-cause it's two lines of credit, I'm trying to remember it on the
website. Now, the credit card, there are two cards.

27

Jeff Brown:

You're talking about the SunTrust credit card?

28
29

Current Treasurer:

SunTrust credit card. And the Congressman has a card, and his wife has a
card in her name, but I remember asking her about it, and I think she
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doesn't remember that she even has access to it, and there has been no
activity on it in a while. When I was going back through looking for stuff I
never saw anything on that one in a while.

4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

And as I understand it, that this is, the SunTrust credit card is a campaign
credit card? It's in the name of Sanford Bishop for Congress. So charges
that are put on this account should be campaign related and not personal.

7

Current Treasurer:

Absolutely. Right, exactly.

8
9

Jeff Brown:

And this SunTrust credit card is paid in full by the campaign each month
or whenever the bills come?

10
11

Current Treasurer:

Right. And I think, the way she has it set up, the money that's in that
account pays that credit card.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

Right. So there's an automatic payment from the SunTrust deposit account
to the credit card.

14
15
16
17

Current Treasurer:

Yes, and please forgive me, I'm not real versed in it because I don't
understand that account. I asked him, I said, "Can we close this? Is it
going to hurt anything?" And he said, "No," because I was like, "I would
rather just keep one account." I said if we need a credit card...

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Did either of you ask Mrs. Pugh why that account was set up or what the
purpose of that account was?

20
21

Current Treasurer:

I didn't. I was just happy he told me I can close it out, and so I said after
this is over that'll be one of my first things I do is close that account.

22
23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So we've got the Synovus account, which is the main account,
SunTrust deposit account, which is the account we just talked about and
we're not sure why it's there. There's a SunTrust credit card. There's also
an American Express credit card.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Current Treasurer:

Yes, and so from my understanding the way he manages things... Let me
note this. The credit card, and I just made a guess, and he agreed. As you
know, not too long ago, American Express wasn't accepted everywhere.
So now it's more accepted. But I think that credit card was used, because
they didn't have a debit card, so he was using that in lieu before he got the
American Express or wherever American Express was not accepted, and
he does SunTrust credit card. So, I'm assuming that that was why that may
have started, and I guess you got to have an account before you could have
the credit card.
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Jeff Brown:

And the AMEX card is a campaign credit card? Is it Sanford Bishop for
Congress credit card?

3

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

4

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

5

Current Treasurer:

He does primarily everything, I think, on that card.

6

Jeff Brown:

That's sort of the primary card that he uses?

7

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative)

8
9

Jeff Brown:

Okay, and it looks to me like that account, the AMEX card, is paid offThe AMEX bill is paid off in full each month by the campaign?

10

Current Treasurer:

Yes, out of these Synovus account.

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

And again, like the SunTrust card, this is a campaign credit card and
therefore the charges on this card are campaign related? They shouldn't be
personal.

14

Current Treasurer:

Right.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

It looks like there's two cards from the statements that you sent me. I see
that the Congressman has one and his wife has one.

17

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

18
19
20

Jeff Brown:

Is it safe to assume that charges made on the statement that say,
Representative Bishop are the charges that he makes, and that the second
section his wife makes?

21
22
23

Current Treasurer:

Right. And it should be at the request of him when he just is unable to go
do something. He'll ask her to do it. That's why he gave her access to a
card.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

I also understand that there are some gas credit cards. Can you fill me in
on how these work?

26
27

Current Treasurer:

I'll try. He mentioned that he has three. I don't know them off the top of
my head but-

28

Jeff Brown:

And he and I talked about it and I think it’s a-
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Current Treasurer:

A BP, maybe.

2

Jeff Brown:

Shell, CITGO, and BP.

3
4

Current Treasurer:

Okay. I know more so about that BP, and I remember Evelyn paying that
via phone. And it's never much, though. It's not that high.

5

Jeff Brown:

Are these three separate gas credit cards?

6

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

7

Jeff Brown:

And are these in the name of the campaign or are they in his-

8
9

Current Treasurer:

They're in his name. They're his primary name. Because he said those bills
go to his home in Albany, and so he would bring them to Evelyn.

10

Jeff Brown:

Are there personal and campaign charges on those credit cards?

11
12

Current Treasurer:

I can only say I assume, because I've seen maybe one or two, and I haven't
paid any of them.

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

Do you know how Mrs. Pugh and the Congressman worked out payment
for those bills? In other words, would he mark it, and say, "Oh, this is
personal. This is campaign. This is personal. This is campaign."

16

Current Treasurer:

I would assume that, but I don't know that for certain.

17
18
19
20

Jeff Brown:

Because when I read the response that the Congressman sent regarding the
gas, it sounded like any gas that he's purchasing down here in Columbus,
he is noting that there's a campaign purpose for it. My impression was that
if he's purchasing gas, that's being paid by the campaign.

21
22
23

Current Treasurer:

Right. What I gathered was he would bring her the bill if it was campaign
related. Because it wasn't an every month thing. So if he didn't bring it to
her, then that may have been personal charges, and he paid it himself.

24

Jeff Brown:

Did I miss any credit cards?

25

Current Treasurer:

No, none that I'm aware of.

26

Jeff Brown:

Did I miss any bank accounts?

27

Current Treasurer:

No, none that I'm aware of.

28

Jeff Brown:

And did I miss any individuals that would have access to these?
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah, it's just me. . .

2

Jeff Brown:

Just you, Mrs. Pugh, the Congressman, and his wife on some credit cards.

3
4

Current Treasurer:

Right, because she didn't have access to the accounts or anything. She just
has a card.

5
6
7

Paul Solis:

Jeff, maybe you're going to get to this, but do you know why she has, and
correct me if I'm wrong, she has a campaign credit card as well, right?
Both of them? The AMEX and the SunTrust?

8
9

Current Treasurer:

She knows that she has the AMEX. She doesn't have the SunTrust. There
is one that's listed for her, but it hasn't been active in years.

10

Paul Solis:

But she does have access to an AMEX card?

11

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

12

Paul Solis:

It says Sanford Bishop for Congress, and she has it.

13

Current Treasurer:

She's a cardholder. It has her name on it.

14

Paul Solis:

He's a cardholder as well?

15

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

16

Paul Solis:

Are you a cardholder as well?

17

Current Treasurer:

No.

18

Paul Solis:

Okay, so there's two that exist for the AMEX?

19

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

20
21

Paul Solis:

Do you know why she has her own Sanford Bishop for Congress AMEX
card?

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. They told me that she'll go and get things for him when he's
unavailable or sometimes, if he's there, she's got to do any shopping for,
we just had two events, one in October and November for tailgating
expenses, and she would do all the shopping for that. And every time
there's a function, even with the golf tournament, she's the one that's going
to get all of the items that needs to be purchased for those events, so she
has her own card.
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Paul Solis:

In your time in the role, do you know if she ever uses the card for a wide
array of things, some of which might be personal, and then maybe goes
and checks off, "This is campaign. This is personal." Do you know
whether she only specifically uses it for campaign purposes?

5
6
7
8

Current Treasurer:

I know she is only supposed to use it for campaign purposes. So, I don't
know. But I did say that I was going to go through it going forward. That's
one of my duties to make sure there's a fine tooth comb, and everybody
should have a why to every swipe. I know going forward, I'm going to be-

9
10
11

Paul Solis:

I'm just wondering in your experience, if you've witnessed or seen a
statement with Mrs. Bishop where there's personal and campaign charges,
and she's going off and sort of-

12

Current Treasurer:

I haven't witnessed that.

13

Paul Solis:

You don't have any awareness of that.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

You said going forward, everybody's always going to have a why. That
has not happened in the past?

16

Current Treasurer:

Not to my knowledge.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

Let's talk about the process of getting the FEC reports together. It's only
been in the last two months or three months that you're doing them?

19
20

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. And I just did one, and it was kind of difficult, because a lot of the
things were still from Evelyn's tenure. The October one.

21
22
23
24
25
26

Jeff Brown:

What I want to do is I want to ask you a question about how you're doing
it now, and then I'm going to ask how it was done previously. Can you
walk me through the reporting process? From dollar spent through FEC
report is filed, how things work on the deposit accounts and the credit card
and let's talk about that now. And then, I'm going to want you to contrast
that to how it was done previously.

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Current Treasurer:

What's difficult is this is a transition period. For the October quarterly, I
almost had to do with the way Evelyn did it before- the last minute,
because I was still gathering it. My duties were split and preparing for this
as well as preparing for the quarterly reports so I did a last minute event,
and so now, I am trying on the weekends put in all the information that
I've done throughout the whole week, each week try to put in something in
NGP, so that won't have to do it at the end of the quarter.
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5
6
7
8
9

I'm doing well on the contribution part, because that's the part that I've
done so well in the last three years or so. But on the disbursements, I'll
write the checks. I will make copies of them, and I'll keep them in our
folder for that particular month. And then at the end of the month, what I'll
do is make sure I have everything I need for those disbursements, and I'll
enter them into NGP and make sure that they balance with the checking
account. And then if there are any checks missing, then I'll make sure I
reconcile that and figure out what's going on.
Jeff Brown:

Do you have access to the Amex bill?

10

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

11

Jeff Brown:

And the SunTrust credit card bill?

12

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

And you get the statements for the SunTrust deposit account and this
Synovus deposit?

15
16
17

Current Treasurer:

I recently asked them to change the address, because it was going to
Evelyn's house. I had them change it to our post office box. So I have it
online, though. I can pull it online.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

You have access to all the documents that you need going forward to be
able to prepare these reports?

20

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

21

Jeff Brown:

Can you contrast this to how it worked under Mrs. Pugh?

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Current Treasurer:

I can only talk about the side that I do very well, the contribution side, and
then the disbursement side, that is the part where, like I said, she would
create this Excel spreadsheet, and it was kind of difficult to decipher. For
instance, Mike Brown, she'll just put the check number, M. Brown, and
then the amount. And then, if it's a new person that maybe did whatever
activity, she'll have to give me their address, so she'll stick their address in
on that line. It looked like a little balance sheet that she created, and I
would have to enter that information the night it's due for three months’
worth of stuff. We usually finished around 11:30 at the whistle, and then
we have to go into the system and the compliance area and actually start
the report and hopefully finish up before midnight, so that it could be on
time.
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Jeff Brown:

Well, let me ask you this. In the time period while you were the assistant
treasurer, so just focusing on that time period, who's reviewing the
campaign expenses? Who's looking at the monthly credit card statements,
and who's looking at the monthly deposit account statements?

5

Current Treasurer:

Evelyn.

6

Jeff Brown:

That's Evelyn?

7

Current Treasurer:

That's Evelyn.

8

Jeff Brown:

Is the Congressman looking at that stuff?

9

Current Treasurer:

No. He'll usually just ask what his balance is.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. The only person who's reviewing expenses is Mrs. Pugh?

11

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

12
13

Jeff Brown:

To the extent that you were involved, it's simply, she's asking you to enter
information into NPG.

14

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

15
16
17
18
19
20

Jeff Brown:

Did you ever run into a situation where Mrs. Pugh felt like she needed to
raise questions about whether something was properly on one of the credit
cards or properly charged to one of the credit cards, or the deposit
accounts? In other words, is she looking at those bills and saying, "I
wonder if this is campaign related?" Or is she simply paying those bills in
full?

21
22

Current Treasurer:

I never heard her question anything. And if she did, she probably called
him, and I wasn't privy.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

It's possible that she could call the Congressman to ask about a certain
disbursement. You never saw that happen?

25

Current Treasurer:

No.

26

Jeff Brown:

Would you have been in a position to see that happen?

27
28

Current Treasurer:

No, because since she was retired and I work, she did a lot of things
during the days. Definitely those phone calls.
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Jeff Brown:

So you never saw her, though, raise any issues with the Congressman
about is this properly a campaign charge versus a personal charge versus
an official charge?

4

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative).

5
6

Jeff Brown:

Disbursement descriptions. How do you determine them now, and how are
they determined in the past?

7
8
9
10
11

Current Treasurer:

Now, I ask a hundred questions about everything. I'm going to definitely
vet everything I've been doing. But before, NGP has this cool feature
called cloning. And so if it is a disbursement or contribution that was
already existed, I just go in and clone. And when I clone, it clones the
same description. So I never really had to write it.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

A lot of this is just, this was the description from last time. We'll just use
that one again.

14

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

You're not in a position, though, as you're filling out this report to really
know what the purpose of a lot of these charges are.

17

Current Treasurer:

No.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

And is Ms Pugh telling you, this is the purpose this time around, or this
should be different this time, or this should be the same?

20
21

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). The only time I knew of anything, we had a request
for a additional information.

22

Jeff Brown:

RFAI?

23
24
25
26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Yes, and something called GOTV, Get Out to Vote. The FEC said that we
had to spell it out as opposed to write the acronym. And then, there was
something else with the gas with Mike Brown. I believe we had to list it as
mileage reimbursement or something like that. But that's the only time I
actually really learned about the purpose, realizing that, okay, this is
important.

29
30
31
32

Jeff Brown:

This has all been helpful background on how the campaign works and how
the FEC reporting process works. I'm now going to pivot a little bit and
talk about some of the more specific stuff that you guys have been sending
us documents on.
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I'm going to start with the Green Island Country Club. And you all
basically confirmed this in your written response, but just want to make
sure I fully understand it. And to the extent that you can't answer any of
these questions because you weren't involved in this, please let me know.
But what I gathered is that you and the Congressman have at the least
talked about all of this.
Current Treasurer:

Yeah. Mm-hum, um-hum. (affirmative).

8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

So, at Green Island Country Club, the membership dues and associated
fees, the monthly statements were paid in full by the campaign Sanford
Bishop for Congress?

11

Current Treasurer:

Yes. Mm-hum. (affirmative).

12

Jeff Brown:

And they were paid in full through the use of a ACH, an automatic debit?

13

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

14
15
16
17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

The only time that a monthly statement was not paid in full by the ACH
was because there may have been events there that someone else besides
Congressman and his wife were holding. And if that's a $1,000 banquet
event, the individual who held that event is writing a check, and that's
being credited to the Congressman's account, such that the campaign never
pays for some banquet the Congressman had nothing to do with?

20

Current Treasurer:

Right, that's correct.

21
22
23

Jeff Brown:

And you see that on the statements, because the statements will say there's
an ACH payment. If it's not an ACH payment, it's a check from somebody
else.

24

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

25

Jeff Brown:

If you could just look at tab five for me.

26

This is a – the bates here is THSB_0056. It looks-

27

Current Treasurer:

Is it in front of or is it behind-

28

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, it's behind tab five.

29

Current Treasurer:

Okay got you.
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Jeff Brown:

And this is an email, and it looks like it's from the Congressman to you,
and he's saying, "Here's the list of events we had at Green Island Country
Club. For anything other than BFC." What's BFC mean? Bishop for
Congress, perhaps?

5

Current Treasurer:

Yes. I'm sorry.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

"They paid the club directly, and a credit should be on our bill reflecting
the same."

8

Current Treasurer:

Bishop for Congress, yes. That's right.

9

Jeff Brown:

Is that effectively saying what we just talked about which is-

10

Current Treasurer:

Exactly.

11

Jeff Brown:

Do you now receive the bills from Green Island Country Club?

12

Current Treasurer:

I see the email. I have an email, but-

13

Jeff Brown:

You're emailed a copy of the monthly statement?

14

Current Treasurer:

Right.

15

Jeff Brown:

Was Mrs. Pugh emailed a copy of the monthly statement?

16
17
18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

Let me think. They were mailing them in to us. I think they are still
mailing it. But I know during this process, we told the manager to stop the
ACH, but I don't think we told her to stop the sending the actual bill. I
know the next activity is to make sure that the bill actually goes maybe to
his home as opposed to our post office box.

21

Jeff Brown:

To the Congressman's house?

22

Current Treasurer:

Oh yes, to the Congressman's home.

23

Jeff Brown:

Will you see this bill?

24
25

Current Treasurer:

Probably, because she probably still emailing it to me, but I may not need
to see it anymore.

26
27

Well, I'm probably need to because we will have certain events there. I
guess to make sure if we have something there that I know to pay it.
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Jeff Brown:

So you and the Congressman have discussed the manner in which Green
Island Country Club fees will now be paid. What was that conversation?

3
4

Current Treasurer:

He told me that he had the conversation with the manager, I can't recall
her name right now. The manager-

5

Jeff Brown:

GICC Controller?

6
7

Current Treasurer:

Yes. And said for her to stop the ACH payments and that he would be
writing a check every month for the-

8

Jeff Brown:

Would he be writing that check from personal funds?

9

Current Treasurer:

Personal.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

For the entire amount or was there a discussion with you that the
campaign would be paying some portion?

12
13

Current Treasurer:

He said the only thing that campaign will pay for is any campaign event
that we had. I know off the top is our annual golf tournament.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Does he have any other campaign events besides the golf tournament
there?

16
17
18
19

Current Treasurer:

If it is, they're just random. But the golf tournament is definitely, hands
down, the number one event. If he does anything else, it would probably
be dinner or maybe a reception for. . . We have a, well no, that's
congressional. So no. I was going to say-

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

I'll come back with some banquet questions. Let me have you turn to tab
six, if you don't mind. And what I did here is this is a printout from the
FEC site of all the payments that the campaign has made to Green Island
Country Club, and I'll just draw your attention to the description section.
The FEC disbursement description section. I realize that you were not
involved with this side of the house when Mrs. Pugh was the treasurer, but
when I look at these descriptions, this goes back to an issue we were just
talking about a minute or two ago.

28
29
30
31
32

It doesn't look to me like these descriptions are necessarily accurate in
light of what's on the bills from Green Island Country Club.
Current Treasurer:

It doesn't look consistent. I'll tell you what does jump out at me. You see
those first two, which are technically the last two. That was one of the
changes I know we had to make with the FEC where it says fundraising
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event to a vendor. That's the new description we have to use. But other
than that, it just looks like-

3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

Were you ever aware of a conversation between the Congressman and
Mrs. Pugh about how these monthly ACH disbursements to Green Island
Country Club should be designated? How they should be described?

6
7

Current Treasurer:

No, and I don't personally think she would have had a conversation with
him about that. He wouldn't have known how to answer that.

8
9
10
11
12

Paul Solis:

For example, there's a designation in February and January of this year
and also in 2018, as well, while you would have knowledge of what was
happening with some of the events. So for example, February and January,
say “fundraising.” Were there fundraising events at Green Island in
January and February of this year?

13
14

Current Treasurer:

Not to my knowledge. I'll have to look back. Yeah, there's nothing that I
attended.

15

Paul Solis:

What about December, October, September of 2018?

16

Current Treasurer:

Now December. I know he has a Christmas event for all of his staff.

17

Paul Solis:

But that wouldn't be a campaign fundraiser, right?

18

Current Treasurer:

Right. No, that's wrong. The description is incorrect. Definitely incorrect.

19

Paul Solis:

As Jeff was just pointing out, all of these going back even to 2016-

20

Current Treasurer:

Saying fundraiser.

21

Paul Solis:

Say fundraising, I mean is it-

22

Current Treasurer:

It wouldn't be a fundraiser.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

The only time that would be accurate is when the Sanford Bishop Golf
Classic is occurring.

25

Current Treasurer:

The summer event.

26
27

Paul Solis:

It's accurate to say, unless it's the golf event, those are incorrect
designations?

28

Current Treasurer:

Right.
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3

Jeff Brown:

So it's safe to say that the Congressman, aside from the Sanford Bishop
Golf Classic, he's not holding any other specific fundraising events at the
club?

4

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). Not that I'm aware of.

5

Jeff Brown:

He uses the club, though?

6

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

7

Jeff Brown:

And how does he use the club?

8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

I don't know personally, but when we were preparing the information, I
know he said he will have a dinner with constituents or may have brunch
or lunch on Sundays with some of them. So, other than that. . .

11
12
13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

It sounds to me, reading the written response that you provided to us, that
the Congressman is essentially trying to convey that all the activities at the
club are campaign related, because they give him an opportunity to
interact with supporters and constituents. Is that the thrust of what you
were trying to convey?

16

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

But the Congressman has now decided that he's going to use personal
funds to pay for everything Green Island Country Club related.

19
20
21
22
23
24

Current Treasurer:

And you know what, I can go back to clarify that, because what I
understood was I know he was going to pay for the fees personally.
Whatever that monthly fee is. If an activity that he has there is he deems to
be a campaign event, he will have the campaign pay for it. But that's
something I really would like to look into and figure out what's okay, and
what's not okay. Because I know he was unclear as well.

25
26

Jeff Brown:

Does he use the golf course with his wife, with his friends, for personal
purposes?

27
28

Current Treasurer:

Well, I guess I don't know, though. But I know he likes to play golf, but I
don't know how often and when.

29
30

Jeff Brown:

You don't have knowledge about whether he's using the pool or the
exercise facilities or the tennis?

31

Current Treasurer:

I don't think he does, but I don't know. That's outside of my scope.
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5

Jeff Brown:

6
7
8
9

We've talked about the fact that there are some banquets that have been
held at Green Island Country Club. It looks like the most recent banquet
was in August of 2019, and that would be prior to your coming on as
treasurer, which you might not necessarily see it here. I'm looking at my
notes.
You and your role, were you ever getting sent banquet event order forms
from the club? Have you ever seen an order form for banquets at Green
Island Country Club?

Current Treasurer:

I think I saw. . .

10

Jeff Brown:

And it would look something like this.

11

Current Treasurer:

No, no.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

Would you have any awareness of fundraising events or events generally,
banquets, that were held at Green Island Country Club?

14

Current Treasurer:

Not really.

15

Jeff Brown:

Would that have been Mrs. Pugh?

16

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, that would be Mrs. Pugh.

17
18
19
20

Jeff Brown:

You mentioned on a couple of occasions that there's a holiday event of
some kind, and having looked at the banquet event order forms that I think
it's called like the BBC Holiday Social. What is this event that he holds at
Green Island?

21
22
23
24
25

Current Treasurer:

I think it's an event, and I want to say he does it along with his staff, that
includes all his offices, the DC office, Albany, Macon, Columbus, as well
as his wife's office. And I'm trying to think if there's somebody else, but
we'll have a, like a holiday, like a Christmas event social at Green Island. I
think – yea, we've had it every year since I've been with them.

26

Jeff Brown:

Okay, so it's a yearly holiday party-

27

Current Treasurer:

Um-hum (affirmative).

28
29

Jeff Brown:

…and the invites go out to the Congressman and his staff and Mrs. Bishop
and her staff at the County Courthouse-

30

Current Treasurer:

Um-hum (affirmative).
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Jeff Brown:

Roughly how many individuals? Are we talking 100, are we talking 150,
50?

3

Current Treasurer:

Right, like 150, maybe.

4

Jeff Brown:

And these are all employees of-

5

Current Treasurer:

And their spouse, and their spouse…or plus one.

6

Jeff Brown:

And what does this Christmas party look like? Is it dinner and dancing?

7

Current Treasurer:

Yes, just dinner and dancing- dancing loosely.

8

Jeff Brown:

But music?

9

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

10

Jeff Brown:

Like a DJ or a band?

11

Current Treasurer:

They have live entertainment.

12
13

Jeff Brown:

This is an event that the Congressman and his wife put on every year for
staff?

14

Current Treasurer:

For their staff. Mhmm. (affirmative).

15

Jeff Brown:

You don't have any involvement in how that event gets paid for?

16
17
18
19
20

Current Treasurer:

I don't, because now that I'm thinking about it, I remember him trying to
explain it to me, but I don't recall Evelyn writing any checks for it. I don't
know if that's a congressional thing, and he gets to pay for it on that side
of the house or if it's something that we pay for. I don't know. I guess I'll
know in December.

21

Jeff Brown:

You'll find out in December.

22
23
24

Current Treasurer:

I’ll know in December. And to add, one of his congressional staff usually
calls me and invites me. That's what makes me think it's a congressional
side.

25

Jeff Brown:

Sorry, just give me one second here.

26

Current Treasurer:

I’m going to grab some water.

27

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, absolutely.
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Did you have anything else you wanted to ask about Green Island Country
Club?

3

Paul Solis:

Nope.

4
5
6
7

Jeff Brown:

Stonebridge Country Club. That is as I understand it, a country club that
the Congressman still belongs to. It is in Albany, Georgia. He no longer
holds the Sanford Bishop Golf Classic there. He holds it at Green Island
Country Club. But he maintains a membership at Stonebridge.

8
9

Current Treasurer:

Just so you'll know, I learned about it when I was just helping him prepare
for it. I knew nothing about Stonebridge.

10
11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

But you know about it now, because you've helped obtain documents and
prepare a written response to us. Let me just walk through this, and correct
me if I've got anything wrong on here, but my understanding is that the
campaign pays the monthly charges for Stonebridge Country Club.

14

Current Treasurer:

Right.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16

Do you now receive bills from the country club?

17
18

Current Treasurer:

I never saw anything from them. That's why I didn't even know it even
existed.

19
20

Jeff Brown:

You've never seen anything from them when you were an assistant
treasurer. Do you get anything now?

21

Current Treasurer:

No.

22

Jeff Brown:

Do you know where that-

23
24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

I think when we did something, he had the bill. I want to say it goes to him
directly to his home in Albany, and he actually wrote a check to them, and
he wanted to add it to the documentation that we submitted, just to show
good faith that I'm paying this personally now. I didn't know-

27

Paul Solis:

Do you know how he was paying for it?

28

Current Treasurer:

It was coming out of the campaign account.

29

Paul Solis:

But he wasn't ACH?
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Current Treasurer:

What was it? Those are checks. Evelyn was writing checks to Stonebridge.

2
3
4

Jeff Brown:

You guys provided us with a copy of the NPG report, which I think was
your way of noting for us that these were always ... All the monthly
statements were being paid with campaign funds.

5
6

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative). And then I found the checks. I think I got
copies of them from the bank.

7
8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

Do you know how Mrs. Pugh is deciding to describe these monthly
payments to the club? Do you have any insight? Green Island Country
Club we just talked about, why she is describing them as fundraisers or
fundraising as opposed to something else?

11
12

Current Treasurer:

I think it was just that was the first thing she came up with. I don't think it
was-

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

If you go to tab ... Just go to tab 9 for me and this is the same sort of
printout as I had with Green Island Country Club. And again, you look
down, the description statements.

16

Current Treasurer:

Fundraiser.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

It says “fundraising, fundraising, fundraising.” As we talked about with
Green Island Country Club, that's not an accurate description.

19

Current Treasurer:

No, no.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

So you and the congressman have acknowledged the error here and you
just said so. Moving forward, what's the plan?

22

Current Treasurer:

He'll be paying for the fees personally out of his personal account. Yeah.

23

Jeff Brown:

Unless there's a specific fundraising event-

24

Current Treasurer:

Event held here, right.

25
26

Jeff Brown:

Aside from the Sanford Bishop Golf Classic, does he do any other
fundraising events at Stonebridge Country Club?

27
28

Current Treasurer:

Not that I'm aware of. Like I said, I had never heard of Stonebridge, so I
haven't heard of him doing any type of event there.

29

Jeff Brown:

So you don't really have any insight into how he uses the club?
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Current Treasurer:

No. No more than how he ... yeah, submitted. Mm-mm (negative).

2
3

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Moving past the golf clubs and into some of the trips that are not
necessarily trips, but I think this was request number three.

4

Current Treasurer:

Okay, Army-Navy.

5

Jeff Brown:

Exactly.

6

Current Treasurer:

I know this.

7
8
9

Jeff Brown:

Army-Navy Country Club. Who are the three individuals that the
congressman paid greens fees for? There's a Michael Cagliani. I'm
probably screwing that up. Do you know who that is?

10

Current Treasurer:

Uh-uh (negative), I don't.

11

Jeff Brown:

How about Chris Chung?

12

Current Treasurer:

Uh-uh (negative).

13

Jeff Brown:

John Clyburn?

14

Current Treasurer:

Uh-uh (negative).

15
16

Jeff Brown:

But what this was and why there is a campaign disbursement was this is
the congressman paying green fees for this foursome?

17

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Right.

18

Jeff Brown:

That's what charge was. Okay.

19

Current Treasurer:

And it definitely was mislabeled.

20

Jeff Brown:

It was mislabeled as membership.

21

Current Treasurer:

Yeah because he doesn't have any membership there.

22
23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

Is it a fair characterization of what this is, is it's not a specific fundraising
event that he's doing at the Army-Navy Country Club. He is attempting to
secure support for a fundraiser, the Sanford Bishop Golf Classic, that he's
going to throw in the future?

26

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative).
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Paul Solis:

He explained this to you?

2
3
4
5
6

Current Treasurer:

Yes. When we were doing this. I want to say my interpretation, put it that
way. When Evelyn received this type of information, I think she made the
assumption this was a membership because it was a country club, so she
just thought that fee was a membership. And that's why I said I was going
to ask a lot of questions when I see-

7
8

Jeff Brown:

This just goes back to the point, which is she is not speaking with
Congressmen. When she has questions, she's just-

9

Current Treasurer:

Just acting.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Right. One of the other events that we inquired about was this DavisSmyre?

12

Current Treasurer:

Oh, Smyre.

13

Jeff Brown:

Smyre? Okay, golf tournament. What was that?

14
15
16
17
18
19

Current Treasurer:

From his explanation, Calvin Smyre is a ... I'm sorry – I had a brain freeze.
He is a politician, a local politician. Well he's not local. He's statewide and
he and this other gentleman who I believe is deceased if I'm not mistaken
from the Congressman, they had an annual event. I forgot what it was
funding. It was a foundation, but I think it was one of those I'll attend your
event, you attend my event and we support each other.

20
21
22

Jeff Brown:

So like the Army and Navy Country Club disbursement, this is not a
specific fundraising event for the Congressman, but it is an attempt by him
to secure some support for a future fundraiser.

23
24

Current Treasurer:

Right and he actually mingled with some of the people that attended that
event to see if they'll come to his event.

25

Jeff Brown:

And you know all this just because this is what the Congressman told you?

26

Current Treasurer:

Yep. Right.

27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

If you can just go to tab 11 for me. And if you flip ... Yeah, tab 11. Okay,
that should start off with your written response and if you flip a couple
pages, it's the AmEx bill back there, should be.

30

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

31

Jeff Brown:

Yep. So keep going and then there should be the AmEx.
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Current Treasurer:

Oh, okay. Got you.

2
3

Jeff Brown:

This is from April 2017, so given your role then, you wouldn't have seen
this bill?

4
5

Current Treasurer:

Right. I used to just give her ... I never opened it. I just would give it to
Evelyn.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

Okay. If you just flip one more page for me, this is a document ... One
more page, sorry.

8

Current Treasurer:

Oh. Okay.

9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

This is a document you provided to us which I think outlines what the
tournament is and what the fees were. Is that a fair characterization of
what this document is?

12

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Yes.

13
14
15

Jeff Brown:

It looks to me that- it says you need to make two separate payments of
$60. One is for greens fees to be paid directly to Legacy on Lanier Golf
Club and then a $60 donation to one of two charities.

16

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

I didn't see that in any of the documentation you provided. I didn't see
either of these two $60 charges. I assume those charges were made at
some point, given that he attended this event.

20

Current Treasurer:

Right. Lake Lanier Island should be ... Oh okay. That was ...

21
22

Jeff Brown:

I see that on the 3.31.17 AmEx. It looks like that may have been a
restaurant, though, because I'm seeing a tip there.

23

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I see tip. Uh-huh (affirmative).

24

Jeff Brown:

And it's not the $60.

25

Current Treasurer:

Right.

26
27

Jeff Brown:

So I think if you could just jot that down and keep an eye out, see if you
can find that.

28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. Got you.
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Jeff Brown:

And then if you flip one more page, I just want to confirm this is ...

2

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

This is the invoice that corresponds with the charge that we were inquiring
about, right? And so this invoice is the lodging charge we reference in our
RFI.

6

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

7
8

Jeff Brown:

And so the campaign paid $443.30 for it looks like two nights and some
other charges at the Legacy Lodge affiliated with this event. Is that right?

9
10

Current Treasurer:

Yes. Mm-hmm (affirmative). Did we see it on ... Oh here it is. Okay.
$443. Okay.

11

Jeff Brown:

All right. Okay. Reynolds Plantation.

12

Current Treasurer:

Is it ... Which?

13

Jeff Brown:

It is tab 12.

14

Current Treasurer:

12.

15
16

Jeff Brown:

I don't know that you're actually going to need to look at it, but this is just
your written response.

17

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

To what degree did you have knowledge of this trip at or around the time
that it was occurring?

20
21
22
23

Current Treasurer:

I didn't know anything. And that's one of my things, a list of things I want
to know when he's traveling so I'll know ahead of time if we're using the
card and if this is what this is for. I want to know ahead of time. So like
you said. So I didn't know.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

So the only discussions you had with the Congressman about this trip were
related to collecting documents and preparing this response for us?

26

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

27

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And what's your understanding of what this event was?

28
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Jeff Brown:

Not Legacy Lodge, Reynolds.

2
3
4

Current Treasurer:

Oh Reynolds. Oh okay. So that one was odd because he stayed in the other
one At Home Vacations. That's where they physically stayed and the
Legacy Lodge was one of the places they actually played golf.

5

Jeff Brown:

Reynolds Plantation.

6
7

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, Reynolds. Yeah. And it was listed incorrectly or the purpose was
listed as lodging, but it should have been listed something different.

8
9
10

Jeff Brown:

Right. So it looks to me like there were two charges that we asked about.
The first one was to the Reynolds Plantation, $3,599.72, and that was
described as lodging.

11

Current Treasurer:

Right.

12

Jeff Brown:

It was not, in fact, for lodging.

13

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

14

Jeff Brown:

It was for three rounds of golf at Reynolds Plantation.

15

Current Treasurer:

Right.

16

Jeff Brown:

Do you have any idea why it was described as lodging?

17

Current Treasurer:

No.

18

Jeff Brown:

Just go back to likely the issues that-

19

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Just guess and no communication. Yeah.

20
21

Jeff Brown:

Then there's the At Home Vacation Rentals which is also described as
lodging. That's for $2,343.03. That is actual lodging.

22

Current Treasurer:

It is lodging.

23

Jeff Brown:

In or around the Reynolds Plantation area.

24

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

25
26

Jeff Brown:

And the Congressman stayed with three individuals at this place, Darrell
Porter, Jerome Humphreys and Willie Watkins.
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Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

2

Jeff Brown:

Who are those three individuals?

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Current Treasurer:

I know Darrell Porter personally, but all three of them, they're guys that
actually work with us on the golf tournament and so I think they're
marshals or something for the golf tournament. So they were scouting and
scoping those other golf resorts I guess to figure out what they liked and
didn't like and having a little planning session and golf at the same time so
that they could better our tournament. But I know those are guys that's
been with him the whole time he's had that golf tournament.

10

Jeff Brown:

Are they friends of his? Are they constituents?

11
12
13

Current Treasurer:

They're constituents. They're probably friends now, but yeah, I know they
work on the campaign or volunteer on the campaign for that particular
fundraiser.

14

Jeff Brown:

It looks like the lodging was paid ... bless you…

15

Current Treasurer:

Bless you.

16

Jeff Brown:

…on the AMEX. The golf was paid on the SunTrust credit card.

17

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

Did the campaign pay for anything else? Any food or drink? Gas? Any
other charges?

20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

I'm trying to think. Excuse me. I don't know to be honest with you. I don't
know. I would think they would, he would have. But I remember it was so
hard because that card is no longer active. That's why I couldn't find it.

23

Jeff Brown:

SunTrust credit card?

24
25

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. That particular card. So I had to email one of the managers at
SunTrust to get that information. I couldn't even find it online.

26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Do you know if some of these other gentlemen, if they would have
paid for the food or the drink or the gas or if the Congressman would have
paid for that personally?

29

Current Treasurer:

I don't know. Mm-mm (negative).
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Jeff Brown:

Has the Congressman ever done any other planning trips like this in
advance of the Sanford Bishop Golf Classic?

3
4
5
6

Current Treasurer:

That was the first to my knowledge, but again, that was the first time. This
interaction I've had was the most interaction I've had with the
Congressman the whole time I've worked for him. So definitely the doors
of communication are open more now, but I don't know much.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

In your production to us on this Reynolds Plantation issue specifically,
you provided the AmEx bill which had the At Home Vacation charge on
it. You provide the NPG statement which I think was just your
acknowledgement that the campaign paid for this. The receipts for the
three rounds of golf, the actual physical receipts, and then the SunTrust
statement showing that these were paid for. Were you able to find any
other materials that Mrs. Pugh had saved on this?

14

Current Treasurer:

No. I didn't see anything. She didn't have anything.

15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

Or I'm wondering if there were any correspondence between the
Congressman and At Home Vacation Rentals? Was there a folio of some
kind?

18
19

Current Treasurer:

No. He got something at the last minute that I may have just sent to you
all. Whatever I found, I sent it. I sent you that. That was it.

20

Jeff Brown:

I didn't see any correspondence. I didn't see any agendas.

21

Current Treasurer:

Right. No.

22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

I didn't see- there was a reference to a volunteers list being compiled. So I
guess what I'm trying to get at is the extent to which ... What was planned
at this session?

25
26

Current Treasurer:

Right. Now he did go into detail about what they planned, but nothing
before this production.

27

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So there aren't any physical documents?

28

Current Treasurer:

No. He didn't allude to anything. But yeah, that'd be nice to have that.

29
30
31

Jeff Brown:

The Congressman mentioned to not Paul and I, but Omar and I when we
first met with him that there was an event which he attended the Masters
or Augusta National. Do you know what that was about?

32

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). Was that not the same thing or it is?
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Jeff Brown:

Well that's why I'm asking. I don't know.

2

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. Uh-uh (negative). I don't know.

3
4
5
6

Jeff Brown:

Okay. All right, let's talk about the Gold Strike Casino. So that's at tab 13.
It didn't include everything you provided to me, but there are some things
in here, so we'll try and flip through it as need be. Generally, what is this?
This is an annual policy conference.

7

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

8
9
10
11

Jeff Brown:

And in his written response, the Congressman says, "I did pay for
campaign workers and constituents to attend." I'd like to just talk a little
bit about what the campaign's policy was regarding paying for individuals
to attend. How is the campaign deciding who attended and why?

12
13
14
15
16

Current Treasurer:

I asked that question myself. That's something the Congressman, I
definitely have to speak to him myself because I asked him, I said, "Who
decides it?" I didn't know if he got with the scheduler and he said no. He
said some people ask to attend and he will reply to them. So I don't know
any type of policy around that.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

And do you know, is the Congressman agreeing to pay for travel, rooms or
other attendance fees?

19
20
21

Current Treasurer:

I think they get there on their own, but once they're there, he pays for their
room and I think they pay for their food. That's my understanding, but
don't hold me to that.

22
23

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Well let's walk through some of that and see if we can't figure this
out.

24

Current Treasurer:

Okay. All right.

25
26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

I see you ... It looks like you provided AmEx statements from 2014 to
2019 and some specific conference documents in 2018 and 2019, so the
two most recent, and also, the 2014, which I think was the one, the
original-

29
30
31
32

Current Treasurer:

The original mm-hmm (affirmative). And I think we could not get
anything for '15. The company had a problem with their system. I think
they either changed something, but whatever those documents, they
couldn't get those, '15s. So I think we were able to get '16, '17, '18.
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Jeff Brown:

So on that tab 13, the first page here is your written response and then if
you go a couple pages back, you look at it, it looks like an attendees list.

3

Current Treasurer:

Okay. Yeah.

4

Jeff Brown:

Who is Eric Fowler?

5

Current Treasurer:

That is the boyfriend to his daughter, Ayesha.

6

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Who's David Holsten?

7
8
9

Current Treasurer:

He's a long-time constituent. He is just like those other guys from that last
one. He's been with the congressman for a while, as far as talking to him
mainly, helping him with golf stuff.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Eric ... Sorry to back up to Eric Fowler. Is he a constituent?

11

Current Treasurer:

Yes. He lives in the district.

12

Jeff Brown:

And do you know the purpose of why Mr. Fowler attended this event?

13

Current Treasurer:

I don't. Mm-mm (negative).

14

Jeff Brown:

Do you know if there's a campaign purpose for his attending?

15

Current Treasurer:

I don't.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

And the same questions for David Holsten. David is a ... He's a
constituent?

18
19

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). I know that he's a constituent, yeah. He helps
with the golf tournament.

20

Jeff Brown:

Do you know why he attended the conference?

21
22

Current Treasurer:

I know he always goes. I think he's one of the consistent ones that go
every year, but why I don't know.

23

Jeff Brown:

Do you know if there's a campaign purpose for him attending?

24

Current Treasurer:

No.

25
26

Jeff Brown:

How about Yasmin Gabriel. We talked about her earlier. She is the
individual who's doing social media for the congressman?
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Current Treasurer:

Right. Yeah.

2

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

3
4

Current Treasurer:

I don't know how they got, how they were picked. I don't get the, like you
said, the purpose.

5
6

Jeff Brown:

And so you wouldn't ... I guess Ms. Gabriel has some affiliation with the
campaign, but you ...

7

Current Treasurer:

Right. That's from the staff member perspective.

8
9

Jeff Brown:

Do you know if she has a ... What the campaign purpose of her attending
is?

10
11
12

Current Treasurer:

My guess and that's just from my reading, there were some strict policy
guidelines around social media, so I thought she would benefit from the
policy conference. That's a guess. But I have not discussed it with him.

13

Jeff Brown:

With the Congressman?

14

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

15

Jeff Brown:

So, these are probably some appropriate questions to ask him.

16

Current Treasurer:

Definitely. Yeah.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

I'll ask you then just with respect to Ms. Lewis, same questions. Who is
she?

19
20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

Actually, she's a co-worker of mine. She used to be. She used to work with
me, and I know her. She's been helping the Congressman for a long time.
She was on the volunteer list before I even joined the team, but I don't
know what she did.

23
24
25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

Was your understanding from talking to the Congressman about these trips
to the Gold Strike that these individuals are going because it's something
that they're interested in and they want to attend, but it doesn't necessarily
... These individuals aren't going because this is somehow furthering the
Congressman's campaign.

28
29
30

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. I don't. I have no understanding of this particular event or I didn't
even know about it until this particular ... which opened up that whole
communication.
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Jeff Brown:

So if we were to go through the charges here and the charges in 2018 and
2019, the individuals who attended in 2018 and 2019, same sort of
answers?

4

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. No. Uh-uh (negative).

5
6

Jeff Brown:

Well let me at the very least go through ... Just flip to the next page is the
AmEx bill. This is a bill you provided and if you flip a couple ...

7

Current Treasurer:

One more.

8

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Actually, no, no. Stop.

9

Current Treasurer:

Right here. Oh mm-hmm (affirmative).

10

Jeff Brown:

I think you see the highlights here.

11

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

12
13
14

Jeff Brown:

It's one, two, three, four, five highlighted charges here. They're all to the
Gold Strike. And I think you said in your written response that these are
room charges for the individuals on this guest list.

15

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

16
17
18

Jeff Brown:

Okay. There's a couple charges above there. One is to Tunica Resorts. One
is to the Horseshoe Village and another one to the Horseshoe Village. Do
you have any idea what those are?

19
20

Current Treasurer:

Totally assuming the food for those constituents. That top one. I would
like to say that was the conference fee.

21

Jeff Brown:

For all of these individuals to attend?

22

Current Treasurer:

Uh-huh (affirmative).

23

Jeff Brown:

Do you know that's the case?

24
25
26

Current Treasurer:

Something made me think that. Strong guesstimate. I can't remember what
made me ... Do we have any information from Tunica, from the Tunica
Resort? I'm wondering if that-

27
28
29

Jeff Brown:

I don’t you provided anything in 2014. There's some other stuff from 2018
and '19, which- it might make sense for me to just ask you a couple more
questions about the attendees. So who is Wendy Lewis?
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Current Treasurer:

Right. I just know she's a volunteer that has been on the volunteer team for
Bishop For Congress for years. I don't know how long, but she's been
around a while.

4

Jeff Brown:

So she's a constituent and a campaign volunteer?

5

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

6
7

Jeff Brown:

And again, do you know why she attended or what her campaign purpose
was?

8

Current Treasurer:

No.

9

Jeff Brown:

And how about Felicia Davis?

10

Current Treasurer:

I don't know her.

11

Jeff Brown:

David Holsten. We already talked about him.

12

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. We talked about him. He's a long-term constituent.

13

Jeff Brown:

Linda Jordan.

14
15

Current Treasurer:

I don't know that name. Oh, London ... Is it London or Lynden? You said
London.

16

Jeff Brown:

I have Linda here, but it's possible that I've made a typo.

17
18

Current Treasurer:

Oh, that would have been [inaudible]. Okay, so no. I don't know who
Linda ...

19

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Linda Jordan. How about Jackie Whitaker

20

Current Treasurer:

No. I don't know who that is.

21

Jeff Brown:

Ron and Sandy Poag?

22

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). No.

23

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Priscilla and Louis Harris?

24

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative).

25

Jeff Brown:

Gregory Blue?
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Current Treasurer:

He's a long-term constituent.

2

Jeff Brown:

Is he a volunteer on the campaign?

3

Current Treasurer:

Yes. I think he's the marshal for the golf tournament we have.

4

Jeff Brown:

And do you know why he attended or what his campaign purpose was.

5

Current Treasurer:

No.

6
7
8

Jeff Brown:

You included a couple documents. If you flip a couple more pages to me
and if you look in the bottom right-hand corner, there's some missing
pages here, but if you get to THSB_0177.

9

Current Treasurer:

Okay, 176, 177. Right here.

10
11

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. Okay. So this is a list of it looks like individuals who attended and
then ...

12

Current Treasurer:

Oh okay.

13
14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

The Congressman forwards it to you and it looks like he's - for the record
again, THSB_0177, he's saying 2019 and 2018 these are the individuals.
And then he's noting next to it either attached or nothing found. I take it
what that means is attached, that means that there is a ...

17

Current Treasurer:

One of these ...

18
19

Jeff Brown:

One of these folios from the Gold Strike and not attached or nothing found
means ...

20

Current Treasurer:

They couldn't find ...

21

Jeff Brown:

Means what?

22

Current Treasurer:

They couldn't find the information in their records.

23

Jeff Brown:

And they is the Gold Strike?

24

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

25
26

Jeff Brown:

You inquired about these individuals, but they couldn't find anything on
them.

27

Current Treasurer:

Right. This Marla Sparks. She compiled that information.
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Jeff Brown:

At the Gold Strike?

2

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

3
4

Jeff Brown:

Okay. And when she or the Congressman notes nothing found, does that
mean that these individuals didn't go or does that mean ...

5
6

Current Treasurer:

I took it from - they had a lot of computer issues and so they could not pull
anything. I think these people attended.

7
8

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So this list was compiled by the Congressman of individuals he
believes attended this.

9

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

10
11

Jeff Brown:

And then you went to the Gold Strike and said, "What can you give me on
these folks?"

12

Current Treasurer:

Right.

13
14

Jeff Brown:

And they could give you stuff for some and they couldn't give you stuff
for others.

15

Current Treasurer:

Right. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

16

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So I want to keep flipping to page 180 ... THSB_0184.

17

Current Treasurer:

This one?

18
19
20
21

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. It looks to me like this is a couple pages of 2018 and 2019
individuals who looks like are attending, I assume, the Gold Strike
because you produced in response to the Gold Strike. Is that what I'm
looking at here.

22

Current Treasurer:

Yes. Mm-hmm (affirmative).

23
24
25

Jeff Brown:

These are the attendees and it looks like the T-shirts that they're getting. A
little bit of information on if the Congressman is paying or not paying for
them.

26
27

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. My understanding is that the Congressional Caucus Institute, which
I think is the ...

28

Jeff Brown:

The host?
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah, host. They pay for the Congressman and his wife and then he pays
for the people that he chose to attend. So if you see these people, then he
paid for them.

4

Jeff Brown:

Do you know who compiled this list here on THSB_0184?

5
6
7
8
9

Current Treasurer:

This one right here, I'm trying to think. Because this came at the last
minute. So I think some of it was coming. I just assume that I didn't really
peruse it very well. This may have been that lady Marla from Gold Strike.
Oh, Lauren. It could have been Lauren. Lauren I believe is his scheduler.
I'm not sure.

10

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

11

Current Treasurer:

Lauren Hughes..?

12
13

Jeff Brown:

I mean it seems to me like somebody internal with the Congressman
would have prepared this.

14

Current Treasurer:

Okay. Then that should be his scheduler.

15

Jeff Brown:

Yeah.

16
17
18
19

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative). Because I asked him, I said, "Who knows?"
That's one of the notes I made. When you're choosing constituents to
attend, somebody else needs to know so we can write that down because
American Express isn't telling me who to match things up with.

20
21
22
23
24

Jeff Brown:

Right. And so let me ask you about the American Express bills. You
provided bills between 2015 and 2019. When I go through those bills, I
don't necessarily see room charges reflected each year. And I'm wondering
did you see those? Did I miss something? Did you just ... Why did you
guys provide…Why did you provide the AmEx?

25

Current Treasurer:

It should have been on there.

26

Jeff Brown:

Well, let's go through it.

27

Current Treasurer:

Right, It should've been on there. Can we take a break?

28

Jeff Brown:

Absolutely. I'll pause the recording.

29

[Recording stopped]
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All right. This is Jeff Brown. We're back on the record with Treasurer.
And I think we left off, we were talking about the Gold Strike Casino and
some of the Amex bills you provided. So I think the first one there, if you
could flip a couple more pages to see THSB_0087.

5

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

6

Jeff Brown:

So this 2016, I look at this and-

7

Current Treasurer:

What else, yeah.

8

Jeff Brown:

Yeah, I see an $850 payment to the CBC on 8/17/16.

9
10
11
12

Current Treasurer:

And he was telling me, there's a difference, it's like three different
congressional black caucus entities. So I see FD, I'm assuming this
foundation? I don't know, he was trying to explain the difference to me on
that. So your question was if the fees weren't on here-

13
14
15
16

Jeff Brown:

Well I guess what I'm saying is, my understanding from you and the
Congressman, and your written response was that rooms were being paid
for at the Gold Strike for attendees, but I'm not necessarily seeing that
reflected in the Amex bills. I'm wondering why that is?

17

Current Treasurer:

Right.

18
19

Jeff Brown:

You know, you could flip to the next Amex bill, that's 2017. And I see a
8/12/17 GS buffet for $16.50 assume that's Gold Strike buffet.

20

Current Treasurer:

That's Gold Buffet, mm-hmm (affirmative).

21

Jeff Brown:

So I think to sort of summarize, I just, I'm not-

22

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, we don't see it like we did on the ‘14.

23
24

Jeff Brown:

Yeah. I'm not seeing… Then you go to the 2018 and there's a bunch of
charges to the CBC Institute.

25

Current Treasurer:

Institute.

26

Jeff Brown:

And then there's the Gold Strike advanced deposit, GS advanced deposit.

27

Current Treasurer:

Okay. Yeah.

28

Jeff Brown:

GS Steak House
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Current Treasurer:

Then there is one and there's 8/12, there's that foundation again.

2
3
4
5

Jeff Brown:

So I guess without belaboring this too much further, the short answer is,
it's your general understanding from the Congressman, that the campaign
is paying for constituents or supporters to attend, and that means room
payments.

6

Current Treasurer:

Right.

7

Jeff Brown:

We're not necessarily seeing that reflected Amex.

8

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

9

Jeff Brown:

And you don't know why that is?

10
11
12
13
14

Current Treasurer:

Unless it was... Because it's always the second weekend in August, and so
maybe it's reflected in the... See that's the closing, and that's probably why
I pulled these particular ones. But I guess I didn't do my due diligence to
ensure the actual charges were on here. I just made the assumption that
they should have be on here.

15

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

16

Current Treasurer:

Yeah.

17

Paul Solis:

If you could just follow up on that.

18

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I'm sorry.

19
20

Jeff Brown:

Hilton Head. The Congressman traveled to Hilton Head around the
holidays each year?

21

Current Treasurer:

Yes, as I'm told.

22

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What are you told?

23
24

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, there was a trip. And I don't know who goes and is, why. I don't
know. But yeah, Evelyn told me about it.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What'd she say?

26

Current Treasurer:

She just said that they go every year.

27

Jeff Brown:

Him and his wife and anybody else?
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Current Treasurer:

I don't know who all goes. I'd assume the family, I guess. Yeah. I'm
assuming that the daughter, and the granddaughter, I don't know.

3

Jeff Brown:

Okay. What sort of vehicles does the Congressman have?

4

Current Treasurer:

He has one, a sports utility. So I think I said it's a black Yukon, I think.

5

Jeff Brown:

That's down here in Columbus? Or down here in Georgia?

6

Current Treasurer:

Yes, mm-hmm (affirmative).

7

Jeff Brown:

And he has a Lincoln up in Washington DC?

8

Current Treasurer:

He told me it, I'm not sure.

9

Jeff Brown:

And how about his wife? What sort of car does she have?

10

Current Treasurer:

She has a car, a Chrysler 3000 I believe, that's white.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

Who's permitted to charge gas to the campaign? The Congressman
obviously does. His wife does?

13

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, she's doing some campaign business.

14

Jeff Brown:

Anybody else?

15

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). I mean, well Mike Brown, but we pay him for gas.

16

Jeff Brown:

It seems like there's- If you can go to tab 16.

17

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Jeff Brown:

This is your response to our request regarding some of the gas
reimbursements. And at the end there, the Congressman, he's describing,
he says, he thinks “Mrs. Pugh sought ways to limit the number of items
that would have been inputted into NGP and included on the disclosure
reports. Rather than list each individual disbursement, it now appears that
she combined or lumped together multiple fuel charges without
connecting them to specific dates, and arbitrarily assigning the vendor
names to ones that were already populated NPG." And he goes on to say
"This is a theory, because we have no earthly idea how the amounts and
attributions were arrived at, or when and where the charges were
incurred." Did you ever determine if this theory was correct?
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Current Treasurer:

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

It's my belief system, that's what she would do. I had to explain that one to
the Congressman. This was the one that really hit him really hard. I know I
explained it several times to him. He just did not get it. And I think more
so, because it's almost really ludicrous in a sense.
Evelyn told me that she knew she wasn't doing the credit card, the Amex
card, correctly. I didn't put two and two together until after I came back
from Chicago, because I thought gas was gas. And then I realized, like you
said, I never entered anything that said American Express. I never entered
anything that I originally saw on the American Express bill. I never
entered any of those things. And so I realized all I would enter was gas.
And so when we couldn't find any of those items, it dawned on me. I said
"That's what she was doing with the American Express bill." She was
trying to make the money match, but she didn't make the items. She didn't
itemize the bill. So she would take, let's just say $4,000 on the American
Express bill and just come up with $4,000 worth of gas items, and just
naming them arbitrarily a different company.

17

Jeff Brown:

Explain that to me again.

18
19
20
21
22

Current Treasurer:

So... That was the face the Congressman made too, he was like, "what?"
So I'm just arbitrarily throwing out a number, like $4,000. So say $4,000,
I don't know how she would divide it. Like what number she would come
up with to divide that amount. So I must say 10 and she would come with
like $400.

23

Jeff Brown:

And these- Is this $4,000 just arbitrarily come out of the air?

24

Current Treasurer:

Well the American Express bill.

25

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

26
27

Current Treasurer:

So in an effort to not itemize the American Express bill, she named it
these gas charges.

28
29
30

Jeff Brown:

Okay, because I know you eventually you sent us a bunch of Amex bills
and all that- You sent us all the Amex bills that were associated with the
specific gas charges that we asked about.

31

Current Treasurer:

Right.

32
33
34

Jeff Brown:

But then I went and I looked at all those Amex bills and I tried to get the
numbers that were here and I couldn't get the numbers that were there. I
take it you couldn't get those numbers either.
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Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I couldn't.

2
3

Jeff Brown:

And the only reason why you provided us with these Amex bills is
because these were the Amex bills that associated with these days-

4

Current Treasurer:

Those months, yeah. Those months.

5
6

Jeff Brown:

So we still don't really have an answer for what, or why, or how with
respect to these gas charges?

7
8

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. The way I explained it to the Congressman, is they're not real. No
gas was purchased. And in section five, that's not gas.

9

Paul Solis:

And how do you know that?

10
11
12
13
14

Current Treasurer:

Just because I remember her going through the bill, the American Express
bill, and instead of saying... the different items is on the American Express
bill. Instead of itemizing them out, she just lumped them together and just
would take each amount, say $3,450.13 and just name it, Walmart, name
it, Citco, name it. To quickly get through the filing.

15
16
17

Jeff Brown:

So in other words she's looking at an Amex bill, and she tallying up gas,
and Walmart charges, and like food and she's coming to $555 and that's 15
different charges.

18

Current Treasurer:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

19
20

Jeff Brown:

And she's just listing that as gas, when in fact it's five to 10 separate
things.

21

Current Treasurer:

Different things, right.

22

Jeff Brown:

She's doing that because-

23

Current Treasurer:

She doesn't want to itemize.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

She doesn't want to itemize. And so that would actually explain, when I
look at the Amex records that you provided, and then I try and go see-

26

Current Treasurer:

Where-

27
28

Jeff Brown:

Whether, and to what extent it's itemized, in the FEC
disbursements…there are a lot of missing disbursements.

29

Current Treasurer:

Yea.
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Jeff Brown:

It looks like some stuff was itemized and some stuff was not itemized.

2

Current Treasurer:

Right. How she picked what to itemize and what not, I don't know.

3
4

Jeff Brown:

And you guys just have not been able to figure out what the rhyme or
reason is?

5
6
7

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, I don't get how she... What number she used to put in there to divide
up that money. I just know she wanted to make the money match, the
disbursement that we spent for American Express match.

8

Jeff Brown:

And do it with as minimal disbursements as possible.

9

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, mm-hmm (affirmative).

10
11

Jeff Brown:

And then there's the added complication here, of these two checks that you
found?

12

Current Treasurer:

Yes.

13

Jeff Brown:

Okay. So tell me how these came about.

14

Current Treasurer:

Let me think. Wasn't one of them, the Green Island? I thought-

15

Jeff Brown:

So there both in here.

16

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

17

Jeff Brown:

I think one of them is at 17 and one of them is at-

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. So when I was asking the my lady at the bank to... Was it 17? I
want to say I was trying to find information on Green Island Hills. No,
Mike Brown. That's what it was. I was asking for Mike Brown. And I gave
her the check number, date, and told her who it was too. And I'll never
forget, she called me, she said "I need you to come to the bank to pick it
up. I made a copy." And I was like "Oh, okay." And so I'm thinking, she
couldn't email it to me because of HIPAA or some type of privacy. So I go
and then she whispered to me, she said, "It's not what you think." And I'm
like, "What do you mean?" And she handed it to me and it had Evelyn's
name on it. And I was like... And so I asked her, we asked Evelyn about it
and she was like "I don't know."

29
30

But this was like last year, wasn't it? Which one was it? 18 orJeff Brown:

Yeah, December 2018.
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Current Treasurer:

6868, yeah. So she said she didn't know. And so I know we have to go into
NGP and take that off of Mike Brown's name and make it Evelyn's name.
But I didn't want to touch anything until-

4

Jeff Brown:

Did you talk to Mike Brown about this?

5
6
7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

Sanford asked him about it. He said he hadn't received anything. He had
only received the two checks that he... Because it was three total, when we
looked at it, we thought it was three in the system, but he had only
received two. One for that monthly payment and then the second one for
actual mileage reimbursement. But that third one, he said he had not
received.

11

Jeff Brown:

So Mike was never paid $1,976?

12
13

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). That check, the physical check, was actually written
out to Evelyn herself and on the back it was endorsed by Evelyn.

14
15

Jeff Brown:

Did you see anything else like this, in going through her records? Aside
from the other one that you've mentioned.

16

Current Treasurer:

Okay. Yeah.

17

Jeff Brown:

$496.29 that she wrote to herself.

18
19

Current Treasurer:

Right. Because that one was to another... Was that... Okay BP, right. Just
that one. And then I hadn't seen anything else, I'm scared, I hope not.

20

Jeff Brown:

And you're scared because-

21

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, because I just am like-

22

Jeff Brown:

It appears that she's converting campaign funds.

23

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. That's what's scary about that.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

When you and the Congressman asked you about it, tell me how that
conversation happened.

26
27

Current Treasurer:

Well, we went to the assisted living home and asked her about it. We
asked her about each one of the items, just to get her statement.

28

Jeff Brown:

Each one of the requests?
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Current Treasurer:

Yes, the ones you asked us about. And then we saved that kind of toward
the end, and we showed her the checks and she just looked at it and she
said "I don't know."

4
5

Jeff Brown:

Did you guys believe her? Was there any follow-up? How did that
progress?

6
7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

Well, I asked her, I said "Well, we're going to need reimbursement for
that." And so she just wrote out reimbursement checks, because she said
"You want them in one check or two?" And I said I need two separate, so I
can show that it's two, so the money can match. So she gave me two
separate checks.

11
12

Jeff Brown:

And what was the Congressman's reaction to this? What did, what did he
say to you afterwards?

13
14
15

Current Treasurer:

Oh, he just asked me "Did she do it" and I said "Yeah, she paid us back."
He said "good." So he didn't say much else about it. I could tell he was
hurt.

16

That one hurt bad.

17
18

Jeff Brown:

Mike Brown, he was doing security for the Congressman for a while. Do
you know what that was about?

19
20
21
22
23
24

Current Treasurer:

I saw that, but the only thing I could think... I don't know. But I don't think
can think of was, we have security for our golf tournament. And there's an
event at the end, a little get together after the golf... Is after or is it before
the golf tournament? It's the night before the golf tournament, but we
actually pay Marshall's for it. So I don't know if he did security before we
decided to utilize uniform officers.

25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

I mean it looks like... So sorry, if you go a tab 19 again, I've done the same
thing again, printed out disbursements to Mike Brown or DBA Just
Services. And if you go to-

28

Current Treasurer:

Security.

29
30

Jeff Brown:

It looks like between October of 2018 and October of 2017 there's kind of
like a year where he's getting routinely paid for security.

31
32
33
34

Current Treasurer:

It look like different amounts too. Number one, I'm going to say, that
might be incorrect, despite the description. That might be incorrect. I'll
have to let the Congressman speak on that, if he's ever posed a security. I
don't see him as security. But the reason, the only other glitch I would see
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is someone just saving time. If Evelyn has somebody helping her, just
hitting that clone button and taking his name and just cloning, and then
putting another amount and not changing the description.

4
5

Jeff Brown:

In November, there is also two catering charges. Does Mike Brown cater,
that you're aware of that?

6
7

Current Treasurer:

I'm not aware of that. I just solely thought that he was the sign guy, and he
would go in and place them.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Jeff Brown:

One of the things we've talked about a little bit here is a FEC sort of
reporting errors and consistencies. And we've talked about the failure to
itemize. Another thing I've noted is the dating of disbursements. They are
not... I'm wondering if you've seen this, but disbursements on a credit card
are dated the date of the credit card payment, and not the date that the
charge is actually made on the credit card. And that was, that was a
consistent pattern with Mrs. Pugh?

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Current Treasurer:

Yeah. Now, I remember asking her about that. Her explanation was just
that she said that the American Express bill is paid like roughly on the
10th of the month. And she said that her belief system was the date on an
NGP, it asks for a disbursement date and the disbursement, she said it
should be the date that the campaign dispersed the funds. So we paid the
American Express bill on the 10th, on or around the 10th, and so that's the
date that we should have put in the system. So that's probably why that
happens. But that's because we don't itemize, what wasn't itemized, and
that's probably where that thought process came.

24
25
26
27

Jeff Brown:

If you go to tab 20 for me. This is a copy of the SunTrust statement from
April of this year. And just draw your attention to two things. There's $660
charge that says "ATM cash withdraw." And then 4/24 there's a $4,482.00
over the counter withdraw.

28

Current Treasurer:

Yeah, wow.

29
30
31
32

Jeff Brown:

So it suggests to me that there's money being withdrawn, cash being
withdrawn, from an ATM. And also internally, inside the bank, over the
counter with a deposit ticket. Are you and the Congressman familiar with
any cash withdraws being made?

33

Current Treasurer:

No.

34
35

Jeff Brown:

Do you have any thoughts on why there might be cash withdrawn from
this account?
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Current Treasurer:

April, April, April? No, Nothing's even happening in April that I know of.

2

Jeff Brown:

And who has access to this account?

3
4
5

Current Treasurer:

It should only... Because like I said, I just got on it. So it should only be
Evelyn and Sanford, and trust me he didn't know how to, he wouldn't do
that.

6
7

Jeff Brown:

And you and the Congressman have never had a conversation with her
about cash withdrawals?

8
9

Current Treasurer:

Mm-mm (negative). Would I need to go... She ain't going to remember.
But should I ask her?

Jeff Brown:

Well, to the extent that cash is being withdrawn, I think obviously that's a
concern. And so, if you want to follow up and let us know what you find,
that would be appreciated.

10
11
12
13
14

And last thing I want to ask you about, before we finish up here, if you
just go to tab 21.

15

Current Treasurer:

Okay.

16
17
18
19

Jeff Brown:

Again, I've just done an FEC printout here. And this is just, all- the
descriptor here is storage. And I know that the Congressman has, making
campaign disbursements to looks like four, five including Michael Brown,
storage facilities. And I'm just wondering why?

20
21
22
23

Current Treasurer:

Right. That's definitely a question I have, because I wanted to know...
There's a Weathers Storage, I know that's here. I know where the Michael
Brown went up, because I think I want to say we sent some information to
you on that.

24
25

Jeff Brown:

I think aside from Michael Brown, I'm curious. There's four different
storage units.

26
27
28

Current Treasurer:

I think it's Victory Drive on this that's Michael Brown's, but I'm not sure.
So I know the Congressman can confirm on that, but I don't know what's
in all the other ones. I don't know what Lake Park Storage is.

29

Jeff Brown:

Lake Park, and Victory, and Weathers.

30

Current Treasurer:

I want to say Victory is the one for Mike Brown.

31

Jeff Brown:

Okay.
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Current Treasurer:

Because that's there's near his house.

2

Jeff Brown:

Then there's Manns.

3

Current Treasurer:

I've never heard of that.

4

Jeff Brown:

Okay.

5

Current Treasurer:

I don't even know... How is that being, is that every month?

6

Jeff Brown:

They're inconsistent, which is another reason why I was asking.

7
8
9
10

Current Treasurer:

Okay. I need to know about that. But I knew about this Weathers, that was
one of my questions I was going to ask him. What's in there, where's the
keys? What is it, and all of that. I don't know, that was one of my
questions for him.

11
12
13

Jeff Brown:

Okay. Aside from everything we've already talked about and covered in
some detail, is there anything that I didn't ask you about today that you
thought we might chat about?

14
15

Current Treasurer:

No. We hit on everything that I know about. Especially that gas, that gas is
a doozy.

16
17

Jeff Brown:

Okay. All right. Well, with that, I think I will end the recording and just
thank for your time.

18

Current Treasurer:

Okay, thank you.
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